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ABSTRACT 
\ 
The allochthonous sequence soutfl of Hare Say' comprises four 
distinct tectonic sli£es which fro~ the structurally lowest to the 
highest are: the Maiden Point Slice, the Creque Head Slice, the St. 
·Julien Island Slice and the White Hills Slice. The·allochthonou~ 
sequence was emplaced westwards in Middle Ordovician time over an 
autoch~honous, mainly carbonate, sequence. ~he top of the autochthon 
~ ,consists of a northeasterly derived flysch that contains detritus 
derived from the allochthon. This flysch records a decrease in grai~ 
size, bed thickness and sand content, from north to south across the area . 
.. 
The study has shown that the slices of the allochthon display 
• different stratigraphy, different internal deformati 011 and different 
metamorphic history. The s l ice contacts are in most places marked by 
a few tens of meters of black shaley melange. 
The Maiden Point Slice consists m?inly of coarse quartzo- feldspathic 
greywackes. and minor mafic volcanic rocks . The Croque Head Slice consists 
._of ·fin~ grained greywackes than those in the Maiden Point Slice. The 
St. Julten Island Slice consists of sandy limestone in fault contact 
wlth a po~ymictic conglqmerate. The conglomerat'e contains volcano-
. \ 
plutonic detritus ~hich ~as probably derived from an island arc to the 
/ 
east. The Whlte Hills Sli'ce contains a partial Q'phiolite, structurally 
underlain by metavolcanic rocks and minor amounts of metasedimentary 
rocks th~ record pre -emp 1 a cement polyphase deformation and metamorph·; sm~ 
These metamorphit rocks consist -of pyroxene -bearing amphibolites, 
\ 
· amphibolites, and greenschists, that display decreasing metamorphic 
grade and intensity of deformation downward and away from the ove~~g 
·" ' 
(vi )" 
..... · 
·"· 
, 
' 
.. ~. 
ultramafic rocks. They are interpreted as a dynamothermal aureole . 
-
related to obduction and earliest tra~sport of oceanic crust and · 
mantle over previous ly undeformed and unmetamorphosed supracrustal 
rocks. 
\ 
Emplacement of the allochthon in 'Middle Ordovician time '....._ __ 
jroduced a slaty ~leavage, rare recumbent folds and low greenschist 
metamorphism in the lower tectonic slices and in the melange iones. 
~ 
The autochthonous rocks are in most p 1 aces unaffected by the emp 1 a cement 
' . /. 
deformation (Taconi·c orogeny), except at Canada Bay where melange is 
absent and an imbricate structure and associated northwest-::facing 
recumbent folds are developed. 
After Middle Ordovician emp~acement the whole area was affected 
, 
by the Acadian orogeny. The pre- and syn-emplacement structu:es are 
refolded .about open, upright to moderately inclined folds ~nd an 
associated crenulation cleavage is widely developed. 
1 The e.volution of the allochthon and autochthdn is describ,ed in 
tenns of a plate-tectonic model related to the· bi.rth and destruction 
of a continental margin and a marginal ocean basin from late Precambrian 
to upper Paleozoic times. Comparisons with the other "Taconic" allochthons 
found along the western margin of ' the northern Appalachians suggests 
that simi_lar tectonicpocesses· contr~_:d their evolution. 
(vii) 
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CHAPTER 
. l 
INTRODUCTION 
. \ 
I 
' 
\ 
• Location, Access and Means of Tr~vel 
The Hare Bay Allochthon is ld~~ted at the tip of the 
Great Northet:n Peninsula, the northeastern extremjty of the Appalachians :. , 
in Ne~foundland. The Allochthon extends for approximately 120 km alung 
-.....the western shore of White BaY an.d...._up to 35 km inland . Hare Bay 
exposes· an excellent cross section across its central part and f6rms the 
northern bQundary of the map area. Canada Bay affords another well . 
exposed cross section across its southern part. The· southern and western 
extremities of the allochthon south of Hare Bay approximi!tel~ define the 
' ) 
t ' limits of the map area. ..._ _ ___., 
Main Brook in Hare Bay and Englee in Canada Bay are 
served by unpaved roads and a road to Conche was opened in _1970. Access 
to the sma 11 coasta 1 settlements of Canada Harbour (resettled 1971), 
Croque, Grandoi~, St. J~liens and Fi.shot Island is by sea and the area is 
~served by C.N. ·coastal boat service approximately once a week . 
The coastal survey was by means ~f an 18 ft. open boat, 
"Moses", the flagshi_p of t.,.he Geology Department. A small rubber boat was 
-~ 
used on Whites Arm Pond and a 12 ft. aluminum boat with a 9 hp motor on 
Coles Pond. Base camps were made at Main Brook (1969), Englee and Conche 
(197~nd 1971) and abandoned houses rented in various settlements a1ong 
the coast served as temporary camps. 
) 
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Physical Features J 
The central core of the Great Northern Peninsula i s · 
.:... underlain by gneisses that form the long Range Mountains (F i g ., 1) that ri.s~ 
up .to 760 m. Flanking the mountains to the north and west· a~e l owl ands 
(0-1.20 m) underla i n chiefly by carbonate cover rocks. The northeastern 
. 
part of the peninsula is underla in by allochthonous rocks t hat form a 
roll ing upland te~rane rising up to 260~ the rna~ area . A prominent 
north-south trend1ng scarp marks the western extrem1ty of the' al locht hon 
and a number of large ponds are located at its western foot. · The 
allochthonous terrane is underliin chiefly by/sandstone and cons is ts of 
rounded, uncovered hills wi~h intervening depressions ~overed with forest, 
I 
marsh or ponds . A prominen~ ridge that runs from Whites Arm to Croque 
• 
Harbour is the topographic expression of resistant bas.a lt. and similar ridges 
occur north of Coles Pond. The long, l,i.Aear depressi on within t,tle uplands 
' .. -in the northern part of the area i s bottomed by carbonate and ~presents a 
window through· the allochthon herepy named Whites Ann Window·. The strong 
northeast gra i n of the uplands reflects the~regional structure and erosion 
e.---
along fault zones . 
\ ~ Drainage in the area is poor and maj or rivers are only 
established in the lowlaflds. Streams flowing off' the upl ands commonly 
.. 
-· disappear and flow underground .through t.he. carbonates of the lowlands. 
Glacial till .is patchy and thin. Gl ac i al erratics. are 
common and together w1th the glacial striations indi ca te an eas~erly 
movement of glacial ice. ( Fig . 3) . 
Exposure along t he coast i~ excellent ~nd·Hare Bay, 
/ .-.....  
Whites Arm, Croque Harbour and Canada Bay affo rd valuable cross sections. 
./ 
I 
'.../ 
r, ~'. 
\ .. 
Hle shore line is gentle ie Hare Bay but becomes c'l i ffed south' of St. Jul.i ens. 
However, in m·ost places the cliffs are accessibl~e.from a small boat exc.ept 
south of Canada Head where landings can rarely· be made. Inland, exposure 
is moderate )n the u'plands but generally poor in the lov1lands. 
, 
Geological Setting 
The Hare Bay Allochthon lies upon the Western Platform 
(Kay,l96 7), orl€ of three distinct geological provinces of the Newfounqland 
Appalachians defined by contrasting Precambrian and early Paleozoic 
depositional and structural history (Williams, 1964). 
The Western Plat form is bounded to the east by th&. Central 
Mobile Belt {Williams, 1964) that consists of two northeast trending marginal 
orthotectonic belts with ct wide paratectonic central portion that con~ists 
c 
in part of a typical ophiolite succession (Snooks Arm G~oup~ ·Lush's Bight 
. •.• I 
Gro..,p). The western orthotectonic belt consists 'of an older Grenvillian (?) 
gneissiC basement (M. de Wit, unpublished), overlain by a lower psarrrnite 
division, followed by a mixed greywacke and mafic volcanic sequence, in 
turn overlain by mixed mafic and silic vo~canic rocks and cut pre-kinem~tically 
. ~ 
by acidic intrusions (Kennedy, l973a). ·The. entire suCcession is collectively 
, . 
referred to as the Fleur de Lys Supergroup (Church, 1969). 
'· 
The geology of the Western Platform is ty~ic'al of that 
all along th.~ western margin of the Appalachians and consists of thr'ee 
major tectonic elements outlineq in Fig. l, nameiy: 
(l) . a Pr~cambrian crystalline basement defonned during 
· the Grenvillian orogeny; 
/ 
• 
; - 4 -
\_. 
(2) an autochthonous Cambro-Ordov ic ian carbonate sequence 
that unconformably overlies the Precambr ia n rocks and 
consists of a thin ba s al clastic-volcanic unit, overlain 
by a thick dobstone-1 imestone unit and capped by an 
easterly-derived f1,ysch unit; 
(3) a series of allochthonous thrust slices emplaced over 
the autochthonous s equence in middle Ordovician times . 
The transported rocks constitute two disconnected masses, 
the Humber Arm Allochthon in the south at Bay of Islands 
and the Hare Bay Allochthon in the north. The l ower 
structural s lices of the allochthons cons ist of Cambrian(?) 
to l ower Ordovician rna inl y cla st i c sedimentary rocks, 
overlain by higher structural slices that consist of igneous 
and metamorphic rocks . The hi ghest slice contains an 
ophiolite sequence with an attached aureole of metavolcanic 
I I 
rock s at its base. The s lices are g~nerally separated from 
/ 
each other and from the autochthon by black shaley melange 
zone s: 
Prior to 1937 little was known of the geology of the 
Great North e rn Peninsula. Murray mad e a cursory coastal examination of 
~hite Bay in 1864 arid recogn ized a s uccess ion of Precambrian gneisses 
followed by Cambrian sediments and by limestones and sandstones of presumed 
Silurian age. Forty years later Howley (1902) spent a week in the Canada 
.,. 
- 5 - . 
• 
Bay area .and generally concLrred with Murray's f i ndings . Schuchert 
and bunbar (1934). in their memoir on western Newfoundland.correlated 
the carbonates and the overlying sandstones and shales of the Canada 
Bay area 1vith the Cambro-Ordovician carbonates and the overl yi ng clastic 
Humber Ann series of western Newfoundland. They thought that al l o f the 
sed-iments of western Newfoundland comprised a single sequence of Cambr i an 
to upper middle Ordovician age and this idea stood until 1963. 
Cooper (1937) mapped the . Hare Bay area on a s"Cjie of 
1" to one mile and published the firs t comprehenswe g eologi~ report 
on part of the thesis area. Cooper recognized two c ontra sting sequences 
and described a l ower division con s isting of limes tone and an upper 
divi si on characterized by s andstone and lava f l ows. Cooper divided the 
rocks into formations and his terminology has been adopted by l ater wOI'-ke rs . 
Although Cooper fa i 1 ed to recogni ze the allochthonous nature of the rocks 
in the area he did rea 1 i ze the importance of thrust fault s . He p 1 aced the 
White Hill s Peridotite Sheet and the under1ying amphibol ite and greensc hist's 
in a separate thrust s heet or ''decke" and e s timated a di splacement of eleven 
miles for thi s sheet on the Hare Bay thrust. He attributed the amphibolites 
and greenschi sts to contact metatnorphi sm by the peridot i t es . and s ugges t ed 
that another ultramafic mass lay seaward ea s t of Fishot Island t o ac count 
for similar metavolcanic rocks exposed there. 
In 1939 Betz mapped the Canada Bay area and recognized 
Precambrian gneisses unconforma bly overlain by a Cambro-Ordovi c ian 
sequence which he subdivided into 9 formations . He correlated the upper 
\ 
•: 
- 6 -
four formations with Cooper's Ordovician sequence in Hare Bay . Betz 
recognized a number of thrust faults and recumbent folds in the area 
but placed the -entire sequence i n a nonnal stratigraphic suc~.e.s s ion. 
The first revolution in thought on the geo l ogy of 
western Newfound land occurred in 1963 when Rodgers and Neale, following 
suggestions by Johnson (1941) 1and Kay (1945), rejected t he theory of a I 
single conformable sequence for the rocks of the Humber Arm and Hare Bay 
• I i 
areas. :rhey recognized that fossils collected in the Humber Arm Ser i es 
showed the upper clastic sequence to b'e i n part contemporaneous with the 
lower carbonate sequence. These anomalou s relations hips were previously 
explained by the clastic sequence bei ng local facies variat ions in the 
I carbonate sequence . Rodgers and Neal e, realiz i ng the sim ilari ties of 
the geology and tectonic setting of west Nevtfoundland with t he Taconic 
Klippe of New York State, proposed that the upper clastic sequence 
consti.tuted a separate but contemporaneous sequence which was deposited 
to the east of its present location . In Middle Ordovician times the 
clastic sequence and associated ultramafic rocks were emplaced as klippen 
on top- of the carbonate sequenc;. presumabl y by gravity sliding. 
Tuke ( 1968) mapped the area north of Hare Bay to 
investigate this possibility. He confirmed Rodgers' and Neal e ' s 
prediction of two superimposed sequences of different li t hol ogies but 
of similar age. Tuke delineated three separate s lices and showed that the 
White HillsPeridotite Sheet occupied the highest slice. 
The second revolution in the i n terpretat1on of the geo logy 
occurred with the advent of plate tectonics when Stevens ( 1970) and 
Church and Stevens (1970, 1971) interpreted the Bay of Islands Complex and 
- 7 -
the White Hills Peridotite Sheet as oceanic crust and mantle . Stevens ( 1970 ) 
viewed the sediments in the allochthon and in the u~per part of the 
autochthon as flysch deposits related to ocean birth and destruct i on. 
Stevens (1968) prev iously had recognized that the metamorphic rocks at 
the base of the ophiol ite slice had suffered polyphase deformation pri or 
to emplacement. He interpreted the metamorphi c rocks as prev i ously 
deformed low grade schists that were "overprinted by thennal metamorphism 
bordering (the) u_ltramafics" (1968, p. 8). This vi.e.w was later s ubscribed 
to by Church and Stevens (1971) and Church (1972), who considered the 
• 
aureole to include at most only the amphibolites . 
Smyth (197l),in a prelimi nary report on the present wor k , 
outlined the various tectonic slices of the allochthon from Hare Bay t o 
Croque and recognized the importance of pre- and post-emplac ement 
deformations in that area. He concurred with Stevens (1968 ) that the 
greensch i sts and amphibolites of the ophiol i te slice had suffered pol yphase 
deformation prior to emplacement but showed tnat the growth of metamo rphi c 
mineral s accompanied the deformations rather than overgrowing previ ous ly 
deformed rocks. He concluded that if the heat wa s supplied by the ultra-
mafic plutons then the ultramafic rocks must have been emplaced before or 
during the first and second defonnation . 
The Hare Bay Al 1 ochthon has featured in mos t of the recent 
~ 
plate tectonic models for the development of the Newfoundland Appalachians;"'" 
most notably by Bird and Dewey (1970) and Dewey and Bi rd (1971). However, 
their interpretations of this area are based on previously published 
repor~ and no new rock relationships were added, although they put the 
area in sharp perspective . 
,. I 
- 8 -
Recent work north of Hare Bay by .Williams, Smyth and 
-. 
Stevens (1973) outlined four major tectonic slices in the allochthon and 
their order of structural stacking has been determined for the first time. 
A map of the entire Hare Bay Allochthon by Williams and Smyth, 
incorporating their work north of Hare Bay with the results of this study 
is in preparation. 
Purpose and Techniques 
' . '( .,1\ 
-~~~·· The present study was undertaken to determine the I, 
stratigraphy and structure of the _little k~own area south of Hare Bay 
and to map for the first time the intervening 40 km 
I 
between Cooper's 
and Betz's map areas. Of special importance was the determination of 
the number of tectonic slices that comprise the allochthon in that area 
and to detenutne their order of structural stacking . 
' Three field seasons were spent mapping the area on a 
scale of 1:50,000 and locally on a scale of l:l2,50fl approximately, using 
air photographs supplied by the Department of Ener~y, Mines and Resources, 
Ottawa. The principles of small scale structural mapping as expounded by 
Wi -lson (1961) and the concept of facing directions of folds (Shackleton, 
1958) were used throughout. Special attention was paid to the nature of 
the boundaries between the various alloch,thonous slices and the 'melange 
'/ 
zones. Using the principles of polyphase deformation, the presence of 
three major phases of deformation have been recognized . By determining 
whether the structures produced are truncated by or cut across the melange 
zones it has been possible to date the deformations as having occurred 
pre-, syn- or post- the emplacement of the allochthon. 
9 -
The field work was supplemented by a detailed petrologic 
study of th i n sections . Growth phases of metamorphic minera l s in relation 
to the phases of deformation have been determined using t he textural 
methods of Zwart (1960) and Spry {1968). Mineral i dentification was by 
normal optical methods using the data of Kerr {1959) and of Deer, Howie 
and Zussman (1966). Plagioclase composition was determi ned by the 
Michel--Levy method using a four axes unive~sal stage. 
Reconnaissance work north of Hare Bay and correl ations 
with the work of Williams, Smyth and Stevens (1973) in that area allows 
discussion of the Hare Bay Allochthon in its entirety. 
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CHAPTER I I 
THE AUTOCHTHON 
Introduct'ion \ 
The autochthonous Jequence consists of four units 
namely, basement gneisses of Precambrian age; a basal clastic-volcanic 
., 
unit of Eocambrian age; a middle carbonate unit of early Cambrian to 
early Ordovician age; and ah upper flysch unit of Middle Ordovician age . 
The formations which comprise these units are listed below in Table 1. 
~-- --
1 UNIT 
f--- ---- .,--
: UPPER FLYSCH UN IT 
f----
I 
i MIDDLE CARBONATE UNIT 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
r- ---
1 BASAL CLASTIC-VOLCANIC UNIT 
I 
I 
I BASEME~T GNEISSES 
FORMATION 
----- - ---- -·- --
Goose Tickle Formation 
• 
Sugarloaf Schists 
Table Head Formation 
St. George Forma~on 
Treytown Pond Formation * 
Cloud Rapids Formation * 
Forteau Formation 
Devils Cove Formation 1 
·t··· ··- ·······. ·-· ·-------~ 
l . :::~:;:u:~::::0:onnation I 
Long Range Complex 
A~id and Basic Gneisses 
'--------------- _____________ L_ _ _ __________ ~ ___ _j 
TABLE 1: Table of Formations in the Autochthonous Sequence 
(* Denotes fonnations that do not outcrop· in the map area). 
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Basement gneisses outcrop in the'south of the a~ea 
where they fonn the northernmost exposures of a l arge inlier of 
Grenville gneisses named the Long Range Complex (Clifford and Baird, 
1962). Just to the north of this inlier, infaulted into cover rocks, is 
a small block of lithologically distinct, but probably related gneisses, 
referred to as the Acid ·and Basic Gneisses. 
The basal clastic-volcanic unit unconfonnably 1overlies 
•the Long Range Complex around its northern periphery. It consists of 
conglomerate, basaltic lava, and sandstone. A small area of the clastic-
volcanic unit occurs east of its main outcrop belt faulted into the 
upper flysch unit. The middle carbonate unit consists of a clear 
succession of lim~stone and shale, dol6tone and rubbly-weathered limestone· 
from lower Cambrian to lower Ordovician age. 
The upper flysch unit conformably overlies the carbonate 
unft and marks an abrupt cessation of ~rbonate dep~siti_on. The flysch 
was easterly derived and contains detr<tus that can be matched with the 
allochthonous rocks that now structurally overlie it. The flysch unit 
outcrops in a north-south trending belt that parallels the ~estern margin 
of the al~ochthon. It is also exposed in Whites Arm Window, an area of 
autochthonous rocks exposed through the allochthon cover following 
·-....... 
Acadian (Devonian) folding. In the extreme south of the area the--flysch 
" 
appears to grade into lithologically distinct semi-pelitic schists, 
: referred to as the Sugarloaf Schists. The Sugarloaf Schists may be an 
equivalent of the upper flysch unit that was intensely deformed by the 
emplacement of the allochthon. 
..._._ . 
\ 
( 
·' 
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The allochthon was studied pri marily from a structural 
viewpoint to determine the deformation effects of allochthon emplacement 
on ft and to understand the effects and extent of ~he post-emplacement 
Acadian orogeny. However, a number of important stratigraphi~ 
relationships and · problems were encountered, namely: 
• 
•· 
1. The occurrence of a faulted block of basement 
gneisses of uncertain affinities withi~ autochthonous 
cover rocks. "· 
2. The occurrence of rock stra tigraphi c un i ts within 
the faulted block of the basal clastic-volcanic un it 
not present in the main outcrop belt of this unit only 2. 4 
km to th~ west . 
3. A decrease in grain size and sand con tent of the 
upper flysch unit from north to south . 
4. The discovery of autochthonous rocks in Whites 
Arm Window, clear evidence of the importance of post-
emplacement folding. 
5. The enigmatic occurrence of semi-pelitic schists 
below allochthonous rocks in the south of the· area. 
,· . 
BASEMENT GNEISSES 
The gneisses of the Long Range Complex (Cl i fford 
\ 
and Baird, 1962) define _the southerh limit of the map a~ea where they 
are unconformably overlain by the Light~ouse Cove and Bradore Formations. 
.I 
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--....., 
Sixty meters north of the Bradore unconformity 
with the Long Range Complex at Seans Cove in White Ba~ and north of a 
major normal fault, is a small area of lithologically distinct Acid and 
Basic Gneisses. The top of the Acid and Basic Gneisses is a tectonic 
con~act with cover rocks, named the Sugarloaf Schists. The stratigraphic 
rel~tions of the Sugarloaf Schists to the overlying allochthonous rocks 
is uncertain and hence the relationships of the Acid and Basic Gneisses 
to the allochthon and also to the fault separated Long Range Complex are 
problematical. However, the Acid and Basic Gneisses are considered to 
be of Grenvillian age and to be related to the Long Range Complex, as: 
l. They possess a gneissic foliation that predates the 
first fabric recognized in the cover rocks. 
2. They are intruded by a post-tectonic granite that 
is similar to a late granite ·in the Long Range Complex 
at Seans Cove. 
3 . They are spatially related to the Long Range Complex . 
LONG RANGE COMPLEX 
The tong Range Complex co~sists of coarse crystalline 
. 
acid gneiss and minor basic gneiss. Aci~ gneiss is excellently exposed 
at Seans Cove in White Bay and around the north shore of Otter Cove 
(Fig. 3). The rock is pink, massive to well foliated, quartz-plagioclase-
K-feldspar-biotite gneiss . At Seans Cove the gneisses are intruded. post-
tectonically by a pink microgranite (Plate 1, fig. a) . Basic gneiss is 
rare and occurs as foliated pre-kinematic sills or dykes in the acid 
- l 5 -
gneiss and also as larger meta-gabbro bodies. Meta-gabbro is exposed i n 
Canada Ba~ northwest of Gouffre Island where it i s unconformpbly over -
lain by Bradore sandstones. The meta-gabbro is retrogressed t o a 
chlorite-sericite-hematite rock. 
Along the west shore of Canada Bay the gne i sses are 
~cut post-tecton ically by mafic dykes . 
ACID AND BASIC GNEISSES ~' 
Acid and basic gneisses outcrop for approximately 610 m 
along the shore of White Bay, northeast of a major north-south trending 
fault, the Wild Cove Fault of Betz (1937) (See Fig . 3, section E.: F). 
The gneisses are poorly exposed inland and have been traced only for 
305m northwards . Eoliation in the gneisses dips moderately to the 
northeast and their upper contact is a late minor fault which separ ates 
them from a major tectonic slide (Fleuty, 1964 b), named the Sugarl oaf 
Slide, which consists in part C1f mylonitized gneiss and granite. The 
gneisses are cyt by post - tectonic granite dykes that occur in great 
profusion eastwards towards the structural top of the gne i sses. Rare 
post-tectonic mafic dykes cut the gneisses and the gran i te dykes . 
Lithology 
The gneisses consist of light grey acid gneiss with mi nor 
interlayered hornblende gneiss . The layers of hornblende gneiss are f rom 
0 .6 m - 3.6 m thick and are the thickest and most abundant to the west near 
the structural base of the gneisses. 
l . 
I 
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The gneisses possess a moqerate to strong bandi11g. 
The banding is best expressed in the acid gneiss by alternating quartzo-
feldspathic and mafic bands from 1-4 em th i ck and the mafic bands 
. 
possess a concordant biotite foliation. T.he hor>nblende gneiss is only' 
locally banded and consists of weakly defined hornblende arid plagioclase 
bands from l-2 em thick. In most places the hornblende gneiss posse~~s 
a st~ong foliat ion that is concordant to the bandimj. Rare blocks of 
acid gneiss occur as inclusions in the hornblende gneiss and the foliati on 
is concordant with both. 
Fabric 
The gneissose foliation and the post-tectonie"granite 
dykes are cut by a gently dipping schistosity that intensif ies eastwards 
towards the structural top of the gneisses. 
Petrography 
The acid gneiss is composed of plagioclase (73~ ), 
quartz (20%), biotite (7%), with minor hornblende, epidote and sphene 
and accessory apatite, zircon and opa,ques. 
Plagioclase (An32 ) is the dominant mineral and occurs 
as idiomorphic to xenomorphic crystals that are partially to completely 
sericitized. Small rounded quartz inclusions are common but form no 
definite internal fabric. Quartz occurs .as xenomorphic crystals and 
e~ongate aggre9ates that parallel the foliation. Brown biotite occurs as 
laths up to 2 mm lon~ that lie in the plane of the foliat i on. Hornblende, 
associated with biotite, is present in small amounts in subidiomorphic 
crystals. Epidote occurs as small xenqmorphic crystal aggregates and a)so 
as an alteration product of the plagioclase. 
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The amphibolite gneiss is composed of hornb1ende(60~ , ) 
plagioclase (20-40%), with minor quartz, ep idote, sphene, apatite and 
opaques. Hornblende forms subidi~morphic , crys\al s 1-2 rmn across that 
are aligned parallel to the foliation . . Plagiocl .ase form~ twinned and 
untwinned xenomorphic crystals 1-2 mm acr<Jss that are generally highly 
altered. Quartz is locally present in major amounts and occurs as small 
irregular crys tals. 
Where the gneiss has been affected by t he later deformation 
it has suf'fered extensive retrogressive metamorphism. The feldspar is 
commonly completely sericitized and saussuritized and loca ll y the sericite 
.. 
• 
is aligned and defines the superimposed fabric (s1). Biotite flakes are 
kinked and broken and partially chloritized and hornblende is altered to 
chlorite. In highly deformed examples the acid gneiss cons i sts of i so lated 
' quartz and chloritized biotite crystals set" in a sericite groundmass and 
the rock resembles a deformed sediment. However, the l arge, kinked biotite 
flake s are distinctive. 
BASAL CLASTIC-VOLCANIC UNIT 
The basal clastic-volcanic unit consists of a t hin , 
locally developed conglomerate, overlain by basalts of the Lighthouse Co ve 
Formation, in turn followed by arkoses of the Bradore Formation·. The basa l 
conglomerate has been referred to as the Bateau Formation on Belle Isle 
(Williams and Stevens, 1969), but in the map area it is thin and of limited 
extent and hence· is not given formational status but is included in the 
Lighthouse Cove Formation. 
. . 
.. ·
'. 
' . " ~ ,. .. . 
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LIGHTHOUSE COVE FORMATION 
The basalts and the underlying and intercalated coarse 
clastics which unconfonnably overlie the Long- Range Complex al'e assigned 
to the Lighthouse Cove Formation. The fonnation outcrops at the south 
• • shore of Otter Cove and 1n a fault bounded block v1est of Burnt Point. The 
name Lighthouse Cove Formation wa s first introduced by Williams and Stevens 
(1969) for volcanic rocks that overlie basement gneiss on Belle Isle and 
was later extended by Strong and Wil-liams (1972) to i nclude volcanic rocks 
that occupy similar stratigraphic levels at southeastern Labrador and 
Canada Bay. The main outcrop of the Lighthouse Cove Formation in Canada 
Bay at Cloud Mountain was not examined . 
At Otter Cove, 9 m of 1 ava with top unexposed outcrops 
in two small separate areas. The lava either rests directly on the Long 
Range Complex or else is underlain by up to 3m of ·coarse sandstone and 
I 
' pebble-conglomerate. The southernmost e'<posure cons i sts of two flows 
separated by a 1 m thick bed of pebble conglomerate containing rusty 
wea~~quartzite clasts. Locally, where lavas directly overlie clastics, 
the basal 1 - 1.5 m of the flow contains vesicu.lar pillows (Plate 1, fig. b; · 
Plate 2, fig. a) . Towards the top hexagonal cooling joints are developed 
(Plate 2, fig. b) that are well exposed on wave washed surfaces. 
West of Burnt Point a high angle .thrust block of the basal 
clastic-volcanic unit is exposed. It consists of a porphyriti c microgranite 
intrusion at the base, structurally overlain by a plutonic boulder conglomerate 
. . ~ 
(6 m thick), and followed in turn by pillow lava and Bradore sandstone. 
,...:fhe contacts where exposed are thrusts. The e:onglomerate has moderate to 
well rounded clasts from cobble to boulder size (Plate 3, fig. a) that 
\, 
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consist of pink granite gneiss, amphibolite, and quartzite . The clas ts 
are grain supported and the interstices are infilled with a f i ne 
schistose mudstone. 
The volcanic rocks of the Lighthouse Cove Format ion are 
light to dark green and generally altered . In section the lava is either 
microporphyritic with amygdules or porphyritic wi thout a~ygdules. 
Phenocrysts of plagioclase (An48 ) and rare quar-tz are present. The fine 
grained groundmass of augite, plagioclase and iron oxide is generally 
altered to fibrous actinolite, chlorite, ep idote and hydrated iron oxide. 
Interstitial patches of chl oritized volcanic glass are corrrnon and sma ll 
patches and veins of secondary albite and quartz occur loca ll y. The 
amygdules are infilled with quartz, ch l ori te, epidote and natrolite and 
some have a. thin rim of iron oxide. 
The lavas are of tholeiitic composition and were once 
thought to be c'hemically similar to thEt,maf ic dykes which cut the basement 
gneisses (Strong and Williams, 1972) . l:iowever,.furth~r analyses now 
contradict this cor.relation (D. F. Strong, pers . corrrn.) . 
.... 
BRADORE FORMATION (CLOUD MOUNTAIN FORMATION OF- BETZ) 
Betz named the sandstone unit that unconformably overlies 
the Long Range Complex and presumably overl ies the Lighthouse Cove Formation, 
the Cloud .Mountain Formation, and he correlated i t .litho l ogically wi th· the _ 
Bradore. Fjrmation (Schuchert and Dunbar~ 1934 ) ·of southeast Labrador. Th.e 
name Brador;~Formation is now wiciely used and is fa voured he're. 
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The sandstones crop out a 1 ong the north shore of Otter 
Cove (.Setz 's type section) and southwards along the west shore of Wild 
Cove (Fig. 3). From Wild Cove the beds continue inland and reappear on 
the shore of White Bay at Seans Cove. A sma 11 area of Bradore sandstone 
occurs in a faulted block west of Burnt Point where it structurally overlies 
the Lighthouse Cove Fonnation. Unconfonnable relations with the Long Range Com-
plex areexposed at Otter Cove, Fly Point, northwest of Wild Cove and 
Seans Cove (Fig. 3). The sandstones are confonna bly overlain by limestones 
of the Devils Cove Fonnation at Otter Cove and at Wild Cove. 
Betz (1939) measured 585.,t . (178m) of strata at the 
type section, however, this study shows the fonnatio n to be 64 m thick. 
Two thrust faults near Oieppe Point repeat the top of t~e succession and 
may account for Betz's figure. West of Wild Cove 60 m of strata were 
estimated. This compares with a thickness of 220 to 230 ft . ( 67 to 70 m) 
. at southwest Labrador and of 300 to 400ft. (91 t o 121 m) at Belle Isle 
·(Wi 11 i ams and Stevens, 1969). 
The Bradore Fonnation col'lsists of a locally developed 
basal breccia followed by grey, to white, dark to light purple, sub-arkoses, -
green sands-tones and siltstones with local pebble conglomerate. Towards 
the top of -the section,black, hematite-stained, sandstones with thin 
hematite pebble conglomerate predominate. 
The basal breccia is best exposed at Seans Cove in White 
,Bay where it is up to 0.5 m thick and consists of angular blocks of granite 
gneiss and undeformed microgranite set in a green sericite matr i x (Plate 
3, fig. b). West of Wild Cove the basal beds consist of 18m of fine-grained, 
/ I 
. ) .J 
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green, subarkose that does not appear on the coast and cannot be followed along 
strike. It appears that the basal beds represent infilling of a local 
depression. 
The succeeding beds onlap onto unweathered basement 
gneisses and are well-exposed on the coast. They consist of a thin pebble 
conglomerate bed containing clasts of quartz,.., C}\Iartzite and gneiss, 
~ 
followed by 36m of alternating beds of grey t'tgreen to purple, fine to 
coarse sandstones- with rare pebble conglomerates (Plate 4, fig. a). The 
upper 12m of the section consists of black, medium-grained, hematitic 
sandstones with minor interbedded grey sandstones. Rounded to subangular 
hematite grains fonn up to 25% of the detritus and the quartz grains 
corrmonly have a black iron coating. An 8 em thick pebble conglomerate 
with hematite clasts up to 2 em in diameter occurs at the base of the 
iron rich sandstone sequence (Plate 4, fig. b) . The clasts are weakly 
. 
ma9netic suggesting the presence of some remnant magnetite. 
The type section· at Otter Cove consists of about 48 m 
of medium-grained purple cross-bedded sandstones overlain by 15 m of 
black hematitic sandstone~. West of Fly Point,near the top of the exposed 
Bradore sequence,an 8 em bed of purple crystalline limestone is interbedded 
with medium-grained purple to black sandstones. The limestone bed i~ over-
lain by a thin breccia horizon containing clasts up to 2 em in diameter of 
limestone, sandstone, hematitic sandstone and granite gneiss set in a matrix 
of medium-grained sandstone. 
The black hematitic sandstones are ·distinctive and are 
useful marker horizons. West of Burnt Point, volcanic rocks of the Lighthouse 
• 
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Cove~ormation are structurally overlain by 8 m of sandstones and arkoses 
and are followed in turn by a l m thick bed of hematitic sandstone and a 
2.5 m thick bed of white crystalline limestone. The limestone is highly 
sheared and is the site of a major thrust fault. The stratigraphy within 
the fault block conforms to that of the Lighthouse Cove-Bradore Formation 
succession and the hematitic sandstone beds.allow precise correlation. 
Mega ripples with crests striking about 65° occur near 
the base of the sequence and large scale tabular and trough cross-bedding 
and graded bedding is corrrno"n throughout the formation (Plate 5, fig. a). 
South of F.ly Point, the orientat ion of the cross-bedding indicates a 
paleocurrent flow from the southwest. 
Petrographically the sandstones plot in the arkose, sub-
arkose and orthoquartzite field as defined by PettUohn (1957) (See Fig. 8) . 
The individual grains vary in any one section from sub-angular to well-
rounded with a moderate to high sphericity index. The feldspar consists 
of both pqtassic and pla9ioclase varieties and commo~ly a single section 
contains b~th fresh and highly altered feldspar gr-ains (Plate 5, fig . b). 
This is diagnostic of tectonic arkose (Folk, 1968) and indicates a source 
of detritus from fresh bedrock and from older sediments. Detrital 
magnetite, now almost completely altered to hematite, i s the only abundant 
heavy mineral with 8ccessory amounts of zircon. The hematite grai ns are 
commonly well rounded and nearly spherical (Plate 6, fig. a). 
The absence of volcanic detritus in the Bradore Formation, 
and the sharp contact between the sandstones and the lavas of the Lighthouse 
Cove Formation on Belle Isle (Williams and Stevens, 1969) suggests a 
/----
1 
I 
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conformable relationship between the two formations and hence the lavas 
cannot be considered as a source for the hematite detritus . Hematite ore 
~ 
in gneisses west of Cloud Mountains (Howley 1918, p. 513) might constitute 
the source of the iron detritus. 
MIDDLE CARBONATE UNIT 
, The middle carbonate unit 'is well exposed across Canada 
Bay where it dips steeply eastwards away from the lower clastic-volcanic 
unit. The succession is repeated by numerous high-angle thrust faults and 
the complete unit is not exposed in the map area . Northwards the dip of 
th~ beds becomes gentle, thrust faults are rare or absent, and only the 
upper part of the unit, the Table Head Formation, is exposed in the 
western part of the map area. The Table Head Formation is also exposed 
in the central part of Whites Arm Window through the allochthon cover . 
The complete middle carbonate unit consists of six 
formations as defined by Betz (1939}, and a table of the formations 
showing Betz's terminology and the present usage is given in Table 2 . 
. • 
..._____, 
/ 
,--
Age 
Lower Middle 
Ordovician 
1-- -- ---- ··-· 
Middle Cambrian to 
Early 0\dovi ci an 
~- -· . 
Middle Cambrian 
~--
Early Middle 
Cambrian 
Lower Cambrian 
Lower Cambrian 
\ 
' 
I j 
I 
I 
I 
I j 
I 
I 
.' 
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Betz (1939) 
Bide Ann Fm. 
. ! 
I 
I 
1 Present Usage 
+ 
1 Table Head Fm. 
--l 
Litho 1 ogy 
1 
-- -------- · -. ·-·-- ~ 
Limestone, minor · 
I dolomite and shale . 
-·· ·-- ---------- ------·-·- · --- ----+ 
Chimney Arm Fm. St. George · Fm. Pink do 1 omi te and 
1 imes tone . I 
Treytown Pond 
Fm. 
• 
·-·• ., 
Cloud Rapids 
Fm. 
· Forteau Fm . 
.Dev i T s Cove 
Fm. 
Not present in 
map area . 
Not present in 
map area. 
i 
-- ----------· ··----- -- ·-1 
Grey 1 imes tone, 
black limestone 
with chert . 
,. 
. --- -- ------- -------1 
Blue-black limestone, 
shale, minor ortho-
quartzite . 
. ------ --r ---
Forteau Fm. J Grey sha 1 e, sandy 
limestone. 
Devils Cove Fm . Purple and white 
limestone with thi n, i purple shale: . 
1 _ _ _ __ __, ___________ ..___ _________ _ _J 
TABLE 2. Relationship of Present Stratigraphi c 
Terminology to that of Betz (1939). 
DEVILS COVE FORMATION 
\ 
Thin bedded purple and white l imestones of the Devils Cove 
Formation (~~tz, 1939) overlie the Bradore Formation wi th sharp contact along 
the west shore of Canada Bay. The contact appears to be conformable and 
marks a sudden change from sand to carbonate deposition . 
• 
I 
. ' 
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The type section is at the northeast shore of Otter Cove 
where approximately 14 m of 1 imes tone ,with top unexposed. intervenes / 
between the Bradore Formation and the Forteau Formation. At the' west 
shore of Wild Cove approximate1y 8 m of purple limestone and thin minor 
shale, with top unexposed, confonnably overlies the Bradore Fonnation 
(Plate 6, f)g. b). At the southeast side of Wild Cove similar limestone 
I 
occurs in fault contact with the Goose Tickle Formation . There the lime-
stones are sheared and recrystallized and form a mylonite up to 0.6 m from 
the fault (Plate 7. fig. a). A similar relationship is seen west of Burnt 
Point where a 2.5 m thick zone of sheared limestone overlies the Bradore 
Fonnation and is in fault contact with the Goose Tic~<le Formation. 
The formation is fossiliferous, and poorly preserved 
gastropods were collected from pink limestones west of Dieppe "Point.• At 
Wild Cov~ the pink limestones contain micro-fragment~of algae filaments 
\ and brachipod shells (Plate 7. fig. b). Betz collected a variety of 
gastropods and- trilobites from localities north of the map area ' that 
indicate a lower Cambrian age. 
FORTEAU FORMATION 
The grey shales and sandy limestones that overlie the 
Devils Cove Fonnation along th~or.thwes~ore of Canada Bay are assigned 
to the Forteau Formation (Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934; Betz, 1939). In the 
map area the Forteau Formation outcrops at Fly Point and along the west 
shore of Chimney Bay. South of Canada Bay the formation is cut out by 
thrust' faults. 
/ · 
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The base of the formation was not observed. At Dieppe 
Point the lowermost beds fol -low the Devils Cove Formation across a small 
gap in exposure and consist of thin interbeds of grey limestone, mudstone 
and shale. These are followed by blue,sandy limestone and interbedded 
grey mudstone. Approximately 108 m of strata with top unexposed outcrops 
east of Dieppe Point and Betz estimated the formation to be 213 m thick 
at Castor Cove north of the map area. 
The formation contains a variety of brachiopods, trilobites, 
gastropods and cephalopods that indicate a lower Cambrian age (Betz 1939). 
' 
ST. GEORGE FORMATION 
\ 
Introduction 
Limestones and shales that disconformably overlie the 
Forteau Formation to the northwest of Canada Bay were assigned to the Cloud 
Rapids Formation and the Treytown Pond Formation by Betz (1939). These 
two formations are absent from the rna~ area due to thru_st faulting. 
The \Yeding formation, the St. George Fonnation (Kindle 
and Whittington, 1965) consists of shallow water do~tones and minor lime-
stones and was named the Chimney Arm Formation by Betz (1939). The contact 
with the Treytown Pond Formation is ~ot exposed in the Canada Bay area 
·(Betz, 1939). The St. George Formation underlies the western half of the 
Bide Arm Peninsula and strikes northwards to Hare Bay where equivalent rocks 
were named the Southern Arm Limestone by Cooper (1937). 
• 
I 
1 
Q .. 
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Description 
In the map area the lowermost beds of the St . George 
Formation outcrop along the east shore of Chimney Arm. At the east side 
:,:; 
of Wild Cove the fonnation is thrusted over the Goose Tickle Formation. 
The St. George Formation is conformably overlain by limestones of the Table 
Head Formation and the contact is exposed at Handy Harbour and east of Wild 
Cove. The contact is defined by the first appearance of 1 imes tone above the 
last chert horizon in the sequence. 460 m of strata with base unexposed 
outcrop across the southern end of Bide Head Peninsula and Betz estimated · 
the total thickness of the formation to be 1800 ft. (548 m). 
The lowermost beds are exposed along the east shore of 
• Chimney Bay and consist of 49 m.of thin bedded black hackly limestones. 
.. ' 
These are followed by about 430 m of alternating dolomites and sandy 
dolomites in well defined beds 0.5 - 1 m thick. The dolomites weather to 
-
white, buff or brown but are grey to pink on fresh surfaces. Thin chert 
beds and nodules occur towards the top of the sequence near Handy Harbour. 
The uppermost chert horizon is overlain by a few metres of dolomite 
followed by black and grey limestones with minor interbedded dolomite. \ 
The limesto~ beds mark a distinct change in lithology from the thick 
monotonous dolomites and are assigned to the overlying Table Head Formation. 
Large scale cross bedding is rarely developed in the sandy 
dolomites. Mega-ripples, striking east-west, and mud cracks occur in the • 
lower half of the sequence . Algal mounds measuring 4·.5 ems long and 18 ems 
high occur in grey dolomite beds approximately 60 m,above the black limestone 
member. 
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The formation is only locally fossil i ferous. Betz 
collected gastropods, brachiopods and trilobite~ from localities at 
Chimney Arm and east of Wild Cove that indicate an early Ordovician Age. 
TABLE HEAD FORMATION 
The uppermost formation of the middle carbonate unit 
consists of rubbly-weathering limestone and shale and records a change in 
sedimentation from the underlying dolstones of the St . George Formation. 
The limestones were named the Bide Arm Formation (Betz, 1939) in the 
,-, 
Canada Bay area and the Hare Island limestone (Coop~r~ 1937) in the Hare 
Bay area and were correlated by both workers with the Table Head Formation 
(Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934i Whittin9ton & Kindle, 1963) which outcrops 
I 
extensively in western Newfoundland. The name Table Head Formation is used 
here on account of its widespread application . 
No complete section of the Table Head Formation is exposed 
in the Canada Bay area where the formation is cut by thrust faults. North -
wards towards Big Springs Inlet in Hare Bay the formation is less disturbed 
but the base of the formation was not mapped. The upper part of the formation 
is also exposed in Whites Ann Window (Fig. 3). The thickness of the fonnation 
is estimated to be about 490 mat Canada Bay but estimation is complicated by 
,I 
incomplete sections and the development of recumbent folds there. 
The Table Head Formation records a gradual change in lithology 
from bas~ to top and three informal members are recognized . The basal member 
is about 30m thick and consists of black to blue to white crystalline lime-
' 
stone with interbedded minor dolomite beds and is exposed at Bide Head and 
..... 
' 
i : 
-r 
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east of Wild Cove. The middle member is approximately 300m thick and 
consists of a well bedded sequel"''n! of black to grey to white limestone 
and marble in beds from 0.5 to 1 m thick. At Canada Bay it includes rare 
dolomite beds. The upper member consists of iPPr~imately 180m of thin 
bedded black hackly limestone with minor thin chert beds and black shale 
and is best exposed at Big-?Springs Inlet and in Whites Ann River. At 
·canada Bay the shale is more abundant and is interbedded with thin limy 
siltstone .. Intraformation.al breccia with clasts from 2 em to 15 em across 
occurs 1n beds from 0.5 to m thick ~ear the top of the formation at ther 
north shore of Coles Pond. 
Th~ intensity of defonnat'ion and of recrystallization of 
the Table Head Formation increases from north to south and in the Canada 
Bay area most of the middle unit consists ofmarbles. The upper unit is 
generally cleaved and bedding is unrecognizable except where interbeds of 
chert are present (Plate 8, fig. a). 
The Table Head Formation is fossiliferous but preservation 
.. 
of the fossils is poor. Gastropods were collected from t~e middle unit 1.6 
I ~ 
km north of Bide Head on the west shore of Bide Ann. The upper black \ 
limestone unit is abundantly fossiliferous and brachiopods, tril~tes, 
gastropods, cephalopods and crinoid stems were collected from locations at 
Big and Litt1e Springs Inlet, from the river gorge 0.8 km west of the head 
, 
of Whites Arm, and at the southwest side of Coles Pond. Fahraeus (1970) 
recovered conodonts from the top of the black limestone member at the west 
side of Little Springs Inlet that indicate an Arenig-Llanvirn age. 
) 
\ 
\ 
_, 
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UPPER FLYSCH UNIT 
The upper flysch unit consists ·of northeasterly derived 
greywackes and shales. The greywackes record a general decrease in gra in 
size, sand content and bed thickness from north to south across the atea . 
The flysch m7~ks the c~sation of carbonate depos i tion that e~ i sted in the 
area from lower Cambrian to middle Ordovician times. The flyssh was named 
• 
the Goose Tickle ~late at Hare Bay (Cooper, 1937) and the Englee Formation 
at Canada Bay (Betz, 1939) . The name Goose Tickle Formation (Tuke, 1968) 
is used here ·for the entire area as the rocks are best exposed and contacts 
more easily defined in the Hare Bay area . 
GOOSE TICKLE FORMATION 
The Goose Tickle Formation forms a continuous narrow bel t 
that parallels the western margin of the allochthon from Big Springs I nlet 
to Canada. Bay and is a 1 so exposed be 1 ow the a 11 ochthon in Whites Arm Window. 
S.outh of Canada Bay the fonnat:on is repea~ thrust faults and outcrops 
in four north-south trending belts, and th~ost easterly1 .one parallels and 
dips under the allochthon . South of Canada Harbour the greywackes and sl ates 
.-' 
appear to grade into semi-pelitic and calc -silicate sch i sts referred to 
I .J ' 
as.the Sugarloaf Schists (new name),which are well exposed around Sugarl oaf 
Cove in White Bay. The Sugarloaf Schists may be a highly' deformed .and meta-
morphosed equivalent of the Goose Tickle Formation. However, because of their 
speci.al structural setting and lithologica l differences, and as o'ther 
correlations are possible, the schists are describ~·d separat ely at the end 
of this section. 
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The top of the Goose Tickle Formation is defined by a 
tectonic contact with the allochthon. In the north of the area the contact 
is marked by a few tens of meters of black shaley melange but,at Canada 
Harbou~ m~lange is absent and the contact is a sharp thrust. At Big 
...... 
Springs· I-nlet the upper pa~ of the formation is tectonically disrupted 
. . , / 
towards the contact with the m~lange and the formation boundary is drawn 
at the first appearance of e-xotfc material in the melange. A complete 
section of the Goose Tickle Formation is exposed at Big Springs Inlet where 
it is 258m thick. This compares with approximately 1000 ft. (305m) at 
the type section at the head of Hare Bay (Stevens 1970). 
Litho 1 ogy 
At Hare Bay, the Goose Tick le Formation consists of medium 
to fine-grained greywacke beds from 0.3 to 1 m thick with interbedded black 
shales up to 0.3 m thick . The sand content, grain size and bed thickness 
decrease southwards and· in the Canada Bay area the formation consists 
dominantly of dark grey slates to brown. siltstones with minor fine-grained 
greywacke beds towards the top of the section. 
A conglomerate lens, 2m long and 0.5 m thick~ is inter-
bedded with greywackes and slate~ 0.4 km west of the allocbthon contacf on 
the south side o(Whites Arm. The conglomerate contains small oval shaped 
es of sandstone and rar~ diabase clasts (Plate 8, fig. b). A bed of 
se sandst~n~ outcrops near . the top of t'(--formation ~e western shore 
of Whites Arm that contains clasts up to 1 dm across of ·s~ndslone, green, 
brown,and black.shale,and rare diabase. 
( ; -
'}r 
.... ~ .. -
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The greywackes at Big and Little Springs Inlet exhibit a 
variety of sedime~tary stru_~:tures, namely, graded bedding, cross bedding, 
ripple-drift lamination, convolute lamination, load casts and flute casts 
(see Plate 9, figs . a and b). ·The latter indica te a northeasterly 
transport of sediment (see Fig. 9). Typically the greywackes show a bas a 1 
graded interval and an upper cross or parallel laminated divis ion (Plate 10). 
Fabric 
In the north of the area the f ormat ion is -openly folded 
and is cut by a single penetrative cleavage . Southwards the intensity 
!\ 
and complexity of defonnation increases and at Canada Bay the format ion 
consists of slates and phyllites wit h two cleavageJ 
Petrography 
The greyw.acke.s in the north of the area have the follow i ng 
\ 
modal composition: · quartz ( 40 -6o~n , feldspar (2-6%), 'rodk fragments' 
(6-18%), and matri x (25-30~~ ). At Canada Bay the greywackes consist of 
quartz (50%), matri x ( 40-60%), rare feldspar, 'rock fragmen t s', and heavy 
mineral s (~ss tha';)2%). The quartz i s .of vein and plutonic origTtl and the 
,. 
grains vary fro_m subangular to subrounded . However, perfectly rounded and 
nearly spheri cal grains are sparse. Plagioclase (up to An 30 ) is the corrmonest 
feldspar al'though a few grain s of. microcline were identified. ' Roc k fragments' 
include diabase, fel s ite, myrmekite, granophyre, chert, limestone, ool i ths, 
(~ 
sandstone, sh~~lorite (See Plates 11 and 12). Chlorite grains are 
present in mokt_:_~ction~and locally conta in inclusions of hematite and 
chrornite (Pl.ate 12, fig. ~l. The diabase clasts are cryptocrysta l line and 
, . 
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contain twinned and untw1nned plagioclas.€ (An30), rare quartz, interstitial 
chlorite, a'nd rare leucoxene. The diabase clasts are petrographicaliy si mila r 
• to the allochthQnous Maiden Point volcanics (see Chapter 3). The fe1S1te, 
rnyrmeki te and granophyre detritus indicates a granite source. The coarse 
sandstone at -the head of Whites Ann is petrographjcally similar to coarse 
conglomerate present in the formation north of Hare Bay (Tuke, 1968 ; 
~ \... 
Stevens, 1970), that contain detritus derfved mainly from the a 11 ochtnonous 
Northwest Arm Fonnation (Williams et al . , 1973). 
Heavy m-inerals include chromite, hematite, zircon, and 
rare tounnaline . The chromite is translucent and reddish and is distinct i ve. 
In the greywackes north of Hare Bay chromite occurs within grains of serpentine 
(R.K. Stevens, pers. corran.) indicating derivation from 1rn ultramafic source 
(Stevens, 1970) . No chromite was seen in the greywackes at Canada Bay. 
Fossils and Age 
• Poorly preserved brachiopods were found in silts tone bands 
within the outlia-- that outcrops west of White Hump Pond and rare graptolite 
fragments were recovered from outcrops at the western shore of Coles Pond 
and at Little Springs Inlet in Hare Bay . However, the best preserved and 
most abundant graptolites in the formation occur north of the map area at 
Pi sto 1 et Bay (Tuke, 1968) and at the western shore of Hare Bay ( Erdtmann, 
1971). The assemblages collected from these two areas indicate a lower ./. 
Middle Ordovician age (Llanvirn) for the formation. 
, 
• 
\ ~ 'i , _. 
SUGARLOAF SCHISTS 
/ 
I 
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3.2 km (2 miles) southwards along strike from Canada Harbour 
the easternmost belt of the Goose Tickle Formation apparently grades into 
semi-pelitic schists, informally referred to as the Sugarloaf Schists. 
Exposure along this belt is poor and the contact was nowhere observed. The 
Sugarloaf Schists are well exposed on the coast around Sugarloaf Cove ,tlere 
they overlie, across .a major tectonic contact, the Acid and Basic Gneiss_es. 
This contact is marked by approximately 53 m of myl onitized gneiss, granite 
and cover rocks and is referred to as the Sugarloaf Slide Zone. At the north 
side of Sugarloaf Cove the schists are overlain by greywac kes of the 
allochthonous Maiden Point Formation. The contact is sharp and appears 
conformable although the greywackes are less qefonned than the schists. To 
the west the schists are separated from the Bradore Formation by the Wild 
Cove Fault and to the northwest they apparently overlie the Table Head 
Formation although the contact is not exposed and may be tectonic. 
The Sugarloaf Schists are especially enigmatic as they occur 
within an area of major thrusting and it is uncerta i n whether they are 
allochthonous and underlie the Maiden Point Formation or whether they are 
autochthonous and represent a highly deformed part of the upper flysch unit. 
Most lines of reasoning support the autochthonous nature of 
the schists, namely: 
~ 
1. They occupy a similar stratigraphic and structural 
positi on to the autochthonous Goose Tickle Fonnation. For 
example, (a) they are overlain along their eastern contac t 
by the allochthonous Ma i den Point Formation : and (b) t hey 
overlie the Table Head Fonnat i on. 
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2. Nowhere else in t~e Hare Bay Allochthon is the Maiden 
Point Fonnation stratigraphically underlain by semi-pelitic 
schists. 
3. Nowhere does the Maiden Point Fonnation rest on any 
other part of the autochthon other than the Goose Tickle 
Fonnati on. 
However, arguing against these po1nts is the lack of 
. 
structural features at the Sugarloaf Schist-Maiden Point Formation contact 
that would suggest a structurally significant contact, such as the emplacement 
• 
thrust of the allochthon. However, at the east side of Canada Harbour the 
basal thrust of the allochthon is also a sharp, apparently insignificant 
contact. 
In this thesis the Sugarloaf Schists are considered to be 
part of the autocnthonous sequence and to be defonned and metamorphosed 
equivalents of the Goose Tickle Formation. Therefore, the underlying Acid 
and Basic Gneisses must also be autochthonou~ and the slide contact between 
them must represent a major tectonic break, similar to the thrusted contact 
between the basal clastic-volcanic unit and the Goose Tickle Formation 
exposed west of Burnt Point. 
L i.thology 
The Sugarloaf Schists are typical low grade regionally 
metamorphosed schists with two sets of cleavages, but have been affected by 
post-tectonic thennal metamorphism producing extensive hornfels. This late 
metamorphism fonns the southern margin of a large area of thennal metamorphism 
that also affected the structurally overlying Maiden Point Fo nnation as far 
north as Canada Head and is described in Chapter Vll . 
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The pelites and semi-pelites are fine grained, thin bedded, 
dark purple to dark grey schists. White weathered calc-silicate bands, 2-3 
em 1hick, are interbanded with the schists in varying amounts throughout the 
formation (Plate 13, fig. a). The calc-silicate bands are conspicuous, and 
diagnostic of the schists in inland exposures. Marble beds up to o:3 m 
thick (Plate 13, fig. b) are interbedded with semi-pelites near the contact 
wi~h the Maiden Point Formation. The marble beds are severely deformed and 
are commonly broken up into boudins on the fold limbs. Graded, gritty, 
.. 
psammites with interbanded basic schists, occur below banded semi-pelitic 
and calc-silicate schists in ·a cliff face near the northwest corner of Sugar-
loaf Cove. The psammite-basic schist horizon is about 5 m thick and appears 
to occupy the nose of a sou~hwest facing recumbent fold. The psammites occur 
in graded beds up to 0.3 m thick and contain pebbles of blue quartz. 
Fabric 
The dominant fabric element of the Sugarloaf Schists is a 
penetrative s
1 
schistosity that is refolded by tight, inclined F2 folds with 
an associated s2 crenulation cleavage. Minor F3 folds locally refold the 
early structures and appear to be of purely local significance. 
Petrogr.aph,l' 
The semi-pelites aod pelites are fine grained biotite-
muscovite-quartz-oligoclase schists with minor amounts of epidote, zoisite, 
and accessory apatite, zircon, tourmaline and ore. 
Oriented flakes of light brown,biotite and muscovite define 
the s
1 
fabric. Oligoclase occurs as untwi~ed cloudy, xenomorphic crystals 
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up to 0.8 mm across. Quartz occurs in single _grains and in quartzite bands 
up to 3 mm thick., Chlorite after biotite, and muscovite laths are interleaved 
with quartz at the margins of the quartzite bands and here the quartz has a 
strong preferred shape orientation parallel to s1. The interior of the bands 
is free of inclusions and here the quartz has recrystallized to a granoblastic 
polygonal network with grains from 0.5 - 0.8 mm across (see Plate 14, fig. a) . 
Post-tectonic porphyroblasts include biotite, epidote and 
cordierite and these overgrow and include the regional fabrics. 
The calc-silicate bands are composed of quartz and carbonate 
with subsidiary oligoclase and epidote. Post- tectonic porphyroblastic growth 
of"diopside and tremolite-actinolite is extensive. Carbonate fohms from 0 ~30% 
of the calc-silicates and occurs as granular crystals 0.2-0.5 m across 
associated with bands of quartz. Diopside occurs as large xenomorphic to 
subidiomo~hic crystals up to 8 mm across, but more ·commonly as crystals 
2-3 mm ac\oss. Almost colourless tremolite -actinolite occurs at the margins 
of the diopside-rich bands as small laths up to 0.8 mm long. 
The marble beds are coarse grained, granoblastic and weakly 
foliated. They are composed almost entirely of calcite with a few grains of 
quartz and apatite. The calcite crystals are from 0.5-6 mm across and exhibit 
a polygonal texture. Post-tectonic diopside is rare and occurs as subidi omorphic 
to xenomorphic .crystals, up to 3 mm l_ong scattered throughout the rock . 
The basic schists are composed dominantly of biotite (30-50%) 
and actinolite · (30%) with subsidiary oligoclase (10-~5% ), quartz (10-15%), 
epidote (3%) and accessory magnetite octahedra. Small brown biotite laths 
up to 0.5 mm long define the s1 schistosity th'at 1s overgrown by large 
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unoriented biotite and tremolite-actinolite crystals up to 1.5 mm long. 
The biotite is partially chloritized. Oligoclase occurs as untwinned, cloudy 
xenomorphic crystals up to 0.8 11111 long. In some sections the feldspar is 
completely seri.citized. Quartz fonns up to 2% of the rocks and occurs as 
stringers of recrystallized quartz up to 0.5 _11111 long. Dark brown epidote 
occurs as small xenomorphic crystals in the groundmass and accessory minerals 
include magnetite, octahedra and disseminatedchalcopyrite. The basic sc~ists 
are interbedded with gritty psanvnite and appear to be of sedimentary origin . 
Discussion 
Although at first glance the Goose TiCkle Formation appears 
lithologically distinct from the Sugarloaf Schists the differences can be 
largely attributed to~eformation and to the hornfelsin~ of th~ schists. 
The lithologies of two rock units are compared below in Table 3. 
GOOSE TICKLE FORMATION - ---~--- SUGARLOAF SCH1STS 
Greywackes Psarrmite and semi-pelitic schists 
Slates Pelitic Schists 
Limy Siltstones Calc-silicate Schist 
Limestone Marble 
TABLE 3: A Comparison of the Goose Tickle Formation 
and the Sugarloaf Schists. 
This lithological and stratigraphical correlation of the 
two units appears to be well-founded and it is concluded that the Sugarloaf 
Schists are part of the Goose Tickle Formation. ,., 
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SUGARLOAF SLIDE 
A zone of intensely de10rmed granite and metasediment 53 m 
thick, named the Sugarloaf Slide, intervenes between the Acid and Basic 
Gneisses and the Sugarloaf Schists. Although it has not been possible to 
demonstrate that the slide was fonned in close connection with folding, and 
hence does not fall within Fleuty's (1964b) definition of a slide, the tenn 
is used as the roclfs exhibit typical textures and fabric of a slide. 
The slide outcrops in the cliffs 300m southwest of Sugar-
lo~f Cove and CO'lsists of phyllonitized granite (30m) overlain by tectonic 
. I 
schists (23 m). The phyllonitized granite is separated from the underlying 
Acid and Basic Gneisses b.Y a late.minor fault in which a 4 m thick wedge of 
gritty psa~ite and intetbedded"Giark green quartt-biotite schist interven·es. 
The psarmiite cofltains pebbles of blue quartz (90%) in a sericite matrix. The 
quartz-biotite schist contains in addition, . mli'i~ albite and microcline and 
accessory zir~on. L-
P hyll on it i zed Granite . 
The phyllonitized granite (Knopf, 1931) is an intensely 
foliated coarse grained rock that consists of augen and lenticles of quartz 
' a~d K-feldspar, up: to 1 em across with inter_vel'ling layers up to 2 ITITI thick 
. - . 
of fine-grained ,Phyllon•ite (Plate 14, fig. b). The intensity of cataclasis 
.. 
varies from place to . place W\thin the slide so that lenses of schistose 
granite can be traced over a few feet into a phyllonite. The phyllonite. 
fabric is locally folded about minor F2 folds (Plate 15, fig. a) indicating 
• that the sliding was a pre-02 event. The contact with the overlying tectonic 
.. 
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schists is sharp and is exposed in a small stream gulley in the cliffs. The 
contact is parallel to the tectonic fabric in both units and is considered 
to be a slide of the same age as the major slide. 
Tectonic Schists 
The tectonic schists consist of an intensely foliated, 
light green to white, rusty weathered, fine grained calc-silicate rock with 
minor interbanded purple semi-pelitic schists (Plate 15, fig . b). The calc-
• 
silicate is non-schistose and consists of alternating disco~tinuous foliae, 
2-5 mm thick of white, epidotic-carbonate foliae and light green, quartzo-
feldspathic foliae. The semi-pelites are fine-grained, purple schists with 
thin, 1-2 mm, quartzo-feldspathic bands, and occur as discontinuous lenticles 
from 2 rTil1 to 0.6 m thick in the calc-silicates. 
The tectonic schists have been affected by post-tectonic 
thennar metamorphism with extensive porphyroblastic growth of diopside and 
tremolite-actinolite and minor sphene and idocrase in the calc-silicates 
foliae and of biotite and rremolite-actinolite in the semi-pelitic fo l iae. 
The petrography of the tectonic schists is similar to the 
calc-si-lic,ates and semi-pelites included in the overlying Sugarloaf Schists 
and a description is not repeated here. 
The banding of the tectonic schists is subpar~lel to s2 
but is folded around minor F2 folds indicating that it is of o1 age. 
Discussion 
The phyllonitized granite is a highly defonned granite and 
is probably related to the post-tectonic granites that intrude the underlying 
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basement gneisses .. The tectonic schists are petrographically similar to 
parts of the Sugarloaf Schists and likely represent highly deformed parts 
of that unit. 
The Su~arloaf Slide is interpreted as a zone of intense 
shearing associated with the juxtaposition of the Sugarloaf-Schists against 
base~nt gneisses. 
. . 
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE AUTOCHTHON 
The depositional environments of the autochthonous rocks 
are discussed in terms of a plate tectonic model whereby the rocks· are 
considered to have formed a stable shelf area bordering a continental 
margin. It has long been known that the carbonate rocks found all along the 
western margin of the Appalachians record a vast carbonate bank {Cloud and 
Barnes,.l948; Rogers and Neale., 1963; Rodgers,'i969; Stevens. 1970) and that 
the rocks conform to Pettijohn's {195 7) orthoquartzi.te-carbonate.,associ at ion. 
Pettijohn considered this association to have formed i n a-tidal environment 
bordering a shallow shelf sea and this work essentially confirms these views. 
Discussion · 
The basal-clastic volcanic unit records a westerly transgression 
onto the Precambrian Long Range Complex . . The basal plutonic boulder 
conglomerate seen only near Burnt Point, contains well rounded clasts that 
are grain 1upported and likely formed in a high energy. shallow water envi ron-
ment. The overlying volcanic rocks are pillowed near Burnt Point indi cating 
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sub~aqueous conditions, but 6.4 km to the north-west at Otter Cove and nearby 
Cloud Mountain the volcanlcs exhibit columnar_joi nting indicating a su~eriel 
environment . 
The overlying Bradore sandstones rest on unweathered basement 
gneisses. The sandstones are compositionally mature with a low clay .content 
and well rounded clasts. The unweathered nature of the basement suggests 
that the maturity of the sandstones was produced, not by the l ong period of 
weathering, but by prolonged transport and abrasion . Such an environment 
is found in an intert i dal area and the sedimentary structu~s, the textural 
and compositional maturity, and the association with overlying carbonates 
conform to this model. The Bradore unconformity with fresh basement gneiss 
therefore probably represents marine erosion during initial transgressi on. 
Williams and Stevens (19E9) suggested a fluvial environment 
for the Bradore sandstones on Belle Isle. However such an env i ronment is 
unlikely in the Canada Bay area as the sandstoges do not show a f ining upwards. 
sequence or the poor sorting in grain size that is typical of a fluvia l 
environment (Allen, 1965). 
The sharp contact between the Bradore sandstones and the 
Devils Cove l imestones and shales attests to an abrupt cutting off of t he 
terrigenous supply. The limestone clasts i n the bre~onta i ned in t he upper-
most part of the Bradore Formation west of Fly Point suggest that carbonate 
deposition had been established nearby prior to the end of Bradore times . 
Gneiss clasts are also contained in the breccia indicating that the basement 
r 
was also exposed at that tim~. 
/ 
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The Devils Cove Fonnation contains a shel''ly fauna that 
suggests a shallow marine environment. The overlying formations (the Forteau, 
Cloud Rapids and Traytown Pond) contain mostly limestones but also shales, 
sandy limestones and rare orthoq~artzites that indicate occasional influx of 
terrigenous materi al into a shallow marine basin. 
The Cloud Rapids and Traytown Pond limestones have not been 
~ecognized on the western side of the Great Northern Peninsula. There, a 
sequence of quartzites with minor 1 imes tone and shale named the Hawke Bay 
Formation (Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934) overlies the Forteau Formation. Betz 
(1939) attributed the absence of the Hawke Bay orthoquartzites in the Canada 
Bay area to erosion or non-deposition, a view later subscribed to by Wi l liams 
(1964). However, the absence can also be explained by a lateral facies change 
from west to east . The Hawke Bay Formation, with mudcracks, flat pebble 
conglomerates, cross-bedded orthoquartzites and cryptozoan· fossils, is typical 
• 
of a near shore tidal cleposit, whilst the limestones to the east are 
representati ve of a shallow marine ~vironment. This suggests a westerly 
transgression Of faGies. 
There was a temporary deepening of the basin of deposition 
at the beginning of St. George Fonnation times · (upper Cambrian) indicated 
by deposition of black rubbly limestones., The succ~eding dolomites with 
algal mounds, shelly fauna, mudcracks and cross bedding, were probably 
d~posited i~ ~ shallow se~. The absence of terrigenous material indicates 
complete isolation from any detrital source. The St . George Format ion was 
.... 
recently interpreted to be a slightly subtidal deposit (Swett and Smit, 1972). 
· :; 
' · 
.. 
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At the end of St. George times (lower Ordovician) sub-
.side~ce finally outpaced deposition and there was a deepening of the basin 
of deposit.ion witnessed by deposition of black hacklY' l imestones and shales 
.. ' 
of the . Table' Head Format1on. Stevens (1970) interpreted· the Table Head 
Formation to represent a bank, edge and basin slope deposit. The intra-
formational conglomerate near the top of the sequence at Coles Pond suggests 
instability probably a~ated with subsidence. Further deepen; ng of 
. .-
the basin in up~er Tabl~ Head times resulted in cessation of l ime deposition 
·and formation of black pyritiferous shale. 
In Llanvirn times there was a sudden influx of a north-
easterly derived flysch (the Goose Tickle Formation) which heralds the 
arrival of the allochthon . The greywackes exhibi t sedi mentary structures 
typical of turbidites and the shales conta in graptolites i ndicating deposi tion 
in deep water. The greywackes in U1e north of the ar~a are m~dium gra i ned; 
graded, show the lower three intervals of Bouma's (1962) ideal turbidite , 
and occur in beds of moderate thickness, indicat i ng depos i tion from distal 
turbidites {Walker, 1967). IR the south of the area the beds are th i nner 
and finer grained indicating depositi9n from a more distal current. Thick, 
coarse conglomerate beds occur near the top of the forma t ion north of Hare 
Bay (Tuke, 1968; Williams etal., 1973) indicating deposition f rom a proxi mai 
turbidite (Stevens, 
• 
1970), 
As the flysch was derived from the east-northeast and 
contains detritus from the allochthon which later overran it, it is obviously 
rel~ted to the emplacement of the allochthon (Stevens , 1970). Using Readi ngs 
(1972) recent classification of flys ch the Goo·se Ti ckle Formation can be 
considered as "Mediterranean Flys ch ~...r-/ 
.t 
• 
THE ALLOCHT~ 
' · 
. . 
• 
The ~ocks of the Hare Bay Allochthon belong to a number 
of separate thrust slices. E9ch thrust slice i s defined by different 
stratigraphy, different struct~ral histories and by.distfnct upper and 
lower contac.ts that are generally marked by black shaley melange zones. 
South of Hare Bay four dist i nct and separate thrust slices 
co~rise the allochthon. These are named from structurally lowest to 
.. 
highest, the Maiden Potnt Slice, the Croque Head Sl ice, the St . Julien 
.... --, 
Islfd Slice and the White Hills Slice . . There is no CO[ltinuous structural 
• succession containing all four slices and relationsh ips had t o be bu i lt 
up from observations throughout the area. The St. Jul ien Island Slice i s 
locally missing but reversals in the stack i ng order are unknown. 
The rock units. c;lif.t.ac.h .. .sli.ce1are bounded t ecton icall y 
• and~eparate formations within a slice generally have tecton i c contacts . 
The allochthonous rocks caonot, therefore , represent a continuous sedimentary 
seq·uence and henc;e the stratigraphy of each slice i s described sep~ ~?tely . 
The allochthon tectonica1l.Y o~rlfes the autochthonous 
sediments of the mi·ddle Ordovi~ian . Goose Tickle Fonnation , which gives a 
lower ag~ limit for emplacement. Unfortunately no fossil. were found in 
, 
any of the allochthonous -units in . the map area and t heir ages are conjectu'ral. 
·p 
' .. The allochthonous rocks have suffered at least two phases of deformati on and 
a slaty cleavage is ubiquituous in the lower slices and a schistos ity is 
developed in the lower part of the White Hills Slice. 
~- . 
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The structural stacking order of the slices and the 
strati-graphy of each slice is shown schematically in Fi g. 10. 
MAIDEN POINT SLICE 
The Maiden Point Slice is areally the most extensive and 
structurally the lowest slice of th€ allochthon south of Hare B-ay.. It 
consists entirely of rocks assigned to the Maiden Point Fonnation which 
is composed mostly of coarse greywackes, slates and mafic volcanic rocks. 
The Maiden Point rormation has so far defied all attempts at subd ivision 
on account of complex internal structure and lac k 'of continuous marker 
horizons. · 
The Maiden Point Slice everywhere overlies the autochthonous 
Goose Tickle Format ion except south of Canada Harbour where it ov_erl ies the 
Sugarloaf Schists. In the north of the area the contact is generally marked 
. /. by black shaley ~lange and contact relat ions are well exposed along the 
south shore of Hare Bay at Big Springs Inlet, Indre Po i nt and Little 
Connorandier Island ( Fig ; 3). The base of the slice is exposed aga i n in 
Whites Arm Window and basal contacts are defined at Whites Ann . At Canada 
Bay me'l ange is absent - and the con t act is a sharp thrust with t he underlying 
Goose Tickle Formation. 
• 
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MAIDEN POINT FORMAT10N 
Introduction 
The Maiden Point Fonnation (Tuke, 1968; Cooper, 1937) in the 
map area consists pred_ominantly of coarse greywackes and slates. Thick 
pebble conglomerates are l ocally interbedded with the greywackes in t he 
north of the area. Mafic volcanic rocks, infonnally referred to as the 
Maiden Point volcanics, occur at or near the structural base of the 
fonnation in the central parts of the area to the east and west of Wh i tes 
Ann Window, and at Little Cormorandier Island in Hare Bay. A conglomerat e 
uni.t is associated with the volcarlic rocks at Croque Harbour. 
Two small areas of ultramafic rocks were found west of 
Grandois that appear to be related to the volcanic rocks . Thin marbte 
wedges outcrop at the ·base of the Maiden Point Slice along the eastern 
margin of Whites Arm Window and are included as part of the fonnati on. 
Cooper (1937) defined the excellently exposed secti on 
along the south shore of Hare Bay as the type section. However, t his 
sectfon only includes greywackes and slates, estimated to be in the order · 
of 1,200-1,800 m (4,000 -·6,000 ft) thick . An accurate estimati on of 
the thickness cannot be made on account of numerous late faults, complex 
structure, and lack of continuous marke r horizons. Betz (1939). est imated 
a similar order of thickness for identical greyw~ckes and slates exposed 
at Canada Bay. Betz named these rocks the Canacta Head Fonnat ion, but as 
they are clearly correlatable with the Maiden Point Formation to the north 
and as they occur in the same s tructura 1 slice, the name Maiden Point 
Fonnation is applied here to all the rocks of t hi s slice . 
:. 
I ' 
! 
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Small areas of nllange locally separate contrnrious sectio'ns 
of the slice at Deep Bay an<l at Little Canada Harbour. They are not 
continuous, do not separate slices, and their poss~ble origins are discussed 
in Chapter IV. 
Greywackes and Slates 
Monotonous greywackes and slates comprise approximately 90% 
of the formation in the map area. The greywacke is typically a dark gre~. 
massive, medium to coarse grained rock that weathers light grey to buff. 
The greywackes form graded beds from 0.5 to 3m thick with 1m-being the 
average thickness (Plate 16, fig. a). Generally two intervals can be 
recognized in a sandstone bed . A lower well-graded interval 8-20 ems thick, 
containing small pebbles to coarse sand and a thick upper interval of coarse 
to medium grade sands with poor to absent grading (Plate 16, fig. b) . . Black 
to grey but occasionally red, green and turquoise blue s.lates are interbedded 
with the greywackes. The slates varY in thickness from a few centimeters to . 
9 metres, but are generally 0.3 ta 0.6 meters thick. The slates are not 
everywhere, developed and they only comprise about 20% of the gre.Y\1acke-slate 
1 i tho1ogy.. Internally the slates are thinly-lami ,nated and rarely they show 
sma 11-scal e cross bedding. 
The greywackes are coarsest grained and thickest bedded in 
the northwest at Hare Bay where they are associated with pebble conglomerates . 
They are finest in · the southeast at Cat Cove where the lower coarse-graded 
i.nterva·ls are poorly developed~nd the upper intervals coJTJOonly consist of 
fine-grained pelites 0.6 to l m thi·ck . Betz (1939) incorrectTy identified · 
the pelites as volcanic roc-ks. But, they are obviously sediments as they 
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pass downwards into recognizable fine-grained greywacl<es, and in thin 
section contain sparse grains of clastic zircon. The fine greywacl<es 
and pelites are generally featureless apart from numerous thin {2-5m) 
quartz veins that are usually arranged parallel to bedding. The veins 
are folded by i.nclined F2 'folds and are considered to be of o1 age. 
Late thennal metamorphism {see chapter VII) in the Cat Cove area has 
altered the pe 1 i tes to ·a purple -hornfe 1 s . 
Graded b~dding is nearly always present and is expressed 
by a decrease in the number and size of the coarse grains from the base 
upwards. The finer grains are present throughout both intervals. Cross-
bed<ffng, conspicuous by its rarity, is restricted to the top of beds, 
and generally fonns in thos.e parts of the sequence where the slates are 
absent. · It is usually fGund in thin lenses of buff to brown· weathered 
I;; 
greywackes that have a slightly calcareous mat_rix {Plate 17, f1g. a). 
The lenses are up to 0.6 m thick and 3.6 m long, and generally contain 
only single set cross beds. Similar greywacke .with a calcareous rich matrix 
·- -··- ·- -· - - ·- ·-·-··· . -- - ·-)J 
' . 
fonns large spheroids up to 0 . 3 by . Q.~ m at the top of graded beds south 
of Cobblers Cove. 
. . 
Soft sediment deformation structures are extremely scarce 
and consist of loadcasts and slumps. Load casts were only seen north of 
_Conche and a_re best deve 1 oped nort h of Pili er Bay. They fonn at the base 
of greywacke beds . tha.t overlie shales and vary from large bulbous loads up 
to 0 . 6 m wide to lobate casts up to 30 ems long and 15 ems wide. {Plate 17, 
fig. b). The lot:Tate casts overlap regularly towards the southeast, 
suggesting that their formation was current controlled. 
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~~mp structures were only seen in two exposures . On 
Spring Island hook and roJl up (Ksiaziewicz, 1958) structures- (Plate 18, 
fig. a) oc~ur at the top of a bed in a lens of cross-bedded greywacke. 
South of Mare Cove thin laminae of alternating medium and very fine 
sandstones are disturbed producing tabular and rolled up discontinuous 
lenticles of medium grained greywacke (Plate 18, fig . b). The lenticles 
are commonly 7-10 ems long and are confined by the primary ' bedding planes 
which are not affected . Their formation appears to have.been by slumping 
or sliding within beds. 
Petrography: 
- ~The greywackes are composed dominantly of quartz (up to 60%), 
matrix (up to 7'4%), and plagioclase (up to 24%), with minor amounts of 
metaquartzite, shale flakes, K- feldspar, chloritized biotitE!, muscovite, 
zircon, apatite, tourmaline, and iron ore. When grouped into the three 
fundamental end members (Fig. 11) they plot .in the greywacke to sub-
greywacke field. 
The quartz is of plutonic(85%~vein(10% ~ and metamorphic 
(5%)prigin. Zircon inclusions were seen in four grains of plutonic quartz, 
( :-~ttd chlo.rite is a corrrnon inclusion in the vein quartz. The feldspar 
consists almost entirely of twinned and untwinned plagioclase (An 0-15), 
and only a few grains of microcline and orthoclase were pos itively 
identified. The felds·par, i n particular the untwinned variety, is 
partially altered to sericite and chlorite. Detrital biotite, now almost 
completely chloritized is sparse, but muscovite flakes are present in most 
sections .-. The accessory minerals are small (0.5 ITI11) and sparse and pyrite 
is the only accessory to form over 1% of the total rock in one section. 
. ' 
.. 
,. 
.r 
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Extreme variations in the grain size of the quartz and 
feldspar grains are common and most sections contain grains from granule 
to medium sand size. The quartz grains are generally larger tnan the 
feldspars in any one section. The matrix consists of a fine-grained (less 
than 0.05 mm) aggregate of ser'i.j;ite, ch_lorite, ·quartz and feldspar and .' 
is partially replaced by carbonate. 
Most grains are subrounded to angular (0.3- 0.5 J11111), however 
some sections contain a small number of highly rounded and· near spherical 
quartz grains (Plate 19, fig. a). The greywackes are classed as poorly 
sorted and texturally immature on account of their wide variations in 
grain size and their high matrix cont~nt: 
Quartz Pebble Conglomerate 
Quartz pebble conglomerates,· (marked by©in Fig.3) occur 
throughout the Maiden Point Formation but are most common in the north of 
the area, especially along the south shore ~f Hare Bay where 13 bccurtences 
from 1 to 6 m thick are exposed. 
They consist of subrounded pebbles up to 2.5 em in diameter 
of blue, milky. and. black,quartz; metaquartzite, chert, plagioclase feldspar, 
microcline and sandstone . Black mudstone flakes are frequently associated 
with the conglomerates arid form from 0-50% of the rock (Plate 19, fig. b). · 
The flakes generally show a rough alignment of their long axis parallel to 
beddjng. •Rarely the mudstones form angular slabs up to 0.6 m long (Plate 20, 
fig. a and .b). The mudstone clasts are interpreted to represent contempo-
raneous channelling and erosion of intercalated shales. 
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Generally no internal grading exists within the conglomerates 
which have sharp tops and bottoms. The conglomerates could not be traced 
. 
along strike · for more than 30 m and are thought to r~present coarse channel 
infiTiswithin the greywackes. Not surprisingly they have a similar petrology 
to'the greywackes.-)One section examined contain.s a 
hematitic sandstorle (Plate 21, ffg. a) identical to 
. ~ 
top of the Bradore Fonnati on. 
Maiden Point Volcanics 
c 1 as t of med hJm-:g rained 
the sanftones at the 
Altered aggl~erates, tuffs, and .basaltic pillow lavas 
are interbedded with the greywackes of the Maiden Point Formation in the 
,. 
north of the area. They fon~~ a number of discontinuous horizons up to 
150 m thick ~nd 8 km (5 miles) long and are located al or near the structural 
base of the Maiden Point Slice. They are exposed -north of Coles Pond, west 
of Wh~tes Arm Pohd, from Croque Harbour to Whites Arm artd on Little 
Cormorandi er Is 1 and (See Figs. 3 and 4) . Each horizon consists of a number 
of ' flows separated by flow brecciated_lava or agglomerate, or m<!re rarely, 
by tuff, and in one locality north of Croque by a _Q.6 m thtd limestone bed. 
The lavas are green to grey to purple, arnygdaloidal and 
generally well-cleaved. They vary from .fine- grained,altered.greenstones 
at the margins 9f .flows, to medium grained less al.tered rock in the interior. 
On Little Corinorandier Island the volcanic rocks rest directly on a melange 
zone, and are confonnably overlain. by greywackes and sla-tes. There the 
volcanic rocks consist of a mass~e flow followed by tuff and pillow lava. 
The pillows vary from 8 to 45 ems 1' 1'\ diameter with limestone filled 
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interstices (Plate 21, fig. b). At northeast Croque subrounded 
inclusio.ns of dark grey, medium-grained basalt up to 8 em across)tre 
'I . / 
. included in typical green fine-grained basalt (Plate 22, fig. a). 
Petrography: 
The medium-grained b.asalt has a · subophitic texture . 
consisting of cloudy . albite pheno~rysts up to 1.5 lllll long, subidiomorphic 
clinopyroxene grains up to 1 mm long and interstitial pools of chlorite . 
'Ge.nerally, however, the rock is heavily altered with complete seric1tizati on 
of the feldspar, and growth of fibrous amphi bole, chlorite and epidote. 
Typically the fine-grained basalts sh.ow intersertal texture with the 
irregular spaces between small (0.8 m) albite laths occupied by chlorite 
epidote, c~lcite and leucoxene : In some cases the albite laths are 
completeli' .. sericitized or replaced by calcite.· Rare stilpnomelane laths 
staticaliy overgrow and post -date the main alteration minerals (Plate 22, 
.. 
f .ig. b). The basalts at the outer margins of the horizons are fine grained, 
aphanitic, extremely altered and well cleaved. The cleavage, defined by 
a 1 i gned ch 1 orite and fibrous amphi bo 1 e tends to fonn augen around 1 arge 
grains of epidote and cuts across locally developed calcite veinlets. At 
least some of the alteration,, therefore, pre-dates the regional de~ormation. 
Amygdules, up to 3 mm across are infilled with clear twi nned albi te, chlo r i t e 
and epidote. 
( 
Geochemistry: 
Major element analyses were carried out on 16 specimens of 
the Maiden Pain~ volcanics by atomic absorption spectrometry. The results 
' 
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are suiTITlarize.d in Fig. 12 and 13 whepe they are compared with data from 
two different groups of basalts,the Lighthouse Cove Formation and the 
Lushs Bight Group. The Lighthouse Cove basalts are Eocambrain 
continental tholeiites (Strong and Williams, 1972) from the miD-
geosynclinal Western Platform, and the Lushs Bight basalts on the other 
' hand are Cambrian' (?) oceanic tholeiites (Smitheringale, 1972) from the 
~· 
Central Mobile Belt. 
r.~. : 
The alkalies-silica diagram (·Fig. 12) shows both the Maiden 
Point Volc~'nics and the Lfghthouse Cove Formation to be transitional 
between tholeiitic and alkali basalts .. whilst the Lushs Bight basalts 
are clearly tholeiitic. However, calculation of the CIPW norms for the 
Lighthouse Cove Formation showed in fact these basalts to be tholeiitic 
(Strong & Williams, 1972). 
Variati~ns of Si02, MgO and CaO with Na2o (Fig. 13) show 
no detectab 1 e differences between the t~ree groups. However, the Ti o2 
variation diagram revealed a significant difference. Both the Maiden 
Point volcanics and the Lighthouse Cove Formation contain similar 
proportions of Ti02 that are significantly greater than that of the Lushs 
Bight Group. Ti, according to Cann (1970), is one of the few elements 
whose abundance is not affected by secondary alteration, and it must be 
remembered that the Maiden Point volcanics show petrographic indications 
of extensive alteration. 
Point volcanics thus show defin1te chemical 
similarities to e Lighthouse Cove Formation and none to the Lushs Bight 
Group. They are consi.dered to be tholeiites that formed in a 
.•. .. 
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similar environment of continental rifting, distension and separation . 
The field associations of both the Lighthouse Cove Formation and the 
Maiden Point volcanics with coarse clastics further emphasizes .their 
similarities. 
Ultramafic Rocks 
Two small areas of serpentinized ultramafic rocks occur 
within the Maiden Point Slice near Grandois. One occurrence is 0.8 km 
west of Grandois, at the foot of a prominent ridge that marks the contact 
between volcanics on the ridge and greywackes on the lower ground. Contact 
relations are not exposed. The secon·d occurrence is within Whites Ann 
Window, 2.4 km west of Grandois. There a 60 m long hummOck of brown 
. IP I 
we.athered ultramafic rock appears to overlie and be surrounded by slates 
and greywackes of the Goose Tickle Formation. The ultramafic rock is 
cleaved and folded by regional deformations and is .completely serpentinized. 
The ultramafic rock may represent an erosional remnant of the once 
continuous Maiden Point Slice (Se~ Fig. 3, section C-D). Nearby other 
remnants of volcanics and greywackes of the Maiden Point Slice occur on 
topographically hightr ground. 
The ultramafic rocks show a spatial relationship with the 
Ma i den Point volcanics and are considered to be related. Alternatively, 
the ultramafic ·b 1 ock exposed in Whites Ann Window might represent a 'knocker' 
that was derived from the White Hills ~eridotite Sheet during emplacement 
and was later overridden by the Maiden Point Slice. Occurrences of large 
' -
ultramafic blocks below the lower sedimentary slices have recently been 
rep9rted from the Humber Arm Allochthon (Stevens and Williams, 1973) . 
.. 
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The possibility of intrusions being associated with · the 
volcanic rocks raises the question that some of the coarsest parts of 
the Maiden Point volcanics may a 1 so be intrusive, for e~amp 1 e, the mafic 
rocks at northeast Croque and north of Coles Pond. However, the field 
evidence necessary to prove this was not found. 
Conglomerate 
A 7 m thick conglomerate unit occurs near the base of the 
Maiden Point volcanics at the north west arm of Croque Harbour. The unit 
outcrops on both sides of the ann but could not be tr.aced inland. The 
stratigraphy, constructed from both exposures is shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 14 . 
The lower contact of the conglomerate unit is not exposed 
on the south side of the arm, where it is underlain across a small gap 
in exposure by the autochthonous Goose Tickle Formation. On the north 
side a basalt flow underlies the conglomerate. The upper contact of the 
conglomerate unit is exposed on the south side of the arm where cross-
bedded sandstones are overlain by another basalt f~ow (Plate 23, fig. a). 
The conglomerate unit appears to be contained within the Maiden Poi nt 
volcanics and is therefore i,ncluded as part of the Maiden Point Slice. 
The congJomeiate con5ists of boulders and cobbles of 
. A • 
• basalt ~O% J marble (20%j and rare sandstone . The basalt clasts are from . ~ ems to 30 ems in diameters, well rounded and oval-shaped (Plate 23, fig. 
Some show concentric chilled marg ins and '- may have been pil~ows. In thi(n 
secti~ they are completely altered and consist of calcite, chlorite, and 
relict plagioclase laths . The marble clasts are up to 0.6 m long and 
b). 
' · 
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10 ems thick and are stretched and flattened in the plane of the cleavage 
which is subparallel to the bedding. The marbles are pure carbonates with 
only a few sparse quartz grains. The conglomerate matrix and the o~erlying 
~~ 
cross-bedded sandstones are petrographically similar and consist of medium-
grained sand with a cal~areous rich cement: 
Marble Wedges 
Thin marble wedges up to 10m thick intervene between the 
volcanics at the base of the Maiden Point Slice and the autochthonous 
Goose Tickle Formation at 1.6 km south of Grandois Pond and south of 
Croque. A similar marble bed 0.6 m thick occurs between two lava flows 
north of Croque at Forest Hill. Contact relations of the pasal wedges 
were not seen, but they are considered to be part of the Maiden Point 
Formation as there are no known limestones at the top of the Goose· Tickle 
Formation, and as they are similar to the obviously allochthonous .bed at 
Forest Hill. 
The marbles are fine-graine~te to buff, but at Croque 
are purple whe~e they ar~ interbedded with greywacke beds. Thin laminae, 
less than 3 mm thick, of green chloritic slate characterize the marbles 
and exhibit the bedding and the tectonic fabric. The slates consist of 
chlorite, sericite, and sti~nomelane,with a few grains of quartz and 
plagioclase . Late, static tourmaline up to 0.§5 mm long is sparsely 
developed in the shales. 
Age and Provenance 
The age of the Maiden Point Formation is uncertain but 
several lines bf evidence suggest a lower Cambrian-Eo-Cambrian age. The 
' l 
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presence of blue quartz and metaquartzite detritus indicates a source from 
a metamorphic crystallin~ terrane and a westerly derivation from the 
Grenville Province has previously been suggested (Stevens, 1970). If 
the Grenville was the source, then the sediment must have been eroded 
prior to deposition of the autochthonous carbonate cover rocks in lower 
Cambrian times. This suggests that the formatio~ is coeval with the 
lower Cambrian Lighthouse Cove-Bradore Formations and the presence of 
a hematitic sandstone clast and the close chemical similarity between the 
basalts of the Lighthouse Cove and Maiden Point Formations tend to confirm 
this view. 
Fabric 
The Maiden Point Formation suffered two deformati onal 
episodes thai varied ·in intensity from place to place so that the rocks 
e)(hib.it marked variations in fabric. Generally, the rocks in the north-
• west of the area are less deformed and here the greyv1ackes retai n their 
original clastic structYre, the volcanic rocks are freshest, and a single 
----..._ 
weak cleavage is developed. Southeastwards the volcani c rocks are 
extensively altered and well cleaved, and locally the greywackes give 
place to semi-schists (Turner, 1938; Spry, 1969) in wh ich the cl asti c 
structure has been partially obliterated, the grain s ize is reduced, and 
a composite tectonic fabric is developed. Semi -schists "occur in 
restricted areas within the Maiden Point Slice at Cow Bay in Hare Bay, 
j. 
t <) and . in the Canada Bay--tat Cove area. 
/ 
/ 
( 
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Discussion 
The greywackes of the Maiden Point Formation art 
compositionally mature but texturally irrmature. The sedimentary features 
are typical of proximal turbidites (Walker, 1967) and the general 
southeastw,ards-fining and decrease in bed thickness suggest sediment 
transport from the nortnwest. The associated volc9nic rocks are 
tholeiitic in composition which suggests formation i n an environment 
of distension. 
· CROQUE HEAD SLICE 
The Croqu~ Head Slice overlies the Maiden Point Sli ce 
. . 
and outcrops in a narrow strip up to 0.8 km wide along the coast from 
SL. Juliens to the Creque Head Peninsula. The basal CO!ltact is sharp 
/ 
and is defined by a well expo~ed melange zone at St. Juliens, Irish 
Bay and Rets Point (see Figs. 3 ahd 5) . 
The Creque Head Slice consists almost entirely of greywackes 
and slates of the Maiden Point Formation with one thin flow or s i ll of 
mafic volcanic rock exposed south of Wild Cove . However, the greywackes 
are finer grained, generally thinner bedded, and exhibit a more complex 
internal structure than those in the Maiden Point Sl ice . 
. the greywackei have been converted to 5~mi-sch i sts. 
In most places" 
The petrography of the greywackes and vol cani c rock i s 
simil~r to those in the Maiden.Point Slice and a descripti on is not 
repeated here. 
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ST . JULIEN I SLAND S_LI C£ 
The St. Julien Slice overlies the Croque Head Sl i ce and 
is areally the least extensive slice 'of the allochtthon. It outcrops 
only on St. Julien Island and on nearby Black Island (F ig . 3 and 5). 
The bas a 1 contact with the Croque Head s 1 ice is rna r ked by a mel ange zone 
that is best exposed at the south end of St. Julien Island. The top of 
the slice . is not exposed. 
The St. Julien··· Island Slice contains two fonnations, 
juxtaposed by an early high ang le fault, the Irish l i mesto ne to the west, 
and the St. Julien Island Formation t o t he east. · Thes-e rock units were 
previously assigned to the basal partof the uppennost White Hills Sl ice 
(Williams et al., 1973). Ho~ever, they do not outcrop elsewhere in the 
Hare Bay AllochthoA a~nf are atypical of the lithologi es of t he White Hills 
Slice. Consequently they are considered to comprise a distinct and 
separa:~.e s 1 ice that intervenes between the Croque Heaq 51 i c::e and the 
overlying White Hill-s Slice. 
'· 
IRI SH LIMESTONE • 
Sandy limestone th·a t outcrops along the we.stern si de of 
St. Julien Island wa s named the Irish..Limestone (Smyth, 1971) . The 
formation overlies a m~lange zonevwhich s-eparat es it from the underlyi ng 
Croque Head Slice (Fi~. 5). The formation occupies the western l imb of 
a faulted northeast plunging syncl ine so t ha t the base of the sl ice is 
exposed a long the wes t and south -s ides of the is land. The fonnation 
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con(;sts of three units and each tectoni ally overlaps onto the melange. 
The stratigraphy and thickness of each u it is ·summarized in Fig. 15. 
Lithology 
The basal'unit cons·isis f quartzites with minor interbedded 
greens chi~ . The quartzite\ are shearjd and brecciated, cut by numerous 
thin quartz )~{y«rbonate veins and cfaracteri;t~cally have brown, 
carbonate stained, weathered surface;- The greens chis ts are up to 1 m 
thick and are best exposed at the soi.Jthern tip of the island wher.e they 
overlie the melange. They possess a fine schistose lamination of alternating 
dark and 1 ight green bands ·composed of varyi.ng amounts of chlorite and 
sericite. This schistosity is folded by late upright, post-emplacement 
folds that fonn the synclinal structure of the formation. 
The contact between the quartzite unit and .the· overlying 
siliceous limestones and slates is gradational. The basal limestones are 
thinly bedded (5 -8 em) and weather brown . They are interbedded with -minor (" --- . 
thin green slates and fine-grained green sandstones. Higher u.~ the 
succession, these limestones gradually lose their brown colour and weather 
grey, they become thicker bedded,and the green sl9tes and sandstones are 
absent. Individual beds are from 15 ems to 30 ems · thick and have sharply 
defined bottoms. and indistinct top surfaces with transition to black, thin 
laminated,shales (Plate 24-, f.ig. a). Graded bedding is developed but 1s 
difficult to recognize on account of the small grain size (0.2 - 0 :_5 mrn). 
The limestone is locally extensively brecciated with1n a few. 
meters of the contact with the me'l ange zone and in two localities the 
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brecc ia· passes into the melange. · aoth the melange and the breccia are . 
' folded by the upright _F2 folds indicatingthat their formati on was a 
pre-02 event. (See Chapter IV) : 
·Petrography 
The limestones are impure and ' contain up to 30% terr i -
genous material that consists of quart-z ( 70%\, feldsparGO%), and rare 
. grains of muscovite, tounnaline, zircon, and pyr i te . The, quartz grains 
are of the plutonic type with predominantly straight to slightly 
.· . 
' 
undulose 'extinction. Feldspar consists of fresh,and strongly altered~ 
albite grajns in approximately equal proportions . The plagi oclase 
I 
alteration occurred after deposition and generally includes sericitizati on 
and calcitization . The terrigenous material floats i n a matri x of fine 
grained recrystallized calcite with some authigenic pyri te. 
The clastic' grains are of medium sand s ize at the base of 
beds and grade into fine sands. Texturally the limestone is immature and 
moderately sorted. Quartz and feldspar grains show a var i ety of rounding 
.... 
stages but are mainly subangular. 
The sandy limestones - show clastic text~es and are 
considered to have fornJd from carbonate r i ch turb i dity currents . The 
. / 
thin beds and the fine graih size suggest depos ition froni distal turbidites . 
Age and Provenance 
A search for conodonts wa s unsuccess ful and the age of 
the formation can only be inferred . The' on'ly known source of carbonate 
detritus is from the autochthonous platform to the west, and the admixt ure 
·._ •. ¥ ~~-. ,, . . . ' ., . , ... 
""' • f 
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\ 
of carbonate and sand detritus suggests that the formation may be 
equivalent to the middle Cambrian impure limestones and shales of the 
Forteau, Cloud Rapids and Treytown Pond Fonnations of the autochthon. 
ST. J~~N .ISLAN-D FORMATION 
Introduction 
.;, ., , ., •. ,,The polymictic cobble conglomerate that· outcrops on the 
western half of SL Julien Island and on Black Island (Fig. 5) was named 
the St. Julien Island Formation (Smyth, 1971). The fonnation is in high 
angle fault contact with the Irish Limestone to the west. Neither top 
nor bottom of the formation is exposed, and a minimum thickness of 60 m 
is estimated from exposures on St. Julien Island. The conglomerate is 
locally cut by small pre-tectonic gabbro intrusions at B.la,j..< Island and 
' r , at the east arid north sides of St. Julien Island. The petrology of the 
( ---
gabbro is described in Chapter V. 
• 
Lithology 
Cobb 1 e cong 1 orne rate with 1 es s conmon bou 1 der and pebble 
clasts, is the dominant lithology. - It is interbedded with mi~9r amounts . 
of red to green to purpl'e coarse g_reywackes (Pla-te 24, fig. b). - Massive 
~edding i~ typical, grading is poorly developed except where interbeds of 
greywackes occur. Trough cross-bedding (Plate 2.5, fig. a and b) with the 
lower bounding surface down~utting 1.8 m is excellently expo~~d in 
interbedde~ crrse greywac-k.es and cobble conglomerates at one locality on 
the east side\f the island. The trough ax i s runs NNE-SSW but a current 
direction was not evident. 
' ' 
, .. 
' v 
,' · 
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Clasts constitute approximately 60% of the rock and they 
... ,. -~' 
'···· ~ -~ 
are isolated a~d scatter~d throughout the matrix (Plate 26, fig. a) , The 
matrix varies from red to purple to green and consists of the same 
components as the clasts dispersed in a fine-gra -ined sericite-chlori te 
groundmass. The matrix fragments vary from granule to coarse sand size 
and are subrounded to angular. The interbedded greywacke beds are 
similar in ~omposition and texture to the matrix. 
The conglomerate is very poorly sorted with clasts ranging 
from pebble to boulder size. Generally the larger clasts are moderately 
. . to well rounded . whil,st the finer particles are more angular. Clast 
sphericity is moderate but is difficult to estimate on account of later 
tectonic flattenini, Some of· the red greywacke clasts are recognizable 
I 
as portions of broken up beds and form intraformational mqnomictic 
conglomerate. 
The St. Julien Island conglomerate is texturally and 
compositionally immature as it conta ins a variety of unstable (for example, 
granite and shale) and stable (for example, quartz, jasper) materials, · 
as well as containing a high matrix content. The dispersed texture, high 
matrix content,and graded bedding,indicate deposition from a nighly 
turbulent flow such as a turbidity current. 
, 
/ 
) 
J . 
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Petrography of the Cl~sts 
is as follows: 
The petrography and approximate abundance of the clasts 
Quartz 30% Dark grey, red and 
green shale. 
Red SandstoFie 40% Mafic Volcanic Rock. ~ Acid Volcanic Rock 15% Seric i tic Phyllite Les Mafic ·Tuff Th --.,,. Granite 5% ,- Q . 
Jasper 2% Gneiss 
Epi dozi te 
Quartz -ch 1 orite 
Quartz: Al l clasts sectione9 are of ve i n 
Red Sands tone : . Orthoquartzite with ra roe c 1 
clase, microcline and orthoclase. C 
sub-spherical and of medium sand grain 
Grains are closely packed and the seri~ 
carbonate-hematite matrix forms less than 
of the rock. 
Acid Volcanic Rock: The acid volc-anic clasts conta i n 
embayed and rounded phenocrysts, up to 4 mm 
across, of quartz and andes i ne set in a-f i ne-
grained felst.tic· matrix. Relict garcet n,ow 
aitered to epidote was seen in one section. The 
· ·matrix include~ interstitial pools of chlorite. 
The rock is probably a dacite . 
Granite : Two varieties of microgranite clasts ar~ present, 
'a leucogranite and a red hematite stained gr,ani te . . 
The leucogranit• consists of quartz (40%), albite 
(40%), orthocla·se (10%). minor chlorite and epido.te 
and accessory ) ron ore. Mynnek iti c texture is • 
characteristically devel-oped (Plate 26, fig. b) . . 
This rock can be c'lassed as a micro_granodiorite :,, . · 
The red stained granite · contains appr.ox i mately 40% 
alkali felqspar and hemat i te fonns from , l-3%.of 
the rock. The rock is an · alkali-mi crogranite!' 
.. 
.. 
Fabric 
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Mafic Volcanic·Rock: · The mafic volcanic clasts contain 
phenocrysts (up to 3 mm long) of cloudy plagioclase 
(now An40 ) in a highly altered groundmass composed 
mainly of epidote with minor chlorite and calcite. 
The rock is probab 1,;1 an a 1 tered bas a 1t. 
Gneiss: One clast of a thinly banded quartziti c gneiss was 
found. The foliation is defined by alternating 
quartz rich and mafic rich bands 1-3 mm thick. 
(Plate 27, fig. a). T~e mafic ban~s contai~ r~lict 
euhedral g_~rnet (Plate 27, fig. b), now altered to 
_sericite and chlorite, hematite, epidote and apatite. 
The garnet crystals statically overgrow and pos~date 
the foliation. Unfoliated epidote rich areas up to 
4 lllll across are contained within the gne1ssose foliae. 
Sericitic Phyllite: Cl~sts composed almost-entirely of pale 
sericite 1 aths are present in m1 nor amounts. The 
clasts show a strong schistosity that is coincident 
with the fabric in the surrounding matrix. The 
original rock was probably a feldspar pegmatite, 
and the seri citi zati on appears to be a post-
depositional event. 
Quartl-Chlorite-'Schi-st: A single Clast of dark green,quartz 
-chlorite schist was found. The quartz shows a 
strong dimensional, predepositional, preferred 
orientation that is partially obliterated by 
recrystallization. Chlorite fonns approximat~ly 
15% of the rock and occurs as !cattered flakes that 
show no preferred ori ef)tati on. The ori gina l rock was 
pro,bably a deformed qua·rtz vein. · 
Epidozite: -Light green, fine grained epidozite clasts are 
rare. They contain an intergranutar texture of 
epidote and quartz with minor carbonate. Their 
origin is problematical but they resemble the · 
small epidote rich areas in the gneiss clast 
described above. · 
Jasper: Jasper clasts are conspicuous and fonn clasts of 
) cobble aRd boulder size. R.K. Stevens (pers. coiTill.) 
reports radiolaria from the jasper, but none was 
~een in my samples. 
. .. The St. Julien Island Formation is strongly deformed. The 
. . 
matrix and the interbedded greywackes are converted to foliated · quartz-
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• 
sericite-ch'lorite semi-schists (Spry, 1969). This foliation fonns augen 
around the clasts which are flattened and elongated in the plane of the 
• 
foliation. \ :he amount of flattening depends largely ~:::mposition 
of the clast~ and this is discussed further in chapter VI. 
·. ·· 
' ' I 
. ... 
Age and Provel'lan~ 
i 
I 
r' 
Cl ~s t provenance must have been from a vo 1 cano-phit{)ni c 
I • .·· . 
. ' 
terrane that includ~ areas of sedimentary rocks. No such terrane existed 
. \ 
in the stable platform to the west and bence a source must be sought from 
within the eugeosyncline to the east. 
The Cape St. John Group (Baird, 1951) which fonns the upper 
\ ,_ 
part of the pre-Arenig Fleur de Lys Supergroup (Church, 1969) on the 
eastern side of the Burlington P€ninsula, consists of rhyolite, trachyte, • 
andesite, tuff, sandstone, quartz boulder conglomerate and chert and is 
the only known. likely source. The presence of pre-tectonic gabbro in both (\ 
rock uni.ts is a further}orrelative. The source of the single gneiss and 
rare s~.hist clasts are problematical an.d suggest derivation either from a 
gneissic terrane or a reworked congl orne rate. 
The .age of the formation is uncertain but is likely to be 
of similar or slightly younger age than the Cape St. John Group, which is 
considered to · be of late Cambrian age (Dewey and Bird, 1971) . 
• 
/ 
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WHITE HILLS SLICE 
The White Hills Slice is the highest slice of the allochthon. 
It consists of a lower unit of schistose metavolcanic and minor sedimentary 
rocks referred to as the Goose Cove Fonnation, (Tuke, 1968; Smyth, 1971) 
overhin by ultramafic rocks named the White Hills Peridotite Sheet 
(Codper, 1937). In the map area ·only rocks of the Goose Cove Format ion are 
exposed : However north of Hare Bay the complete slice is excellently 
exposed in the White Hills, f rom·whence it takes its name. 
In the map area,the White Hills Slice overlies the Croque 
Head Slice south of Croque Head (Fig. 3), and a narrow melange zone marks 
the contact. The base · of the White Hills Slice is also well exposed all 
along the western side of Fishot Island where it overlies melange. Grey-
wackes of the Maiden Point Formation underlie the melange at the southwest 
< 
end of the island · (Fig. 4) but it is not known if they belong to the Maiden 
faint or Croque Head,Slice . 
. ·. 
GOOSE COVE FORMATION 
Introduction 
The Goose Cove Fonnati on (Tuke, 1968; Smyth, 1971) cons ists 
of a polydeformed and metamorphosed sequence of mafic pillow lava, tuff, 
agglomer"3te,.and gabbro with thin interbands of greywacke and limestone. 
The type section is north of Hare Bay where the fomation underlies and 
forms a metamorphic aureole.' to the Wh-ite Hills Peridotite S.heet. The 
metamorphic grade of the format ion decreases -~ith di stahce downward from 
' ·· 
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the base of the peridotite sheet and the resultan~ . 11thologies grade 
outwards from foliated pyroxene bearing amphibo1ites directly below the 
ultramafics, through schistose amphibolites to schistose greenschists . 
The transition from amphibolite to greenschist occurs over a few tens of met-
ers and is marked by a decrease .n grain-size of macroscopic hornblende 
and an accompanying increase in. development of chlorite characteristic of · 
the underlying greenschist~. The transition is sufficiently distinct that 
it can be mapped and an amphibolite member and a greenschist member 
distinguished. In the map area the base of the White Hills Slice occurs 
at greenschist level on Fishot Island but transgresses upwards to 
amphibolite level south of Croque Head . It is clear then that the base 
of the slice bears no genetic relationship to the aureole. 
Cooper (1937) originally restricted the term Goose Cove 
Schist to the gree~schists. However, it is clear the greenschists and 
overlying amphibo]ites were derived from similar protoliths and that the 
distinct1on between the two is purely a function of metamorphic grade. 
Consequently, the term Goose Cove Formation (Tuke, 1968; Smyth, 1971) has 
. -
been used to inc.lude· all of the metamorphosed s.upracrustal rocks of the 
aureole. t-\_aP units of the formation defined on grade of metamorphism are 
informally referred to as members. 
.. 
Distribution and Thickness 
/ 
The formation underlies most of the Fishot Islands and a 
small area south of Creque Head. A cross section from the structu~al base ' 
of the greenschist member through to the qmphibolite member is excellently 
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exposed across the south end of Fi shot Is 1 and where. it is repeated twice 
by a late fault. At Fishot the formation is approximately 120m thick 
with top unexposed. The lower 80 m is assigned to the greenschist member, 
·but any estimate of the thickness is complicated by the internal poly-
phase folding that is characteristic of the formation. 
Greenschist Member 
Lithology: 
Medium-grained, light grey to red,greywackes up to 10m 
thick form the base of the greenschist member on Fishot Island. It 
outcrops in a narrow strip along the western edge of the island and 
structurally overlies the basal melange of the slice. At the base,the 
beds are about 1 m thick, poorly graded and. are interbedded with re~slate. 
At the top,the beds are thinner and are interbedded over a few meters with 
) . 
purple and green agglomerate and tuff, . Single greywacke beds· up to q m thick 
\ 
occur interbedded with tuff and 1 ava on Pigeon and Gr·eat Verdon Is 1 a~ 
(Fig. 4). The greywa~kes petrographically. and lithologically resefl.lbl~. 
the semi-schists (Turner, 1938; Spry, 1969) of the Creque Head Slice with 
which t.hey were corre1ated (Smyth, 1971). 
Agglomerates with m~fic volcanic clasts up to 10 em~ 
occur near the base of the sequence south of the western ·entrance to 
Harbour (Plate 28, fig. a)~ Recognizable pillows are rare in the thesis 
area but are corrmon north of Hare .Bay. The lava's are fine-grained, light 
• 
.i 
to dark green,and commonly ·contain feld~par phenocrysts, up to 1.5 em 
\ 
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across in the centres of pillows (Plate 28, fig. b). Thinly-foliated~ 
light to dark gre&n.tuff is the dominant lithologx of the member. 
Bedding in the tuff is preserved in the less deformed parts of the sequence. 
Thin limeston.e beds up to 0 . 3 m thick ar-e interbedded with t uffs at the 
east side Of Landing Cove and on the west side of Great Verdon Island. 
Fabric: 
· The intensity of deformation i s zon~d within the greenschist 
member and the rocks vary from semi-schists to intensely foliated schists . 
In the semi-schist areas, the greywackes retain clastic textures, pillows 
are moderately flattened, and feldspar phenocrysts are flattened and 
elongated with XYZ ratio of l :2:3. 
Most of the member, however, has been converted t o fine-
·grained, .. well foliated schist . The greywackes are convertedto f i n~grained 
psammites and semi -pelites with a fine muscovite schist9sity. The volcan i c 
rocks are altered to chlorite -actinolite -schists . Felds par phenocryst s are 
· almost completely flattened into thin bands wi th XYZ ratio of 1' :4:1 0 . 
With increasing deformation in narrow restricted zones 
the ~ocks pass into intensely fol i ated streaky schi sts. These s chist zbnes 
-were referred to as tectonic slides by the author (1971). The slide zones 
are up to 6. m thick and appear to be ·. s onfonnably bounded by the surrounding 
schists into which they grade. The best example i s at the southwest t ip 
of Fishot Island where a zone of intensely foliated purple quartzite occurs 
interlayered between Rlafic tuffs. It consists of discontinuous quartziti c 
foliae l -2 · mm thi ck separated by streaks of muscovite and magnet i t e . The 
banding ·is folded by inclined F2 folds and i s ~learly of o1 age. 
. 
I 
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ihe s1 schistosity is the dominant fabric element of 
the greenschist member. It is folded by tight F2 folds that produced 
a strain slip s2 sch i stosity. Small open folds, kink bands, and shear 
zones of o3 age affect the earlier structures. The shear zo~es are from 
0.5 to 2m wide and consist of angular schist fragments set in a brown 
weathered quartz -carbonate matrix . 
Petrography : 
/ Tuff- The tuffs consist of thin alternating_actinOlite 
,.,.. 
rich and ca\cite rich bands. 
.. 
The actinolite is subidiomorphic, 0.1 - 0. 25 
" \ ' 
mm in grain size, and shows a strong preferred orientation t hat defines 
the s1 schistosity. It occurs with scatt~red granular and prismatic 
epidote crystals up to 0.5 rran lcing,'--·-that have a weakly developed ~referred 
) 
( . . 
orieAtation. The s1 fabric forms augen .around some .'of .t_he single 
granular crystals suggesting that part of the alteration preceded the first 
deformation . . In some sections,chlorite and granular epidote also form 
, 
distinct, but discontinuous band~. The calcite rich bands contain, in 
addition, mirfor plagioclase (An6_10),epidote,and quartz. Most of the 
plaginclase is twinned according to albite and albite-pericline laws, but 
. 
the grains are almost completely saussuritized. 
Porphyritic Pillow Lava - The feldspar phenocrysts are 
completely alt~red to a light-coloured sericite-carbonate-epi dote assemblage 
in the interior with a thin outer rim of d~rk brown, epidotic-carbonate. 
A weak ~chistosity in the groundmass, defined by tremolite, forms augen 
\ 
\ 
I 
r--/ 
... 
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around the phenocrysts (see Plate 28, fig. b) . The gro~ndmass consi sts 
of plagioclas€ laths, tremolite, ep i dote and acc~ssory iron ore. The · 
tremolite is ?Ubidiomorphi<;, 0.3- 1 mm :in gra:irr size, and shows a weak 
preferred orientation. ~he plagioclase (An 12 ) occurs as srr.all, twi nned., 
laths up to 1 mm long that are only' partially saussuritized. Epid9te 
occurs as scattered granul ? r grains ~p to 0.2 lllll across and the · i ron ore 
is oxidized to leuco~ene. 
Psalllllites and Semi-Pelites -The psammites. contain sub-
angular grains, from 0.5 - 3 mn in d iameter, of quartz, quartzite, K-feldspar 
and plagioclase ~et in a fine-grained sub-schistose sericitic matrix . 
._. In the semi-pelites mus·covite and .. chlorite laths , up to 1 mm 1ong~ define 
. 
f' 
.-· 
J 
a strong L-S tectonite fabric. Quartz occurs in str ingers and l enticles, 
0.5 to 2 mm thick. !n the ·thinner · bands the quart~ shows a strong preferre~ 
shape orientation but this giv~s way to a granobl as ti c po lygonal texture 
in the thicker band ~ . Magnetite i s a common accessory and occurs as sma l l 
rods (0 .5 mm lo~g·} aligned parallel t o the schistosity, which i s a compos i te 
s2 fabric. 
Slide Zone- The intense ly folded quartzitic schist zone ~t 
the sou thwest t i p of Fi s hot Island consists of a granoblastic poly(jonal 
network ~f quartz crystals, 0 . 05 mm across, with a high prqportion of 
.. 
magn.etite (20%) and mi no r sericite, chlorite, and apatite. Magnet ite, 
muscovite and minor garnet occu r, concentrate'd, in thin 1nterbands up t o 
1.5 mm thick. Laths of sericite and chlorite, 0.03 - 0.05 mm long, grow 
along and acros~ the qua~tz gra in boundari es and show a strong preferred 
. 
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orientation that defi -nes the s2 schistosip·· The garnet is idiomorphic, 
0.03- O.os'mrri in diameter and dirty brown. The s2 fabric fo rms augen 
around the garnet indicating that it predates this fabric. Magnetite 
fonns 'small octahedra up to 1 rrrn across that also pre-date the s2 fa~_ric. 
Muscov-ite micropoq1hyroblasts up to 0.5 mm acro.ss, ·overgrow and post-dq_te· 
the s2 fabric. 
Small discontinuous quartz veins are folded by t he F2 folds 
and c'Onsist of crystal~~up to 1.5 rrun long ,that have sutured grain boundaries 
qnd a weak preferred ori entati;on parallel to s2 . 
-.Amphibolite Merilber 
/' The amphibolite member i\derived from maf1_~_ volcanic(~cks, 
"tuff, minor gabbro, and minor thin interbeds of limestone:?Jid pelite. fnis 
is a similar- protolitt:J to that of the greenschi'st member except for the 
1 ack of psarrrnite and semi -pel ite and the presence of gabbrq . 
. The amphibolite member structurally overlies the greenschist 
member and -is exposed in a 400 m ~ide strip along the east side of Fishot and _ 
Northeast Islands. The· narrow transition .z()ne which ma rks the contact .is 
well _exposed at'the east side of Lar\di ng· .Cove and at Easter Tickle. Another 
. occurrence of amphibolites at Fishot Island is in a narrow, d i scon~iruous 
_strip at the west side- of Landing Cove ('fig. 4). Her.e the a111phibolite 
memtrer is ·only 15 m thick, with top cut out by ·a 1 ate fault tha t repeats 
the greenschist succession. South of Croq_u e Head the amphibol i te member 
rests directly on a me1ange tliat.separates it from the Croque Head- Slice. 
. ·, ~ 
·. 
l 
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L i thul ogy aQd Fabric: 
Volcanic rocks and tuffs, converted to·hornblende schists, 
are the dominant lithology of the member. No primary volcanic featu res 
are preserved and the rock is a ·dark grey to black, generally mass i ve, 
well foliated sch i st. However, it is distinctly banded where derived 
. 
from bedded tuffs (Plate 29, fig. a). The schists are mostly medium t o 
f i ne...:gra i ned wi th hornb 1 en de c rys ta 1 s up to 1 11111 1 ong and have a strong 
. 
platy L:..s tectonite fabric. In places, especially near the exposed top of 
the section, the rock is.coarser grained with hornblende crystals up t o 
,. 
5 m across/. 
Pelites, conVerted to dark grey, garnet-biotite schis\s, 
occur as thin, rare, interba.nds from 5 to 25 em thick in the hornblenqe 
\ 
schists. The garnet porphyroblasts are generally ., - 3 mm jn di.ameter but 
at one ·locality on the north side of Easter Tickle they~ccur up to 12 rlTT) 
in diameter. Hornblende is generally only poorly developed within the 
pelites and biotite best defines the schistosity (Plate 29, fig. b) . 
j 
..c: . 
Impure limestone beds up to 0 .6 m thick are conspicuous, ~ 
but rare, in the amph ibolite member. · They are exposed near the top of 
the member at Easter Tickle where they are· interl aye red and comp 1 exly 
., 
folded with (lornblehde schists (Plate 30, f i g .a ). The limestones are 
conve rted to white·to grey to bluish grey, t hi nly banded, 'foliated,marbles ( 
that contain rare porphyroblasts of garnet. 
The narrow strip of amphibolite member exposed on t he wes t 
side of Landing Cove includes a lens of met agaboro up to 8 m thick . The .. \ 
\ 
.· 
' . 
' 
• 
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gabbro structurally overlies' the hornblende schists with sharp contact 
to the west and to the east is cut out by a fault that repeats the 
greenschist member. 
The gabbro has a distinct compositional banding -compos-ed 
of light, feldspar rich and dark, amphibole rich bands from 2 to 15 ems 
thick (Plate 30~ fig. b) . }he banding is thought to be a primary igneous 
-layering A strong s1 tectonic fabric, defined by actinolite crystal~ up 
to.3rrrnlong is developed parallel or subparallel to the pri mary _gabbro-. 
. ' 
layering. The schistosity is folded by tight F2 folds that"".itave an 
associated strain-slip fabric. Small areas of meta.:gabbro were also 
~i scovered in reconnaissance wo·rk n_ear the top of the am 
at the southwest corner of the western Wh-ite Hi 11 s, north 
(Fig. 2) . 
Petrography : 
Hornblende Schist The hornblend.e schists 
dominantly of hornble_nde (75 ~ 90%) and plagioc~ase (15%) with mi 
. 0 
member 
Bay 
osed 
epi-dote and quartz and accessory sphene and m~gnetite . The ho'r nb l ende is 
. ' . 
st:ongly pleochroic in X, light brown;Y1, olive green;and Z~ emerald green. 
It is subidiomorphic and shows a moderate to strong preferred ·orientatftif'"!. 
The hornb-lende corrmonly contains small rounded inclus i ons of plagioclase 
' ' 
and more rarely of ma~net"W;e. the hornbfende is COlllllon l y alter ed along 
· thin · cracks to pennini te ... 
Pi agi~c-1 ase-(A~33_4·0], - ~ene·r~,ll.Y heavily saussuri ti zed, 
occurs as scat~ered xenQ[norphic· grains' 0 . 1 - · o.~nin ~cross, between 
.. . hornb1ende crystals ·. "Alb1te and arl':>ite :..pe_riclinetwi_nn i ng i_s pr e served 
... 
i ~ · the 1 ~s-~ altered '(ari eties . . . ' .. · 
,, 
..,._ 
.... 
"' 
, . 
. ~ 
.. 
·• 
' 
• 
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Pelite- The pelites are composed dominantly of plagioclase 
50%,. biotite 25%, with mi nor quartz 5..:.15%, garnet 5% and hornblende 0-10%; 
and accessory magnetite, epidote and apatite. 
Plagioclase (An33 ) occurs as porphyroblast.s up to"'2 ITI11 
across that contain rare inclusions of biotite and ro~nded quartz: Most 
J 
of the porphyroblasts are untw-inned but the fiDer grained plagioclase i n 
. . ~ 
~-:.r.-­
the groundmass comlnonly snows albite twinning . . . 
Brown b'iotite occurs -as smaJ.l laths 0.2-0.4 11Dn long. They 
show a strong preferred· orientation that forynsaugen around the plagio.clase· 
• +"' • 
and garnet porphyro~last3. Quartz .~s present as small grains 0.1 - 0.2 mm 
long and as stringers up to 7 mm long. The ,~uartz shows undulci~e extinction 
'and a Vleakly devel~ped dimensional orie~tat1on. - In the stri ngeiii'S' the ,quartz 
is partiaHy polygon.iz~d with sutured ~ain boundaries. .. 
I . 
Garnet is · ubiquit_ous in the meta-pe l i'te bands and generally 
fonns well developed porphyroblasts from 0.5 - 3 lliTl in diamet~r . . They 
contain inclusion trails of magnetite and quartz and,more rarely., of biotite, 
that are arranged ·fn ci rtul a~ and straight fonns . 
I 
. Hornb'lende is poorly developed o~ absent i.n the pelites~ 
It occu.rs as subidiornorphic crystals up to 1 mm lo"9, scattered thrciughQut· 
~ • r-- . } 
the rock, and in dis.crete, 2 ·_· 3' mm ·-thick· hornblende rich baoo~ : · The· 
hornblend~ shows a strong preferred orientation; interpreted as s1, that 
.is- folded by F; folds with a~sociat~d further: ·h~r~bl~nde gro~th. . / 
• I ' • • • : • 
Magnetite otct~rs as smaH rods and ·equartt grains up to 
.. . · .. ~ .  . . 
,Q.l mm ·long. T~e .. rods are aligned · in Sl ahd d~.f i ne straigh't inclusion -· 
. . . 
tr~s wi-thin the garnet porphyroblasts . .. 
~ . 
-· 
i, 
... 
' . 
-' 
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Idiomorphic ,apatite, 0-0:5 •41cross, and xenomorphic 
_ epidote,up to 0.5 ITIT1 across, occur in accessory amounts . Local chlorHization 
and sericitizatio~ partially alter the petites. · 
( . 
Marble ~ The Jl)·arble bands are composed of diopside, 
carbonate,_ sericite_, epidotic-carbonate and minor qu.artz 11,nd garnet. 
The 'diopside is colourl~ss to light green and occurs as subid-iomorphi c_ 
crystals in monpmineralic 'masses! ' 5-7 nun wide. The diopside is pa~tially ·-
altered, especially at the margi11s of the bands, to colourless tremolite. 
Garnet is rare and occl+rs as- poorly devel_oped, pal e pink, 
porp_hyroblasts up to 2 ITIT1 across. The g·roun·dmass consists of sericite, r 
brown epidotic-carbonate, and minor ·chlorite, that show a strong preferred 
orientat i:on and define the s1 foliation of the rock. 
Gabbro - The meta-gabbro is composed of pale green amphibole 
(40 - BO%Lplagioclase, and accessory' sphe_ne. The ampklioole is p.leoc~ro~c in X, 
colourless; ¥, light to o l iv~ green;z ·, pale gteen, has an exti-nction angle 
Z: c of 18°, and f s probably acttn_olite , The actinolite is subidiomorphic, 
"' 
up to 2 mm in grai-n size, and shows a strong preferred orientati{)n that 
defines the s1 schistosity . The plagioclase i s completely ·saussuri. ~ i zed 
. . . . 
to a brown epidotic-tarbonate mixture, and ' the hornblende ·shows partial 
- alteration to c~~:. . 
Contact_ Zone 
.. 
t 
The contact between the Goose Cove Fonnation and the ove r -
_ lyin~ White Hills Peridotite She€t is ·not exposed i n the sis area but -i's· 
believed to 1 ie ' "beneath the sea not far east of Fishot", (Cooper , 1937) . 
·> ' 
'. 
-, 
:-,.. . 
. . 
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~· 
A·high magnetic anomaly in this ge~eral area (Fig. 6) suggest1ve of ·an 
ultramafic body, adds to .Cooper 1 s po?tulation. 
The contact below the ' White Hills Peridotit~ Sheet, north 
of Har.e Bay was briefly stu9ied on four separa_te traverses. The lithology 
and fabric of, the Goose Cove Fonnation in the White Hills is similar to 
, ,. . 
that on the Fishot Islands and a g~eens~hist and amphibolite member can be 
. . 
mapped . · Howev~r. a petrographical subdivision of the amphibolite member 
'iS poss i b r e an'd a "contact ione II iS defined on the basiS of a different · 
metamorphic mineral assemblage. The "contact zone" occurs directl.Y below 
the White Hi 11 s Peridoti te Sheet and is characterized by the presence of . 
brown hornble~de and the appearance of augite. The ·zone varies in thickness 
from 10 to 27 rii ~nd the transition outwards from brown hornblende .. to green 
. . .. · .. · 
hornblende, typicar ·of ~he amphibolite memper, occurs over a few meters . 
The actual contact betwee:n the peridotite and schist was nowhere. observed 
but can usually .be defined over an expo~ure gap of a meter or two . 
Lithology and Fabric : 
,, 
. Bark hornblende schists and meta-gabbro are the lithologies 
of the contact Z'One. · The hornblende schists are textural.ly similar to 
those in the amphibolite member .apart from a slight1y coarser grain size . 
I 
/ 
I ( ' 
I 
Hornblende crystals from 2- 4 .111Jllong define a strong L-S tectonite fabric. · 
The meta..:.gabbros possess 'a strong foliation defined by segregation of 
amphibole and feldspar into discontinuous layers i - 3 mm thick. Within 
a few meters from the contact th~ sch1~ts posses s a strong schi~tosity in 
which knots and augen of .hornbl_ende or horiibl ende and augite sta'~d out in 
a light, feldspar rich ·matrix ·t hat wraps around them (Plate 31, fig. a) .. 
• • • I 
.· 
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The foliation of the schis~s in ' the"Contact zone is. . 
. ; . / . 
parallel t.o the contact with the White Hil:is ; PeridotLte Shept and also f . · . I . · 
~o the axial plane of the F2 rec~mbent f/lds well develop¢'d .in the ~-nde r 1 yin: amph.i bo 1 i tes . . No recumbent }o 1 ds :were ~ee~ y'n the c.on~act 
zone but the fabric is cons'; <;lered to /e a composite sl schistosity . 
Petrography: · / ./ · 
·.I 
. 
The ·contact zone fs characterize9/ by 1;he ,coex.istenca- of 
. I . 
· brown hornblende .(35-~0% ) and :ajgite (20%), and.· th'e presence of .ylagioclase ,_. 
(An40 )· . The augite is colour1ess_or . pal.e g;~en ~nd non~pl.eo~hroic. In. · · 
the metagabbro it oc.curs in the amphibole ).ich bands and in the hortiblende 
. •. 
schists it is scattered throughout the rock and exists sjde by side with · 
hornblende. The grains are subidiomorphic, up to 2 JTJTl long, ~tit locally, · 
form porphyroblasts up to' 4 J1.lll across. 
Hornblende occurs as discrete grains and ·as partial , . 
replacements and · inclusions in pyroxene crystals. The horijblende is 
• • 0 • • • ~ • ' • , 
pleochro( in X, pal.e brown·; Y, z br_o~n · to ·reddis_h brown_1 but iD one · 
section of met~gabbro the pleochroic scheme is X, coTour,less; Y~ Z 
I • - • • , • 0 0 
. 1 ight brown. In the· str.Qngly banded meta_gabbro, hornblende · ~Onns eye 
shaped . ~otphyrob 1 as ts 6. nvn 1 c;mg that .. ar.e augened by the s2· sthi s tos ity. 
. . 
Plagioclase forms xenomorp~ic grains up ~o ~ rrm across 
that are COIJ1YIOnly partially, or comp.let'E!ly ·altered,to saus~urite . . A fine 
. . . - . •' . . : . . l 
poJysynthetic twinning is present -in .most grains. In the feldspar rich_ 
·bands 1n the metagaboro· the - plagioclas·~ fonns a granobla.Stjc. type te)(ture . 
with a slight preferred dimensional; orientation . . The g~ains are f~om O:l ·- · 
o:3 l11ll long and · show undulos·e exti nction . 
. , 
\ · 
,. 
. . 
.· 
. . · 
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' ·Apatite:_is ~ comnon acessory in the .f.erro-magnesian rich 
ban~s in the'metagabbro; It. forms xenornor~hic grain~ 0 .3 Jlll1 across and 
. ·onen o'ccurs as inclusions in hornblende. 
common 1 y present. 
Sphefle and ; ron . ore are les-s ./ .. I . 
I 
Most sections of the. contact .zone show some~ degree . bf 
.retrogressive , met~morphi sm. The fits t. stage,· a marg i ria 1· a lterati 011 of · 
pyroxe!'le ~o brown hornblende, is only poorly ·deveioped. ' Th~ ~ecot'{d stage 
affe-cted both pyroxene end hornblende alike and·.they a·re retrogressively 
alte~d·to ~yellow, fibro~s amphibole .or more collll1o~ly to .-colourless \ . 
' . , . . 
ligh~ }1re.en~ tremolite-act1n0lj ·te .. . ~In more. .extrem.e cases chlorite is also " ·· 
.·-. 
developed.: . FeJdspar.a:lteration also accompanied thiS ·e_lteratio.ll stage, 
whi<;hpo'st..:dates .the.s2. foliati~n .•. 
Thin prehnite veihs c:tross-cut and clearlY post-date all 
. . 
of the previous ~ta~orp~i-C ·even~s ~ 
. , 
. 
Age and Pr.Ovenanc~ · 
. ' 
. ··~ · . 
·, 
"Fh~ age, and praveJilance of the· rocks· of the Goose CoYe 
F6_nnation is 4ncertain . . The :greywackes a.t t'he base of. the. formation on " 
. . . 
. Fishot Isla·nd· are simil-ar to p~rts of ~he Mpiden P.oint F~nnat.ion .a.nd must 
ha~ been derived from the Gr'envilie basement to the w·est . . The voican.ic 
rocks may represent a :volciu11c· rich. fades nf tne Maiden Point Fonnati_on . 
simila.r to tbe ·Ma i cien Pofnt pottn o'f H~re·Jay around ~St. Lunaire ·(Fig.' 2) 
' t c. ~ 
(Williams et a.l., ·1.973}. · ~· , · · . 
' • ' • • ' ,JI • I • 
. · The -~oose . Cov.e ~onnati.on. has been correlated · {Smyth, 1971) 
' . ~ . . . 
with part of the !'!astern .~equenc~ ,· (K-eRnedy, .- 1971) of _the P,re_--Aret~.J g · Fleut 
. . . • '* . . 
-de .Lys S4pergroup. ~11 of . Jh.~se t~nuou' lines of .e_vi.denc.e suggest a Cembrian 
. . . 
a~ · ·.fo.r the G~ose 'Cove· Formati-oo. . ' 
.. 
. . 
. 
.. • 1 
.•. 
.CHAPTER IV 
.. / 
MELANGE ·zONES. 
M61ange zones consisting of a chaotic mass .of blocks of 
· · various shapes, -sizes and at-titudes set in a black, or ~ometimes _black and 
green--shaley matrfx (see P~ate 3.1, .fig. b) occur ~t/h.~....Sole~- of , the 
various thrust slices in ·the north of the area but are absent in the south. 
of the :rea at Can-ada Bay where the contact below the Mai.den Point Slice 
. /. . 
is a sharp thr1.1st. ·The locaHon of the various melange zones · is- shown 
·. 
diagranmatically .in Fi~. 16: 
I . 
. J · . 
· Basal ~lange to the Maiden Point Slice 
< I 
A me'hng~ sepa~ates the Maiden Point. Slice from·th.~ 
• 
autochthonous 
' 
G6q.se Tickle Formation i.n the north Qf the area' ( s_ee F1g~ 3) 
but is absent in. the Canada · Bay area . 
. . 
At Big Springs In1~t .th& Goose Tickle ,formation. gr.ades 
: . ' . 
.·. upwards over a P.istarce of about 9 m from unbroken beds .. through br~ken ·.up 
. . 
-:, ~eds composed· of detached an.d rotat't!d . bloc~s al)d overlain by 'mela_nge . 
consisting ·of b1ocks derive9 from both the Maiden Po~nt :·and: Go'os! Tick.ie 
. . ·~ 
· Fbnnation. Similarly the base · of the Maiden Point Slice _is· broken ·up and 
injected w.ith . slfale ~n~- shOws a gradational ·contact .wit-0 .the mel~nge. The 
. . . 
. melange at Wh.ites .Arm a 1 ?O has gradat ~ ona l upper ~nd 1 ~wer: contacts . 
. ' . 
Two mel.ange zones occur. ~ithin the Maide·n ·.Point S.lice at 
. .. . . J, ' ' . ,. • . . 
; 
•:" ' 
p . • , · . .. . . 
Deep Bay -in Hare Ba.Y, and' at Li.t.'tle Canada - ~a~bC?ut' ... The melange zones are ·· 
. _, t · · . . ,1j · -
not continuous·, and do not -~fi.n~ separate slices, Thre.e possibl e · . , 
. . . 
expl anatio~s may account ~,gr ~ ttie i r' presence. 
. oot ' 
,_. 
·- .•·· 
... 
). , 
'
. 
1· 
.. 
j;.• I 
-.;. .. 
.· 
\ . 
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I . They represent the basal melange of the Maiden Point 
Slice exposed in eroded anticlinal cores. 
Structural evidence to prove that these areas are 
major anticlines was not found. The presence of basal 
melange at Little Cana'da Harbour would be anomalous as 
only 1.6 km to the west at Canada Harbour there is no 
melange at the base of . the Matuen Point Slice. 
II. Th~y are t~ctonically-disturbed,brittle9 parts of.the 
Maiden Point Formation. 
·Both of these melange zones _s;ontain in addition to the 
usual black shaley matrix and blocks of Maiden Point graywacke, 
blocks of brown weathered limy siltstone. The Little Canada 
Harbour occurrf;rice also conta_ins a tp re-tectoni c dyke or 
block of diabase. Limy siltstone was not found outside ·the 
melange zones and would appear t~ be an exotic l i thology to 
the Maiden Point Format ion, which would negate this 
possibility. 
III. They represent early, discontinuous, zones of imbrication 
· within the Maiden Point Slice that contain melange. 
This possibility circumvents th~ lack of structural 
evicl~nce necessary for the first hypothes i s and also might 
' account for the pres'ence of the limy siltstone 'blocks. Such 
,. , 
. _ 
.-
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mel an'ge.r.Zones may not have fanned at the base of the s 1 ice . 
or may have been removed by emplacement' whi ,c~ would 
account for their absence from the _present leading edge 
of the s 1 ice- at Canada Harbour and Engl ee. 
• 
Basal Melange to the Croque ·Head Slice 
Basal _melange to the Croque Head Slice is well exposed at 
the localities listed in Fig. 16. It varies from 12 to 45 min tflickness 
and attai-ns maximum development at St. Juliens. The lower contact is 
'gradatiol')al into broken beds of _greywacke but the upper contact i s sharply 
defined (P1ate 32, fig. a). 
The melange consists of ·clasts of Maiden Pojnt greywacke, 
brown weathered . limy siltston_e and a single clast of ahered diabase 
"occurs south of Cobblers Cove . . Myr~ay (1861) noted chalcopyrHe and 
siderite mineralization in a quartz veinid sandstone at St. Juliens. The 
s~ndstone occurs as a biock 18 m long in the melange and is of no economic 
significance. 
Basai Melange to the St . Julien Island Slice 
,_ 
The basal melange to the St. Julien Island Slice outcrops 
a_loog the west -and south side of the island (See Fig. 5). · It ove-rlies.. the 
> • 
Croq~e Head Slice ·with sharp conta,t,and the upper contact with the Iri?h 
Limestone varies from sharp to gradational over a f~w meters. Locally the 
. . r 
basal 1 imeston~ beds are brec"ciated and clasts of 1 imestone and brown 
. J 
- ~tained quartzite are incorporated in the uppermost part o.f .the' melange. 
The majority of the clasts, however, are of Maiden Point greywacke. _ 
• 
' 
·I 
' .. 
l 
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B9sal Melange to the White Hills Slice 
The basal m€lange to the White Hills Slice is excellentl y 
exposed across a 60 m wide wave cut platform that paralleis the western 
. . . i 
margin of Fishot Island. The lower contact of the melangeis a normal 
fault with the Maiden Point Formation which is exposed on a sman island 
at the southwest tip of Fishot (Fig . 4) . . The upper contact with the Goose 
Cove Formation i's ~harp ·and is defined in several localities. The· melangec 
is approximately 45 m~hick with base unexposed. 
The clasts consist almost entirely of greywacke and minor 
qu.artz-pebble conglomerate .. derived from ,the Maiden Point· Formation. A 
single altered microgabbro· boulder, similar to the coarser parts of the 
Matden Point volcanics was found. A pre-tectonic diabase block or dyke, 
now cut up into small imbricate slices(Plate 32,fig: b) occurs in the 
melange near the contact with the Maiderlt- Point Formation. Post-tectonic 
dykes cut the melange ~~d the m~lange-White Hills Slice. contact in 
several places (Plate . 33, fig. · a) . . /~ 
Lithology and Thickness 
The yarious melange zones vary in thickness from a few 
meters to ->Dver 40 me~rs at Fishot Island. ihey are .all lithologically 
, . 
similar, in that they contain isolated clasts (10-30%) in a shaly matrix. 
1 
·Practically all of the clasts ' consist of .,Yiden Point greywackes and it 
shou1q be noted ·that rocks of the Maiden Point Formation form at least one 
Of the bounding formations to all of the melange zones . Other clasts are 
'\ . 
•, . 
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rare and consist pf brown weathered limy s i l'tstone, microgabbro an d 
diabase. Limy siltstone was ~ot seen in any of t he bQunding allochtho'nous 
or autochthonous anits in the map area and appears to be an indjgenous 
lithol~gy of the melange zones. 
The matrix consists of . black shale t hat in most cases nas 
been converted to a slate or phyllite (Pla t e 33, fig : b). At Fishot Is l and, 
. . 
apple green slates are locally inte911ixed ~ith black slate and at Irish 
Bayl~ght green siltstone is incorporated i n the matrix. Secondary nodules 
and euhedral crystals of pyrite are common in the bl ac k slates. 
The "clasts show a variation in siz~ from pebbles t o 
_boulders to blocks up to 30m -long (Plate 34, fig. a) . However, boulder s 
from 0.3 to 0.6 m across are the most common size . There is no ) nterna l 
grading and clasts of all sizes occur chaotically intermixe<t : ,- The ( 
~ou~d.er and pebble size clasts vary from angular to rou~ed and are 
generally oval shaped (Plate 34, fig . b). The larger blocks tend to be 
-angular and tabular shaped and lie with their Tong axes parallel t o the 
first cleavage (sl) in the "rock . The brown wea thered limy siltstone 
clasts ~ommonly fonn· sliibS up to 3~6 m long and up_ to 1-m thick . . The s l abs 
are composed of thin beds up to 15 .ems thick that show interna l g rad i ng , 
lamination and cross bedding. At St. Julien ' s s iltstone s l abs c an be 
traced into broken-up, an~ular, boulders. 
Fabri c 
In mos t places the melange po~ ses se s an ea rly t ectoni c 
fabri c (S1), that is arranged parallel to i t s uppe r and l ower contacts; 
and is folded by open up'right folds ( ~2 ) with an as.sb c iated we ak crenulat i on 
, 
__ ,j 
, 
i 
·_/ 
.. 
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cleavage (S2 ) (Plate 35, fig. a). The intensity ·of .. the early fabric i~ 
the ) varieJom west to east across the_ area and is mos.t ·intense below 
White)ills Slic;e at Fishot Island .. How:ver, the later folds ( F
2
) ~~ 
also tightest in the east and they may have accentuated t he s1 fabric 
· (See Chapter 111) 
At Big Spri ngs I~let the matrix possesses ·a fissility 
that forms augen around the clast~. East~ard, at Whites Arm in the 
same melange zone below the Maiiden Point ~lice,the s1 fabric is defined 
by flattened clasts and a ~aty cleavage in the matrix. The s1 fabric -
is intense at Fishot Island where quartz pebbles are completely 
flattened into -thin v~-inlets . At Fishot Island and Little Canada Harbour 
minor flat lying F1 folcls are l ocally associated with this fabric 
(Plate 35 , fig . b). 
\ Discussion 
The origin of melange zones i s especjall y enigmatic. 
Bruckner (1966), i mpressed by . the absence of prim~ry de fo rma1ionql 
I . 
structures in melanges in t he Humb~r Arm Allochthon,concll/de'd that 
I , 
4 
they 
mus t have had an o r.igina l chaotic structure before they wer~ overri dden 
and deformed · by a thrust sli c e . He proposed a regal i th produced by ma~s .; 
\wasti ng as the cause of the ori ginal chaos . 
. , 
St~vens (1970) concluded tha~ there are two types ·of 
. 
me lange, namely, a sedimentary ol i stostrome .ldevel~d in front of the 
'"' allochthon, and a tectonic me lange deve loped between.the thrus~ sl i ces, 
I 
. . 
.. 
' 
.\ 
, 
.• 
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but gave no criteria by which this distinction is made. The only 
.• 
appar~nt difference between the two types · is in the presence of a t-ectonic 
fabric in the tectonic melange. ~ which appears to be related to overri ding 
by the thrust slices. Both types probably had a similar origin. 
Hsu (1968) concluded that it is impossible to ·.distingu i sh between a 
-•. ... / 
deformed olistostrome and a tectonic melange. 
I 
· Any theory on the origin of melange between the allochthonous 
thrust slices mo:st explain the following points: 
• 
1. the source of the indigenous black shale that forms 
up to 80~ ~(the melange. 
2. the source of the clasts. 
3. the genera 1 uniformity of a 11 the melangE: zones 
regardless of structural position. 
The tectonic base of a slice does not always occur qt 
the same stratigraphic level along its len·gth and breadth, f or example 
the White Hills Slice. It follows, therefore, that the base of a slice 
/ bears no genetic relation~hip to the melange it overl ies. Rather, ·a 
melange represents an independent lithology over which a sl i ce traversed 
during emplacement. 
There are two formations in the Hare Bay area t hat may have been 
a source of the black s hale .and may have been lain in an area that was 
traversed by the thrust slices during emplacement: 
-·. 
!". · 
,. 
( -. 
·--;, 
(_ 
_I 
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1. The uppermost part of the autochthon, t he Goose 
Ti ckle Formation. 
2. The b 1 ack s ha 1 es of fhe a 11 ochthonous Northwest Arm 
Formation (Cooper, 1937) that constitute the basal slice 
of the complete Hare Bay Allochthon (Williams et a l ., 1973). 
The Northwest Arm Formation i s exposed north o~ the map a rea 
at the head of Hare Bay ( Fi g. 2) where it is structurally 
overlain by both the Maiden Point Slice and t he White Hills··· 
Slice.• 
The Goose Tic kle Formation is an unlike l y source as it 
does not contain limy siltstone or green shale and al so it underlies the 
entire Hare Bay Allochthon,even where melange is absent, for exampl e, below 
the Maiden Point Slice at Canada Bay . 
The Northwest Arm Formation, on t he ot her hand, conta i ns 
black shale, minor green shale and buff weathered l i my siltstone (Will .i ams 
et a 1 . , 1973) . The formation craps out c 1 os e to the northern extremity 
of the map area at Hare Bay (Fig. 2) where melange is bes t developed, but 
does not occur southwards where melange is absent. The devel op(llent of 
/ - I 
melange appears, therefore, to be closely linked to the spat ial di stri bution 
1 
.J 
of the Northwest Arm Formation. \ 
It is suggested th~t equivalents of the Northwes t Arm 
Formation are the source of the i~digenous lithologies of the melange zones. 
The exotic blocks of greywacke, microgabbro, and diabase were derived from 
' · the thrust slices during emplacement. They were either shed by gravity 
\ 
/ 
I 
·; 
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sliding or were tectonically incorporated from the advancing slices . 
The structural evidence (see Chapter vn suggests that the mel ange 
zones formed early in the tectonic evolution of the al lochthon and 
this is discussed further in Chapter VIII. 
·"l: · 
• 
: 
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CHAPTER V 
INTRUS IVE IGNEOUS ROCKS 
PRE-EMPLAC EMENT INT RUS IONS 
AUTOCHTHON 
MICROGRANITE AND GRANITE 
~ 
' · 
Pink mi crogranite ( senso la t o) ;:;os t - tectonic a ll_v i ntrudes 
the gneiss~s i of the Lon g R11nge Complex at Sea ns Cove (see Pl ate l , fig . a) 
and both gneiss and gran i te are un conformabl y ove r lain by Bradore sands t ones . 
The granite i s therefore of post -Grenvill e and of pre -Cambrian age . f: 
simi lar pink microgranite also oc curs in t hrus t con ta c t 1·1ith the Bradore 
s'andstones (P late 36, fig . a) and nearby i t i ntrudes a s t ructurall y 
overlying dark grey,- medium grained, hiQhly altered, schis t ose g ra nodioritic 
rock. · The granodiorite rnay represen t e ithe r an earlie r more ca l cic 
i n t ru s i on o r a highly retrogres sed gne i ss. 
To the northeast pos t·- tec t onic pink, gr anite d.}' kes and 
pegmat i t es cut the Acid and Basic Gneisses and· a high l y deformed !' i nk 
granite constitu t es the l01~er part of t he s t r uctu rally overlying Sugarloaf 
Slide Zone . 
All of these pink granites show si m! lar relati onships . 
name ly, either i ntrusi ve into, or th r ust over, bas emen t ·gnei ss es .· The 
granites are deformed, apparently in relat ion t o the ex tensi ve t hrus t ing 
developed in thi s area. The mi c rog ran i t e thrus t over the Bradore s andstones 
conta1ns thin (l - 2 mm), closely spaced ( 2 - 20 mm ) anastorro si ng dark grey 
crush zones (Plate 36, fig. b) that give the roc k a br ecciat ed appea r ance. 
The granite dykes in . the Acid and Basi c Gne i sses a re fo l ded, c leave d and 
·. 
/ 
' 
· ... ·. .·'",, 
L> :1"Ud i: j zed : l ' l d te 3i. fig. a ) . i n tt1 ~ · Sugar loc.Jf Sl ide Lnnc: 
'· . 
i s tl1t: nro s t inte•·:sel_i defo t·ll:ed and i s con vertc:d to';_augen -sch ist an d 
::; t1y ll oni t e . 
Th C: ;;; i c r orvanite is c..OI'~ ~·osed o f a fine q rdine(~'J .1 
:.J.5 !11111.' ;;. icroc rys ta11i·~e , f]ran·j la r, t·1osa i c 0f c:uot'tz ilnd f:-fcl ds-:·· ar· 1·1ith 
i.- fe1dspat· . ~ ~· a p hi c ir t ercJrO'.'Ith -'Jf :: uartz and :nicroc line is some ti r!ieS 
de ve1o oed . Acces so ries i nclude opaGues and muscovite. 
The grar1i t e dy~es i n U1e 1\cid and Basi c Gn~isses consis t 
of plagioc lase (An5_15 ) ~ 5 , 'Juartz 35 . a•~ d !-' - feld spar 10. ~-~afic 
- mi ne ra ls (1 ) consist of biot ite, conm1onl:~ ci1lo r it l-zed , and muscovi t e , 
and accesso ries include sphene 'and zircon. In the _q ranit es of the Suga rloaf 
' ' 
Slidc . ZoneJ - feldspu and pl .J gi oclase (An 5_15 ) are in cJDpr oxirnate equal 
-:J 
prooo r tion s . 
• 
Th e plaCJi oclasc is commonl_v ser i c i t i ze d in the !'ibre def>Ormed 
part s of the s lide. 1 
The composi tion of the granites t·anges f r om alka l i gt·anite 
to g r anodiorite and al th ough t he var i ous bodie s Jre separat ed fron1 each 
other by major thrusts t hey appear _ to be post- tect onic i ntru s ives of t he 
sarne age. 
PORPHYRITIC MICROGRAN ITE 
A po r p hy ritic microg ranite (senso l ato ) occurs at the base 
of the narrov1 thru s t bl o.ck of the l o1·1er clast i c- volc~nic unit of the 
..... 
-. 
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autocht hon 1·1e st of Burnt Poin t i n .Canada Bay (see Fig . 3). A major' t hrust 
~epara tes the base of the porphyry from the underly i ng Goose Tick le 
Forma ti on, and. the upper contact is also a thrust that separat&s· it from 
eithe r conglomerate or volcanic rocks of the Lighthouse Cove Format i on. 
The _oorphyr·y is strongly deformed (see Plate _ 37, f i g. ·b) and the deformat ion 
is orobably related to t he thrusting. 
... 
h1o varie t-ies of porphyry, in fau lt contact vlith each other, 
are present: 
( 
(a ) pink porphyritic al kah-microgranite (UPPER) . 
I (b) black to g reen, porphyritic microgranodioriW (LOWER). 
The dark green varie ty _consists of phE!'Tlocrysts of oligoclase (60~; ), and 
quartz ( 30 .) .i n a groundmass of biotite, qua~tz and plagiocl ase. Oligoclase 
fo rms subi diomorphic phenocrysts up to .6 mm across. Th e dark green 
porphyry 'is highly de f ormed near the contact with the ba·sa l t hrust. There 
the plagiocl-ase phenocrysts are broken pnd kinked and commonly completely 
altered to seric i te and minor epidote. The quartz is strained and broken 
do1·m to s ub~ra ins t hat sho1v a dimen.s i onal pre ferred or.ientat 1 o~ and the 
biot ite is ch l oritized. 
A dark _green, quartz-seri cite -chlor i te - epidote schist 
ou t cjos in th e cliffs structurally above the dark green porphyry and may 
repre sen t a more highly deformed part of th e porphyry. 
T-he pink vari e ty structurally overlies the green porphyry 
I . 
and can be traced for 0 .~ km so uth of the coas t. It consists of xenomorph i c 
• phenoc rysts of quartz and K-feldspar up to 5 mm across, in a fine-9rained 
-
• 
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'(0. 1 - 0.5 mm) schistose ,,9:--oundmass of quartz, K-feldspar and aligned 
sericite. The quartz phenocrysts show undulose extinction with sutured 
sub-grain boundaries . 
The pink porphyritic microgranite near Burnt Poi nt has 
·~ 
certain petrographic s.~mi 1 ari tie~ 4 th.e ~i crograni te at 
both occur at a similar structural le1el, oamely in thrust 
! 
Seans Cbve and 
contact with 
the autochthonous basal clastic-volcanic uni·t, and both are prob~bly 
related. 
LATE PRECAMBRI AN TO EARLY CAMBRIAN DIABASE DYKES 
Post-tectonic diabase dykes intrude the Long Range Complex 
-at Canada Bay. They have been described by Strong and Williams (1972) and 
.;--
are not incl.udeGJ in thi s study. 
~ 
. 
MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN (?) MAFIC DYKES AND SILLS 
Rare pre-tectonic dykes and sills cut the· Table , He~d and 
. the Goose Tickle Form~tions at Canada Harbour, Englee, Whites Arm ·and 
_,.. 
southwest of Indre Point ir. Hare Bay. They are deformed by the middle 
\ 
Ordov.ician emplacement deformdtion (DE}.,which·puts an upper age limit ori 
the .intrusions. At Canada Bay the dykes are commonly broken up into 
boudins {Plate 38, fig . a). 
/1 
The intrusions vary. from fine-grained, altered, greenish, ' , 
diaba se dykes,up to 0 .6 m thi.ck,at Canada Bay and at the northwest side of 
Whites Arm, to a 9 m wide gabbro at Ind~e Point. The outer margin'of the · · 
gabbro is coarsely cryst.alline with plagioclase laths up to 2.5 em long . 
• 
l 
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In thin-'section it consists of interlocking laths of al)ite (80%) with 
. . 
interstitial chlorite (15%), , accessory opaques and late shep.ves of brown · . 
stilpnomelan'e. Cooper (1937) incorrectly identifi.ed the rock as extrusive 
as he ioterpreted the chilled marg_in as an ash band. 
l ~L~OCHTHON 
~T. JULIEN ISLAND GABBRO 
,. 
Small areas of· pre.-tectonic gabbro intrude the St. Julien 
Island Formation on St. Juli'en Island an~ at Black · I~1a~d (Fig. 5). The 
gabbro bodies have fine grqjned chi'lled m?rgins, and mediu~-grained central 
parts that locally include coarse porphyritic patches. The chilled margins 
·are up to 1.8 m acros·s an·d have. beeri converted to dark greenschists by the 
deformations that affected the St. Julien Island Formation , The microgab~ro 
. .. 
shows an xenomorphic granular texture with average grain diameter between 
1.5 and 2.5 mm. The igneous texture is well-preserved but, locally. the , 
def~on has produced a sub-schistose fabric i~ the roc~ The 
porphyritic patches are up to 1.2 m wide ar-~d · contain sub.idiomor.phiAlagio-
clase and augit~ crystals up to 3 em long that are fractured and kinked by 
the deformation. 
The greerisch fs t area•s consist predominantly of chlorite 
with minor carbonate, albite,epidote and magnetite. These minerals define 
• 
a weak schistosity (S1 ) that is folded about the upright F2 folds. The 
gabbro is composed ·Cif plagioclase (An10_15 ) and augite, in approximate 
equal amounts, ' and minor hornblende and magnetite. The plagioclase is. 
\ . 
,· 
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. . 
· ·unzoned, twinned according to both albite and pericline laws and is 
' 
commonly extensively saussuritized. Augite forms subidiomorphic crystals ,.. 
~ith irregular small inclu~ions and discontinuous rims of · brown h~rnblende. 
Both ~he hornblende and augite ~r:e kinked and folded together and both show 
secondary alteration to fibrous tremolite . . ·Magnetite, commonly with rims 
of hornblende, is intergrown with augite in skeletal fo.nns .. 
both the . plagioclase (An 10_15 ) · and hbrnblende . a~~ear to 
be p,rimary an~r. unusual occurrence can be explained bya high water 
content of t~al ~agma (D. F. Strong, pers. comm.)."' 
\ 
POST-EMPLACEMENT INTRUSIQNS 
/) 
DIABASE DYKES 
Post-tectoniC"·1-t~trusions with respect to the regional 
) 
Acadian . def9rmation (DA) are sparse arnd consist only of dykes. 
Approximately forty dyk'~ ·were noted in t~e area which cut all of the 
. . t .,.. , . - • . 
slices of the ailoc~thon, the melange zones, and the upper part of the 
\ 
futochthon. At Sugarloaf Head a late dyke in the Maiden Point Formation 
cross cuts the Acadian stru.ctures but is itself Jcflded and cleaved by 
the late local foldiog developed in this area. 
The dykes generally trend in a northeast direction and 
range in thickness from 0.6 to 6 m. The smaller dykes are fine-grained 
but the wider dykes have medium to coarse-grained central parts. The 
' 
texture varies from holocrystalline to porphyriti~ to supophitic. The 
.... 
' 
) 
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• 
dykes a-re s 1 i ghtly to moderately altered but igneous . textures are ~verywhere 
preserved. Less altered varieties consist of plagioclase An40 (80%), augite 
(20~6), and accessory quartz, sphene and opa~ues. The altered dykes consist 
I ., 
· of albite sometimes completely sericitized, fibrous amph15ole and chlorite, 
probably after pyroxene, and variable combinations of secondary sericite, 
actinolite, epidote and carbonate. 
Major element analyses were made on 21 dykes and all show. 
broadly similar compoSitions (Fig·. 17). Their compositions are similar 
to the pre-tectonic Maiden Point Volcanics interpreted to have formed in 
an environment of continental distension (see Cfta~ter 111) .The post-
tecton1c ' dykes may also have formed in a similar environment . 
I 
.-
' · 
• CHAPTER VI 
STRUCTURE AND DEFORMATION 
The diff~rent tectonic slices of the Hare Bay Allochthon 
not only contrast in Jithology but in the intensity and number of phases 
of deformation they suffered, for example, the WhHe Hills Slice contains' 
poly-deformed amphibolites whilst the Maiden Point Slice contains mildly-
• deformed basalts. The earljest ~ormations in each slice either pre-
: \ 
, . I 
dated or formed contemporaneously with emplacement. After middle Ordovician 
emplacement, the entire area was affected by a major period of folding. 
/ These folds affect the underlying autochthon, the melange zone5, the 
,, 
allochthon-autochthon contact,and r.efold the earlier folds and fabrics 
in the a 11 ochthonous rocks·. This pos t-emp 1 a cement deformation has been 
assigned to the Acadian (Devonian) orogeny (Smyth, 1971·). 
By caref~l examination of the contacts betwe.en .the various 
slices and thei'r basal melange zones it has been possible to demonstrate 
that the pre-Acadian defonmations were produced either during emplacement 
· ~ 
or else prior to emplacement. Syn-emp l ac~ment ;struct_ures are characteristic 
of the Maiden Point, Creque Head, St. Julien Island,Slices and also of the 
'/ . ~lange zones and the upp~r part of the autochthon. Pre-emplacement 
structures are truncated by the' melange zones and are developed only in 
the upper slice, the White Hills Slice . · 
· The. pre-, syn- and post- emplacement deformations are 
·label1ed Dp, DE' and DA respectively. As the style and intensity of 
development of structures related to these phases of deformation vari·es 
J 
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from .slice to slice, each ·defonnat)on event is described separately for 
J 
each slice . . The structural evolution of the various slices of the 
, allochthon is sullJTlarized in Fiq. 18 • 
.:__ 
PRE-EMPLACEMENT DEFO~MATION 
Introduction 
Pre-emplacement defonnations could only be proven in the 
Goose Cove Fonnation,which comprises ·the .basal · part of the Wh1te Hill'S 
Slice. The evidence for pre-emplacement deformations in these rocks is: 
(1) Psammites with a compos it~ secon-d phase schistosity (52) I 
are truncated by black and green shales of a melange along 
the south-west side of Fishot Island . 
(2) Schistose amphibolites overlie unmetamorphosed meTange . 
. 
west of Lock's Cove, nor~ of Hare Bat· 
(3) Bou~ders of polydefonned Goose Cove schists.oare 
incorporated· in mel,ange along the north shore of Hare Bay 
(Williams et al., 1972) . 
(._/ 
(4)' Schistose amphi .bolites overlie much less deformed 
~ 
melange south of Croque Head. 
T~o phases of pre-emplacement deformation have been recognized and are 
The first deformation in the Goose Cove Formation produced 
.• 
a strong schistosity (s1 ) and minor tectonic slides (Fleuty, 1964 b). No 
megascopic or microscopic folds were observed related t.o this deformation. 
·.• 
' ., 
· ' 
I 
.:·. 
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~ 
The s1 fabric is well preserve.d · in the metavolcanic rock$ 
of the gre~nschi s't member and is defined by a preferred orientation ·of 
chlorite, tremolite-'actinolite, and flattened plagioclas~ phenocrysts·. 
In the semi.::.pelites and psarrmites t~e s1 muscovite-chlorite fabr!.c .is -
cr:-enulated by the s2 schistos~ty (Plate 38, fig. b) and_~n the fold limbs 
s 1 is transposed into the s2 planes. 
0 
s 1 in the amphibolites is. defined by al igned hornblende, 
biotit~. and rods of opaques. It is -strongly overprihted · by tbe s2. fabric . 
and s1 is only recognizable in .the . hinges of the F2 fold s between the s 2 
planes, and as an included fabric in post - DPl garnet porphyroblasts (Plate 39, 
,. 
l 
fig. ::a). 
In the slide zone at the southwest tfp of· ~Me i sland,s1 
consists of a strong, streaky, foliation. 4 • 
·' 
. .. 
The second deformation (Dp2) in the Goose Cove Formation 
produced inclined to re~umbent folds (see Plate 39, fig. b) with ~n 
associated axial plane crenulation cle·avage in the gf"~ens& i st member and 
a schistosity in the amphibolite member. F2 folds are common in the 
greenschists but are difficult to recognize in the overlyin~r fllonotonous 
dark amphibolites except where interbedded contrasting iith'ologfes occur • . · . 
..... 
and 'south of Easter Tickle)(see 
_.,... ... . 
(for example, marble beds north Plate 30, 
" fig . b). 
• 
· The folds are close to sub-isoclinal ( Fleuty, l964a) 
(interlimb angle 5 ~35°), similar folds that trend northeast to north and 
plunge gently . northeastwards ; The present dip of the axial plane oi th~ 
' .
..,. . 
l 01 : 
folds is controlled by the post-emplacement (DA) structures. The folds 
are asymmetrical and exhibit a constant seme of vergence that indicates 
an antiform upwards to .the west. Facing directions were determined from 
the psammi tes at the base of the formation where the folds face upwards 
to the west on the s2 cleavage. 
s2 in the greenschists consists of a closely spaced 
(1-3 mm). kink-style,uenulation cleavage wi-th-Httle or no associated 
metamorphic growth except in the semi-pel ites where s2 is defi ned by 
chlorite and sericite. In the amphiJ:>olites s2 becomes the domi nant 
fabric element by complete transposition of s1 into the s2 planes and 
accompanying growth of aligned biotite and hornblende. The Dp2 structures 
in the amphibolites are separated from the s1 fabric by a period of static 
growth of garnet and P.lagioclase porphyroblasts. 
Conclusions 
• 
The pre-emplacement defonnat ion falls into two distinct 
phases separated by a period of static mineral growth. The first phase 
is a flattening type of defonnation'characterized by a strong s1 schistosity 
that is most intense in th~ slide zone. The second phase was a period of w 
recumbent folding with concomitant aligned mi neral growth in the 
amph i bo 1 ites. 
-
'. 
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DE SYN -EMPLACEMENT DE FORMATION 
The major elements of syn-ernplacement deformation (DE) 
are the detachment thrusts that bottom and define the various tectonic 
slices of the allochthon . These basal thrusts are generally marked by 
melange zones which fonn 'distinct map units and have been described in 
Chapter IV. Internal deformation within the Maiden Point, Croque Head, 
and St. Julien Island,Sl ices produced a variety of structures that are 
generally concordant -'Pth the basal thrusts . ..,.,......fhe -emplacement deformation 
/ 
a 1 so affected the melange zones and the upper part of the allochthon . 
- / 
At Canada Bay, where melange is absent, an imbricate structure is 
developed in the autochthonous rocks. All of these deformation structures 
are believed to have accompanied slice emplacement (DE) and can be 
demonstrated to have preceded the post-emplacement Acadian event (DA) . 
... _,-..., .. 
AUTOCHTHON 
Introduction 
The DE deformation produced the first tectonic structures 
recognized in the autochthon, n~mely, a widespread slaty cleavage in its 
uppermost part, and minor recumbent folds and an imbricate structure in 
the Canada Bay area. 
Imbricate Structure 
A number of imbricate thrust faults are developed in the 
autochthonous rocks in the Canada Bay area below the Maiden Point Slice. 
The imbricate structure is best exposed along the south shore of Can,ada 
~ 
I 
• 
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Bay where five thrusts repeat the autochthonous succession {See Fig. 3"', 
section £-F). Southwards, the thrusts appear to be truncated by the Wild 
Cove Fault and only two thrusts appear at the coast of White Bay. Minor 
thrusts are exposed across the north shore of Canada Bay at Engl ee 
Island, Baard Island, Bide Head,and Dieppe Point. 
The uppermost and tnost powerful thrust of the imbricate 
structure is,jJf course, the emplacement thrust of the Maiden Poi-nt Slice. 
Within the autochthon, the thrust with the largest displacement occurs 0.4 
km west of Burnt Point and sup-erposes the Lighthouse Cove Formation 
(Cambrian) on the Goose Tick 1 e Formation (Middle Ordovician). A highly 
sheared porphyry occurs at the base of this thrust sheet (See Plate 37, 
fig. b). An escarpment and a strong lineation on the air photographs 
mark the trace of this thrust southwards where it is truncated by the 
Wild Cove Fault. Above this thrust, 91 - m to the east,a second major thrust 
is developed,which brings the Goose Tickle Formation over the Devils Cove 
Formation. The Devils Cove Fonnation and the directly underlying Bradore 
Formation are mylonitized up to 6' m below the fault (Plate 40, fig. a). 
A p~ssible continuatio~ of this thrust is exposed south of Sugarloaf Cove 
in White Bay where the Sugarloaf Schists are thrust over the Ac1d and Basic 
Gneiss. The Acid and Basic Gneiss probably fornaa thrust block of 
basement gneiss within the Sugarloaf~ Schists. The basal contaCt is cut 
out by the Wi 1 d Cove Fault but the upper contact is well-exposed and is 
marked by a 53 m thick zone of mylonitized rocks referred to as the Sugar-
loaf Slide Zone ... The tectonic fabric of the Slide Zone is described later. 
\ . >,, 
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The displacements on the other thrusts in the autochthon 
are much smaller; for example the St. George Formation rests on Goose 
Tickle Formation east of Wild Cove; the Table Head Formation rests on 
the Goose Tic,le Formation west of Canada Harbour, at Baard Island, and 
at Englee Island (the Englee Island Thrust of Betz, 1939); and the St. 
George Formation is superposed on the Table Head FoTffiation at Bide' Head 
(the Handy Harbour thrust of Betz, 1939) and at the west side of Handy 
Harbour. The thrust planes dip moderately eastwards but are locally 
• folded by the DA Acadian event . The rocks at the base of the minor t hrusts 
are 1 oca lly sheared and generally marked by thin (0. 6 m) zones of 
mylonitized rock. Deformed pebbles in Bradore sandstones at the east 
shore of Wild Cove and west of Burnt Point record a northwesterly 
'" . 
stretching l i neation that probably reflects the direction of movement of 
the DE minor thrusts. Locally, minor recumbent fulds are developed be l ow 
the thrust planes and are described in the next section. 
Minor Structures 
Recumbent to inclined DE folds (F1) are common i n the 
autochthon at Canada Bay but in the north of the area are rare and were 
only seen at the south shore of Whites Arm and at the west end of Coles 
Pond. At Canada Bay the folds are most co~on below thrust faults, and 
thrusting and folding was a related event. 
The F1 folds are best developed in slates and minor lime-
stones of the Goose Tickle Formation, at the west side of Baard Is l and 
r:... 
· .. ... 
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(Plate 40, fig. b) and at Enalee I s land , be l 01·1 overthrust sheets of t he 
Ta.Rle Head Formation. Recumbent f ol ds are al so ceveloped at tr.e west 
side of the Bide Head in qrey 1 i mesto ne a nd mi nor dolostone of the Tah l e Head 
Formation (Plate 41, fia. 2) belo1v an overth1·u st s~eet of the St. George 
Formation. 
These F1 folds are subisocl inal, east-trendinq, Cl.Cnt l y - plunqinq, 
similar, folds. At Bide Head, the f old s have an amplitude of 1 . 5 -
3m with highl y-attenua ted limbs and thic kened hinqe zones . The rno re 
rigid dolostone beds are c o~onl y drawn apart t o form isolated, oval -
shaped, boudins whose a xes are para llel to t he F1 folcs. 
Other occurrences of F1 folds that are not obviously r elated 
to thrusting occur in the Table Head For mat i on at flurnt Poi nt. in 
the basal blad li mes tones of t he St. George Forflla tion alono the east 
side of Chimney Arm, and i n the Forteau Fo rma t i on at Fly Poin t . The 
folds in the Forteau Formation are c lo se, fllOdera t el y-inclined, sim i lu , fold s 
' that face up to the northwes t, and are more open (in ter l ifllb anale scP) 
and of smaller amplitude tt an those deve l oped in the over l y i nq fomatio ns 
(Plate 41, fig. b) . 
In the north of the area at the sou th shore of Whites Arm , 
a single recumbent fold (Fl ) wa s seen in the Goose Tickl e Format i on . This 
fold is folded about upright DA folds that are loca ll y downward -faciuq 
(Shackleton, 1959), further ind,icatinq th~ presence of syn- emplacement 
recumbent fold s in this .area . 
Other minor s tructures include boudin s , quartz ro~s and 
quartz veins. Ra~e, pre-tectonic, diabase dykes intruded into the Tabl e Head 
I 
·~ .. 
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Fo rmat ion at Lhe cas t si de of Can,lda Ha l'llour . Bacl l'd I s l iJ 11 d, and ilt [ ng l ee 
~a rbou r dre di s r u; ted into bo ud ins wi th rectan~ ul ar shaped cross sections 
( see Plate 38 , f i g. a). The l! oudins l ie i n t he plane of t he D[ Sl c l eavage 
ar d thei r l o n ~J axr•S nl'e aligned raral l e l to the :· 1 f o l d .axes . 'Je ins , rods 
and bo udi ns of ouarlz an d ca l c ite are l ocall y d e ve l oped i n the Goose Tickle 
fo nna ti on at Canad a Boy . The s1 c l ea va(]e l(lcal l y f o r ms auqen a r ound the 
.veins t hat o r ubably fanne d synch ronous l •n·Ji~ 'l [::- . Tht:sC' mi no r s t l' Uc tures arc 
all f o lde d by the upr i gh t DA f olds . 
f 
I 
l ahr i c 
,. The De de f ormat ion is rep r es ented i n mos t places in the 
au t och thon by a fl i.l l lying s laty cl cavcJr_w ( s1) t hat is an axia l pL1nc f a bric 
t o the rare r·
1 
r ecumbent f()l ds . s·1 i <, IIIOS t i ntense a1~d mos t cxten<, ivelv 
de ve l oped i n U1e ~ ;oo s e Tidl c formation an d th e Suga r l oil f Schic.ts and 
local l ; near thf7 thru s t. f iJUlt s of t he i rnbl' i cat e s tru ct urf' . s1 s hows a 
• 
gene r al dec reose i n intensi ty 1·1i t h dep t h an d di s t once a1-1ay fr om the 
a lloch thon cont act . At Canada Bay t he de velopme nt of s 1 extends dovm t o 
the basul Bradore Fo rmati on but in Wh i t es 1\rlll Wi ndOvl TI O si gn o f s l \•la S 
f ound in the Tab l e Head ~o rma t i on, and in t hi s a r ea it appea r s t hat t he 
effec t s of DE di e out rapidl y \•li th dep t h. Wes t of t he pr ese nt le ading 
edg e of the al l och thon a t Big Spri nu s I nl e t, s l i s we ak and on l y l oca l l y 
de ve 1 oped i n the Goose Ti ckle Fo rmati on. 
In th e s l a t es of th e Goos e Tickl e Fo rmat ion s l is def ined 
J 
by a li gned se ri c i t e , minor c hl or ite and train s of opaques . I n the qrey\vackes 
s
1 
con s i sts of ana s tomos ing films of ser i c ite t hat are l ocall y a rrange d 
.. 
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pa rall e l an d at Cana da Head , east of Englee and at the south end of Whites 
Arm Wi ndm·t, the mi cas a r e assoc i ated \'-lith a dime nsional prefe r red or i en tat ion 
of the de t r ital mate r i al (P l a t e 42, f igs . a and b) . However , i n all of 
these l oca lit ies, the DA , F2 f o lds are t ight and may have caused.a 
morphologica l change in the s1 f abric. 
A syn - empl acemen t ( s1 ) schistos i ty i s well devel oped in 
the Sugarloa f Scl'l'i sts an d. is de f ine d by al igned biotite in ~he pe l i t es and 
semi - ne l i tes, by tremol i fe in t he cal c-s il i cates, an d by bi ot ite and 
t rerno l ite-ac t inolite in the ma f ic schists . The s1 f abric is preserve d 
in t he hinge regions of the F2 f ol ds between t he s2 c r e nu l"at i on cl eavage 
planes . However , on t he limb s of t hese f old s s1 is common ly transposed 
in t o the s2 planes. 
In t he underly ing Suga r loaf Slide Zone t he s1 fabr i c i s 
most i n t ens e . It i s represente d i n the phy lloniti zed g ne iss and gran ite 
by zones of granu l ation t ha t are in most places sch i stose. ThesP. zones 
!i 
bound , and f or m auge n, a ro und l enses a nd bands o f quar t zo-fe l dspath i c 
mat e ri a l that are up t o 2 . 5 em thick (Pla t e 43, fig. a) . Wit h i ncreasi ng 
defo nnat ion t he zones of gr anul a t io n are t hi cke r , the ~chistose 111at r ix 
f i ne r -gra ine d, and th e quartz o - f el ds pathic ba nds are broken down i nt o tt 
smal l , auge n shaped, l enti cl es. The fo l lmvi ng s t ages of cataclas i s and 
resu lt an t r ock types , that are of co urse grada ti onal i nto each othe r have 
been d is t i nguished i n t h i n sec ti on. 
Stage l -Deve l opment of t hi r. (1 ITill ) i r regula r zones of 
gr anu la t ion with margina l cru sh i ng of t he or i gi nal minerals 
' 
• 
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and accompanying growth of sericite (Plate 43, fig. b).· 
Quartz crystals become strained and broken, and develop 
' 
sutured grain bound\ries with a weak alignment of their 
. . 
! 
long axes. Feldspajs are strained, kinked and broken 
(Plate 44, fig. a) . 
Stage 2 - The zones of granulat ion are wider (2 mm) and 
arranged parallel (Plate 44, fig. b). Fine-gr"a ined 
sericite and chlorite in these zones give a sub-schistose 
fabric to the rock. The schistosity forms augen around 
broken and strained feldspar and elongate "po-lygonized" 
quartz porphyroblasts . 
• 
Stage 3 - Extreme granulation producing a fine grained 
phyllonite with relict porphybla·sts of aligned quartz 
~ 
and feldspar arranged in lenticles. The fine-grained 
groundmass consists of a schistose aggregate of quartz, 
feldspar, sericite and minor chlorite (Plate 45, figs. 
a and b). 
In the tectonic schists,DE Rroduced a fin~ streaky 
fo1 iation (see Plate 14, fig. a). A biotite schistosity (s1) is developed 
in the pelitic foliae which is pres·erved betwee_n the s2 cleavage planes 
in the hinges of the DA (F2) folds, but is comp letely transposed into the 
s2 planes on these fol ·d limbs. DA (F2) folds are poorly developed in the 
calc-silicate foliae and the s1 fabric is in most places transposed into 
the s2 planes. 
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MAIDEN .POINT SLICE 
Introdu~tion 
The DE deformation in the Maiden Point Slice produced 
a· weak to strong slaty cleavage with rare associated recumbent folds . 
Minor Structures , 
Emplacement (DE) folds .in the Maiden Point Slice were 
only observed in the Croque ~arbour area at 2 km south of Cobbler's 
Cove, 3.2 km north of Pilier Bay and at the north shore of the northwest 
ann of Croque Harbour. Locally, in the Maiden Point Formation, especially 
south of Canada Head, F1 recumbent folds are inferred f rom the downward-
f~cing directions (Shackleton, 1958) of the later DA (Acadian) F2 folds . ....__ 
N?rth and south of Creque Harbo~r the F1 folds are close to open 
(interlimb angle 60°- 100°), symmetrical, similar, recumbent folds that 
trend east- west and face up to the north on the s1 cleavage . These folds. 
appear to occupy the nose of a north facing recumbent fold that is of 
small amplitude as most of the F2 folds ar~ upward facing. The fold at 
the north ~ore of Croque Harbour occurs in an isolated exposure of medium 
to fine-grained 4reywackes and trends northeast. 
Major recumbent Fl . folds are inferred· from Canada Aead 
to Cat Cove on the basis of downward-facing F2 folds developed in belts 
up to 1 km wide. North of . Canada Bay downward-facing F2 folds are less 
common and of l~mited areal extent. This implies that no major F1 
recumbent folds are de vel oped in th"e ·north of the area . 
J 
/ 
.· 
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Fabric 
Elsewhere within the Maiden Point_?lice the DE deformation 
produced a fabric (s1) that is an axial plane fabric to the recumbent F1 
folds and hence is generally arranged close to the bedding. The intens i ty 
of development of s1 decreases northeastwards, being,very intense at Canada 
Head and east of Englee and weak to absent west of Ma iden Point in Hare Bay. 
,., 
The contrast in the development of s1 between pelites . and · 
greywackes is marked. In the pelites a slaty cleavage, defined by a 
preferred orientation of sericite, is generally developed. In the grey-
.e· 
wackes the s1 fabric varies with increasing deformation from: . 
:~ (1) Anastoroosing trains of sericit~ that meander a·round 
unstrained detrital grains, to 
- (2) parallel f i lms of sericite that fonn augen around 
detrital grains and define definite cleavage planes 
(see Plate 19, fig. a), to 
(3) aligned films of sericite associated with a 
dimensional preferred orientation of the clasts (see 
Plate 46, fig.a ). 
Examples of the last stage are rare and are only developed 
where the later DA (F2) folds have strongly over printed.the s1 cleavage, 
for example, 't Canada Head, Englee, and Cow Bay in Hare Bay. Williams (1972) 
\ 
noted1 similar relatio~ship in gre~wackes that had suffered two pe~iods 
of deformation and concluded that the development of preferred orientation 
of detrital material was accomplished by4he F2 folding which caused a 
morphological change of the s1 fabric. 
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An s1 slaty cle·avage defined by chlorite and rods of 
opaques is also present at the margins of the Maiden Point ·volcanics 
north of Croque . It is crenulated and commonly transposed by t he later 
DA deformation . 
\ 
CROQUE HEAD SLICE 
Fabric 
A penetrative s1 slaty cle~age is develope6 i n the 
greywackes and slates of the Maiden Point Formation that comprise t he 
Creque Head Slice. Here the DA F2 fo l ds are strongly superi mposed on 
the s1 fabric which is crenulated and transposed by s2. A slaty cleavage 
s, is also developed in the underlying melange that i s foldid by .the 
F2 folds. For this reason the s1 fabric i n both rock units is assigned 
to DE deformation. 
No associated F1 folds were seen in the Croque~Head Slice 
and .ot1 the F2 folds are upward facing. s1 i s everywhere developed within 
the slice and is in most places more intense thiri in the underlying Maiden 
· Point Sllce . S1 i~. locallydefinedbya dimensional preferred orientation of 
the detrital material in addition to the usual aligned sericite fi lms. 
ST. JULIEN ISLAND SLICE 
· • Fabric 
The DE deformation produced a slaty cleavage s1 in the 
St. Julien Island Slice that is folded by the upright DA F2 folds . s1 
is best developed in the interbedde~ tuff at the base of the Irish Limestone 
at the southeast tip of the is l and where a slaty cleavage defined by chlorite·, 
, ! 
sericite, and rods of opaques, is crenulated by the DA Fz folds (Plate 46, fig. b). 
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I· 
In the Irish Limestone s1 is weak and consists of closely ·spaced, parallel. 
dark,lines that are composed of rods of bpaques and fine-grained sericite. 
I 
In the St. Julien Island Formation an s1 slaty cleavage 
is locally preserved between the DA (s2) cleavage planes i'n the C{)ng.lomerate 
matrix ~nd the interbedded medium grained sandstones. However, in most 
places the external transposition of s1 into s2 i s complete and s1 cannot 
be identified. ' 
/ 
Faults 
, A stee~ly dipping, northeast trendi ng fault juxtaposes 
the Irish Limestones to the east and the St. Julien Island Forma~ion to 
the west. The fault is exposed near the south end of the island where 
it is marked by a 0.6 m thick zone of vein quartz. The DA upright 
cleavag~ is developed in the fault zone thus the fault was a pre DA event, 
· probably related to the DE defonnation. 
DISCUSSION 
The emplacement deformation resulted in a number of 
distinct but probably related events: 
. ~~ ... 
I 
(1) the fonnation of the major detachment thrust of 
the various allochthonous slices; 
(2) the production of melange zones; 
" (3) the internal deformation of the slices, deformation 
/ 
of the melange zones, deformation of the autochthon, and 
the production of the imbricate structure in the autochthon 
at Canada Bay. 
.· . 
. ... 
/ 
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The facing dire,tions of the recumbent folds in the 
. '.; p 
Maiden Point Slice and in the autochthon, the direction of dverthrusting 
in the Canada Bay area, and the stretching lineations locally devet~ped 
below the minor thrusts. all combine to suggest a northwesterly to 
northerly direction of allochthon emplacement. 
DA POSTrEMPLACEMENT DEFORMATION 
After the DE deformation and the emplacement of the 
allochthon in middle· Ordovician times, the entire area wa~·"'affected by 
.. 
another major defonnation event termed DA. Folds related to DA trend 
northeast and produce the regional structure of the area. Th~fold the 
allochthon-autochthon contact (evident in map pattern at Coles Pond and 
in Whites Arm Window) and the contacts between the various slices. The 
earlier tectonite eliments related to ·op and DE are crenulated and 
partially transposed by the DA effects . 
AUTOCHTHON 
Minor Structures 
In the Goose Tickle Formation west of the Maiden Point Slice 
at Big Springs Inlet the DA folds are open (interlimb a~gle 90°), 
~westerly inclined, "northeast-plunging, flexural· slip, folds (Plate 47, fig. a) 
\ with an associafed fracture to slaty cleavage that is in most places the 
first cleavage in these rocks. The amplitude of the folds decreases west-
wards where open anticlines and syncl-ine.~ are developed. Eastwards, 1nto 
• 
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the Maiden Point S1ice the .intensfty of .DA defonnation increases and 
in the autochthonous rock~ exposed through Whites Arm _Window~ the DA . 
folds are tig~ter (inte_rlimb angle·~o0 ) and mor.e upright than folds 
. _, 
of the same a~e developed on~y 4.8 km to the west at Big Springs Inlet. 
At Whites Arm the associated axial plane fabric. _is•crenula.tion s2 
cle~vage in the melange zone, in the Goose Tickle Formation, but in the 
......... . -~1e Head F~rmation is a first phase slaty cleavage. 
Southwards along the western margin of the Maiden Point 
~ 
¥ Slice, DA folds are well exposed at Coles Pond ~~ere the allochthon-
autochthon boundary is folded around northeast-piunging open folds. 
• 
In 
the Canada Bay ·'area DA folds are convnon, especially across the south 
shore of Canada Bay. TheDA folds are well-developed in the Goose Ti ckle 
~ 
Formation east of Englee and west of Canada Harbour (Plate 47, fig . b) 
1 . 
and are upright to moderately-inclined, northeast-trending,similar, 
folds. They fold the DE (51) slaty cleavage,and a superimposed s2 crenuTation 
cleavage is developed making these folds second phase structures. At Burnt 
" Point a DE fold in the Table Head Formation is refoldedby an upright DA (F2) 
structure (Plate 48, fig. ·a). Elsewhere in the Table Head Formation DA 
fold closures are rare and of small amplitude (0.5 - 1 m). 
In the Sugarloaf Schists DA folds are common. Here the folds 
are tighter (interlimb angle 20-40°) and more inclined than the DA folds 
at Canada Bay. The folds are asymmetrical with a sense of vergence t~at 
indicates ac antifonn to the west (see Plate 48, fig. b). Facing directions 
are rare and were only determined from the gritty psarrmite that outcrops 
-~ 
.. - ---
, 
.. 
~. ' 
\ ., ' 
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mi.dway across the cove where the DA folds face up to· the southwest on 
the s2 cleavage. 
The DA folds in the Sugarloaf Schists are clearly second 
phase structures (F2 ) since the earlier schistosity (s1) is visibly 
preserved between the s2 cleavage planes (s.ee Plate 13, fig. a). Marble 
beds are drawn apart· on the 1 imbsof the F2 folds into boudins and the 
boudinage axis and fold axis are parallel and trend northeast. 
Ir] the Suiarl oaf Slide Zone the DA fo 1 ds are tighter and 
of smaller amplitude (0.3 m) and ·less convnon than in the overlying 
schists. The tectonic fabric (S1) of the slide zonE; is generally arranged 
subparallel to s2 and is locally indistinguishable from it. · ~n the 
phyllonitized gneiss small kink-style F2 folds are developed (see· Jtl'ate 15, 
· fig. a). 
\, 
MAIDEN POINT SLICE 
TheDA defonnation produced upright to inclined folds 
in the Maiden Point Slice. In places, especially in the northeast ·of the 
) 
"'- area at Hare Bay these are first phase folds but elsewhere the folds fold 
an earlie,r slaty cleavage (the emplacement (DE) fabric) and are second 
phase folds (F2). Northeast trending minor DA folds are especially well 
exposed along .the south . shore of Hare Bay where they are open to close 
(interlimb angle 60-80°) similar fol.Qj (Plate 49, fig. a) . The folds 
generally plunge moderately northeastwards but reversals due to fold 
~ 
culminations do occur . The folds are steeply inclined and locally have 
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slightly overturned western limbs, for example at the lvestern shore of 
Whites Arm Pond. The persistent sense of vergence shows an antifonn 
to the west but major fold closures could not be determined on account 
of lack of marker hori_zons and extensive late faulting. At Hare Bay 
the Maiden Point Fonnation faces upwards on the DA cleavage even when 
t~is cleavage is demonstrably a second phase crenulation cleavage. 
At the north shore of Whites Ann the DA folds visibly 
fold the melange and overlying Maiden Po in t sandstones (Plate 49,fig . 
Southwards ar;~und Creque the DA folds rtfold the DE recumbent F1 folds \ 
( 
' 
b). 
and 
an s2 crenulat'ion cleavage is developed in the slates and a fracture 
cleavage, ~n the sandstones. From Conche to En!Jlee the DA folds are ' secon'd 
phase structures (F2) and fold the DE slaty.de~_age. Downward facing·oA-
folds ·occur 3 km north of Hillier Harbour but elsewhere the DA folds are 
r 
generally upward facing. However, south of Canada ' Head.downward-facing 
DA folds are lareally extensive indicating the presence of major D~ 
recumbent folds. At Canada Head the DA f.olds are steeply-inc;lined tothe 
west (dip of axial plane 60 - 74°) but southwards the folds become moderately 
/ 
- to gently inclined but still maintain northeast trends. 
Fabric 
t. : ... The nature of the DA fabric is dependenton lithology and 
on the presence or absence of the earlier DE fabrfc. Where DE produced 
a penetrative slaty cleavage (s1) the DA cleavage is- a· crenulation cleavage 
(s2 ) (see Plate 50, fig. a). - The s1 fabric is preserved at the . fold hinges 
" 
• 
/ 
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between the s2 planes but on the fold limbs s1 is completely transposed 
into s2 . It is corrmon to find that the DA fabric is a s2 crenul at ion 
cleavage in the slate horizons but is a closely spaced fracture cleavage 
or a weak slaty cleavage in the greywackes and volcanic rocks where 
the DE• fabric is absent. Locally in the greywackes where DE fabric was 
a penetrative cleavage, this cleavage has been modified by the DA folds 
and now consists of a dimensional preferred orientation of the detrital 
material that is crenulated by the DA fabric (S2), for exampl_;,, at Cow 
Point, east of Englee and Canada Head. • 
CROQUE HEAD SLICE 
DA folds are well-developed in the Croque'Head Slice. 
They are upright, close (interlimb angle,60-65°),similar,folds and fold 
a strong s1 slaty cleavage and are thus second phase structures (Plate 50, 
fig. b) . Fold culminations are corrmon south of Croque Head and the folds 
plunge gentl.r to moderat~ly northeast and southwest. The folds show a 
constant sense of vergence that indic~tes an anticline to the west and 
are upward facing on the s2 cleavage. However west ·of Black Is 1 and the 
F
2 
folds are locally downward fac i ng. The axial plane of the F2 folds is 
upright or dips steepiy to the east and north of Rets Point di ps 80° to 
the west. 
The contact betwee11 the Croque Head Slice and its basal 
me'lange is exposed at Rets Point and in'\everal exposures along the east 
side of Irish Bay and at the north side of Cobbl~rs Cove . At all localities 
the contact is folded by the upright DA folds (See Plate '32, fig. a) . 
/ 
/ 
< 
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Fabric 
The DE s1 cleavage is a penetrative fabric in the grey-
wades and slates of the Croque Head Slice. Conse~uently the DA 
crenulation cleavage s2 is well- developed . Commonly there is a 
dimensional preferred orientation of the detrital material in the s1 
~ - - plane (Plate 51, fig. a) and locally the deformation was sufficientlY 
intense to destroy the clastic texture in the greywackes to convert the 
rocks to semi-schists. 
ST . JULIEN ISLAND SLICE 
Minor Structures 
Minor upright DA folds are common in the Irish Limestone 
but are rare in the St. Julien Island Formation. The contact between 
-flle St. Julien Island Slice and its basal melange is folded around the 
south end of the island bya northeast plunging(F2 ) syncline. In the 
Irish Limestone the DA folds . are best ':xposed at the northwest s i de of 
the island where they are close to open (interlimb angle 60-75°), upright. 
similar, folds (see Plate 24, fig. a). The folds are upward facing on 
the s2 cleavage. 
In the St. Julien Island Fonnation on Black Island"the 
DA fold~ are upward-facing and asymmetrical indicating an anticline to 
the west (see Plate 51, fig. b) . On St. Julien Island the !)A folds are 
! . 
nearly syllllletrical and are also upward-facing . 
. • 
• 
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Fabric 
In the Iris h Limes tone t he s2 fabr ic is general ly a 
closely spaced fracture cleavage, but is a crenulation cl eavage i n the 
interbedded greenschists. 
A striking feature of the St. Ju lien Island conglome rate ~ 
is the strong preferred orientation of the long axis of the cl asts in 
the plane of the DA (S2 ) cleavage (Plate 52,- fig. a). The cl eavage forms 
augen around the clasts and,in some cases.cleaves t hem, The clasts reco rd 
a variety of shapes that appear to be dependent pr imari ly on lit hology . 
The granite, quartz, and rhyolite,clasts are de formed the l east and a re oval-
/ 
shaped with an average XYZ ratio of 1:1. 5: 1.8 . The sands t one an d shale 
clasts are much more deformed and are disc-shaped with an average XYZ 
ratio of l :3:5.2. Some of the sandstone and shale fragments are so . 
flattened that they no longer re~emble clastic pebbles. Thi s may , howe ver , 
be partially due to initial shapes, whereby some of the cl as ts v1ere 
originall~ angular slabs. 
Rare quartzite clasts l ie athwart 1he cleavage and show 
no signs of flattening. The deformati on of the .conglomerate ap pears to 
have been accompanied first by rotation,whereby the l ong axe s of the 
clast~ lie in the s2 plane, and second by flattening. The amo unt t o which 
the various clasts deformed appear to have been con troll ed by the ductility 
contrast between clast and matrix. 
l 
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WH1T [ HILLS SLI CC 
Minor Structures 
Minor, open , northeast-trending,DA folds·are devel oped 
in t he Goose Cove Forma t ion exposed on Fishot Is la nd and sou t h of Cro~ 
He·ad. These folds refold the pre-emplacement (Dp) recumbe nt folds that 
are second phase structures, so t hat the DA fo lds in the Goose Co ve 
Formation are third phase structures (F3). 
The contact between t he Goose Co ve Fo rmat ion and its 
/ . ·. 
basal melange is f olded into a steeply dipping positi on by t he DA folds 
(see Pl ate 52 , fig. b) . Ope n, upright similar. f olds of small ampl i t ude 
( l - 2 rn ) are developed across the Fishot Islands. The folds genera l ly 
plunge moderately northeastwards but on the nort h shore of Easte r Tickle 
they plunge southwest. Refolded recumbent F2 fol ds i n the greenschists 
are exposed at the north and sout~ s ide of t he western entrance to 
Fi shot l1arbour (Plate 53, fig. a) and in the arnphibol i t es at the north 
and south shores of Eas t e r Tickl e i n interbedded marbles (see Pl a t e 53, 
fig. band Plate 30, fig. a) . The F3 folds show a consta nt sense of 
vergence that indicates an UJti fo rm up t o 'the v1est. 
Northeast trend in~·s hear zones, from 0.3 to . l .2 m. wide, 
are locally developed .at the Fi shot I s land s . The F3 folds are especially 
wel l de veloped in the shea r zones and are ti ghter and of greater ampl i tude 
than the F3 folds in the surroundin g schists . The variation i n s t y l e is 
sharp and occurs at the shea r zone· margins (P late 54) . Brown stained 
carbonate veins that surround brecciated angular particles of schis t 
are extens ive ly developed in the s hear zones . 
/ 
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The small area of the Goose Cove Formation exposed south 
of Croque Head is extensively brecciated. The brecciation post-dates 
the s2 schistosity and is folded by open upright F3 folds. The fonnation 
of·breccia may have been produced during emplacement of the allochthon. 
Fabric · 
A weak crenulation cl~avage (S 3) that is axial planar to 
the F
3 
folds is locally developed. In thin section single amphibole 
crystals are kinked but there is no associated progressive metamorphic 
growth (See Chapter VII). 
MAJOR DA STRUCTURES 
In the east and south of the area the minor DA fo 1 ds ~.re 
· symmetrical, upright to slightly inclined, but become asyrTITletrical, 
moderately incli'ned, and more open in the west. The style of the major 
folds mirror that of the minor folds. 
A major northeast-trending, gent ly-plunging,DA anticline 
occurs in the autochth~n-at Big and Little Springs Inlet. The fold is 
inclined ·towards the west and its western limb is faulted (see Fig. 3, 
section A::i3). The fold repeats ' the Maiden Point Slice on its western limb 
at Indre Point. In the autochthon south of Canada Bay, the major anticlines 
and synclines are more upright and of smaller \'lavelength. At Burnt Point, 
the Table Head Fonnation is exposed in the crest of a major DA anticline. 
\ 
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It has not been possible to outline the major folds 
within the Maiden Point Slice on account of the lack ofmarker horizons. / 
Howe~r, the base of the slice is an easily mapped contact and delineates 
a major anticl .ine' exposed across Whites Arm Window. ·T"tfjs major: fold is 
asymmetrical with a slightly overturned western limb and a moderately 
dipping eastern limb (see Fig. 3, section C-D). 
The minor DA folds in the Croque Head, St. Julien Island, 
and Fishot Islands slices all show a constant sense of vergence that 
indicates these slices lie on the western limb of an upward facing synform. 
The base of the St. Julien Island Slice is folded around the south end of 
the island clearly indicating the northeast plunging, synclinal form of 
the major fold. 
• 
CONCLUSIONS 
The DA deformation affected the en~i re area and was a 
major period of folding. The deformation is most intense in the east of 
the area where the folds are upright, nearly symmetrical, simil ar folds. 
Westwards. the intensity of deformation decreases and the folds become 
more open, asymmetrical and inclined to overturned towards the west and · 
locally, at Hare Bay, are ass~iated with h_igh angle reverse faults. 
This variation in style and decrease in intensity of deformation westwards 
accords with that expected from a se~tion across an orogen from its central 
! 
region to the platformal margin and reflects a variati_on in the attitude of 
. I 
the principal deforming stresses (Wilson, ·1961). 
/ 
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LATE MINOR STRUCTURES 
Late minor structures that post-date the DA deformation 
are sporadically developed in the eastern parts of the area and consist 
of gentle folds and kink bands. 
Northeast-trending minor folds are locally developed in 
the Sugarloaf Schists and Maiden Point Formation around Sugarloaf Cove. 
The folds are open to ~entle (interlimb angle 100-125°), upright;and are 
dev.eloped on the incltned limbs of ,the DA folds . At Sugarloaf Point a 
1.2 m thick diabase dyke, that intrudes the Maiden· Point formation post-
tectonically with respect to DA' is folded by late upright minor folds, 
that are weak to absent in the bounding greywackes. An associated fracture 
cleavage is developed in the dyke but elsewhere no fabric was seen 
associated with the minor folds . Late northeast and south -southeast trending 
minor folds are developed in the St. Julien Island Formation that warp the 
DA cleavage . , 
Reverse kink bands (Dewey, 1965) are locally developed in 
the northeast of the area. They show a variety of trends but most are 
steeply-dipping. The kink bands show no apparent spatial relationship to 
the minor folds of the area and are considered to represent a discrete late 
phases of deformation . 
LATE FAULTS 
Numerous high angle northeast trending faults cut the 
allochthonous rocks and post-date the DA folding . 
·~ 
,_ 
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The Wild Cove Fault (Betz, 1939) is the only major late 
fracture in the area and appears to be related to the horsting of the 
Long Range Complex. At Wild Cove the fault throws the Long Range Complex 
and the overlying Bradore and the Devils Cove Formations against the Goose 
Tickle Formation . . There, the fault consists of two branches, and the 
eastern branch is exposed. at the east side of the cove whe~ it is marked 
by 0.6 m· of steeply dippingmylonitized marble (see Plate}, fig. a). 
Southwards towards White Bay the fault cuts out the autochthonous sequence 
that is exposed on the coast of Canada Bay between Wild Cove ana Burnt 
Point. At White Bay the fault juxtaposes the thrusted block of Acid and 
: .. ~: · Basic Gneiss to the east, against microqranite and the underlying Bradore 
• 
Formation ~nd Long Range Complex to the west. The fault plane is marked 
by an inaccessible, sub-vertical gully . 
The uplift of the Long Range Complex likely occurred over 
a long period of time. The evidence from the Wild Cove Fault suggests 
final movements occurred in post-Acadian (Devonian) times . 
CHAPTER VII 
( 
METAMORPHISM 
~ 
The lithological and structural contrast between the 
White Hills Slice and the lower, dominantly sedimentary, slices is 
further emphasized by their different metamorphic·histories. The Goose 
Cove Formation records pre-emplacement metamorphism up to pyroxene-
amphibolite grade, whilst the rocks of the lower slices record syn-
emplacement, low-greenschist, metamorphism. Little or no progressive 
metamorphis~ ~ccompanied the post-emplacement Acadian deformation (DA). 
The. relationship between the growth of metamorphic 
minerals·and the various structural . events (Dp, DE, DA) has been · 
e 1 uc ida fed using mi c rotexfu ra 1 methods .· Mi crotextu res _present in the 
rocks have b'een used as "time markers" in determining the growth 
history of the metamorphic minerals . 
' PRE-EMPLACEMENT METAMORPHISM 
Metamorphism related to the pre-emplacement deformations 
(Dp1 , Dp2) only affected the basal part of the White Hills Slice - the 
Goose Cove Formation. In the greenSf.hist member of this formation the 
~, 
mai;,·'lnetamorphic growth was syn-tec~onic with Dp1 movements whilst in .:~· · 
the amphibolite member it was pre- to syn -tectonic with respect to the 
Dp2 deformation. The metamorphic growth history of the formation is 
summarized in Fig . 19. 
I : 
- t 
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DPl Syntectonic Growth 
Syn-tectonic growth with respect to DPl was non-porphyroblastic. 
In the greenschist member it led to the develo~nt of fine-grained 
tremolite-ac'tinolite, chlorite and epidote,defining the s1 schistosity 
/(see Plate 38, fig. b) and accompanying growth of plagioclase (An8_12 ). 
' }n the psammite and semi-pel~te s1 is defined by muscovite. 
In the amphibolite member the s1 schistosity is defined 
by a· dimensional parallelism of fine to medium-grained hornblende. Syn -
• 
tectonic biotite occurs as oriented inclusions in garnet and plagioclase 
porphyr~bla~t~ (Plate 55, fig. a) that are post-kinematic with respect 
to DPl' Garnets rarely have small S-shaped inclusion trails in the cores 
of porphyroblasts inditating growth may have initiated syn-tectonically 
with DPl . Magnetite is developed in small rods oriented in th; s1 planes. 
Dp1 Post-tectonic Growth 
• 
' 
Post-tectonic crystallization with respect to the first 
'} 
" deformation is of minor importance in the greenschists but is extensive in 
the amphibolites. In the greenschists it is marked by rare, randomly 
oriented,crystals of tremolite-actinolite and epidote that overgrew the 
s1 fabric. Small post-tectonic garnets grew in the slide zone near the 
base of the formation. 
I 
In the amphibolites DPl post-tectonic crystallization is \ 
marked by porphyroblastic growth of garnet and plagioclase (An36 _40). 
Some of the garnets overgrew and include the s1 fabri~ (Plate 55, fig. b) 
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,. 
and one crystal with an included helicitic fol~ of dpaques was noted 
(Plate 56, fig. a). The aligned opaques either represent bedding or else 
\ 
an e~ly tectonic fabric that pre-dated the Dp1 event. Howe~er, no other 
evidenc'e., was found to substantiate a pre-Dp1 event in the Goose Cove 
\ 
\ 
Formation on Fishot Islands. Commonly the-inclusions in the garnets are 
' I arranged if a number of concentric rims that ~imic the ~exagonal shape of 
the porphyroblasts (Plate 56, fig. b). This inclusion pattern is beli~ved 
' . 
to be the result of rapid post-tectonic growth that engulfed impurities 
concentrated at the advancing groin boundaries. 
The plagioclase porphyroblasts are generally inclusion free 
bu~ in a few place~ they contain both oriented and unoriented ' biotite flakes. 
DP2 Syntectonic Growth 
DP2 syn-tectonic growth is restricted . in the greensch'ists 
to the psammite and semi-pelitic rocks where oriented chlorite. and 
muscovite define the s2 schistosity .. Towards the contact with the amphibolite 
member minor syntectonic growth of tremolite-actinolite and epidote is 
developed. In the amphibolites a strong dimensional parallelism of biotite 
in the pelitic rocks and of hornblende in mafic rocks defines the s2 
schistosity. The s2 schistosity forms augen around the garnet and plagioclase 
porphyroblasts (see Plate 56, fig: b) and, in rare cases~g~hows narrow 
overgrowth zones which cont~in ~urved inclusion trails i~ the Dp2s~n-tectonic 
portions. Quartz shows almost complete regrowth in dimensionally oriented 
crystals. 
i 
I 
I 
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The sc~ists in the contact zone exhibit a strong to 
mode rate s2 fabric, defined by a 1 i gned pyroxene and deep brown hornb 1 ende, 
and plagioclase (An40 ) crystals~(Plate 57, f ig. a). There is no preserved 
re~nant of the s1 fabric. 
•, / 
Dp2 Post-Tectonic Growth 
' Post-tectonic crystallization effects with respect to Dp2 · 
deformation are weak and are characterized by annealing of feldspar i n the 
. 
· contact zone, annealing of quartz throughout the fonnatiort and by restr i cted 
growth ,of unori en ted muscovite in the psarrmi tes. The muscovite overgrows the 
s2 fabric and represents stat i <; growth after the op2 deformation. In the· 
contact zone, rare unoriented hornblende grew across ~schistosity. 
Sphene overgrows s2 in both the greenschist and amphibolite members. ,. 
Late post-tectonic sericitization and saussuritization of 
feldspar, chloritization of biotite, and retrogression of hornble~e and 
' 
pyroxene is widespread but not strongly developed .except locally in the 
contact zone. Part of. this retrograde metamorphism may have accompanied 
the post-emplacement detormation (DA) and i~ described later. 
Discussion 
The Goose Cove . Formation records an increase in metamorphic 
grade, in grain size, and in the development of new minerals toward the 
contact with the ultramafic sheet during DP metamorphism . · Whilst temp~rature 
is a dominant and obvious control, the role of strain is also important as 
\ I : 
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witnessed by the strong tectonic fabric of the schists. Defonnation 
and heating have combined_ to produce ~he high grade dynamothennal aureole. 
Increase in the grade of metamorphism from the structural 
- - ' 
base to the top of the fonnation is witnessed by an increase in the An 
content of plagioclase from An8 to An40 , a change from tremolite-actinolite 
through green ~~rnbl ende to brown hornblende, and by the appearance of 
augite, and these changes are suiTillarized diagraJTJ11atically in Fig-20. 
The metamorphic assemblage of the bas'ic schists inthe greenschist 
member, namely, ch 1 ori te-al bite -epi dote-muscov i te-tremo 1 i te-act i no 1 i te, is 
..J.--~ 
characteristic of the qreenschist facies of reoional metamorphism. 
The typical assemblages of the amphibol.te member are: 
green hornblende-pl~gioclase (Ao36_38) for mafic rocks, and quartz-biotite-
garne-t-plagioclase (An36 _38 ) for pelitic rocks. These are typical assemblages 
·· ~ . 
of the amphibolite facies of regional metamorphism . 
1 The assemblage hornblende-plagioclase (An38_40)-alJ{]i te of 
the contact zone is abse"t from the hornblende-hornfels or pyroxene-hornfels 
fpcies b4t occurs ,in th~ transition between the amphibolite and the granulite 
facies. lt shou~ be emphasized here that the rocks of t he con tact zone do 
not show any. hornfels textures and the term hornfels is inapplicable. 
DE SYN-EMPLACEMENT METAMORPHISM \ .--- " 
Low-grade region1l metamorphism accomlanied the emplacement 
defonnation (DE) and affected the lower sedimentary slices, the intervening 
me\~zones and the upper part of the autochthon (see Plate 57, fig. b) . 
/ 
/ 
l 
I 
f 
/ 
/ 
,-
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Most of the rocks have reached chlorite grade and typical assemblages are: 
I. Pelitic rocks and grewacke matrix: 
sericite-chlorite-quartz. 
II. Mafic rocks (Volcanics and Tuffs): 
chlorite-sericite-epidote-opaques-quartz. 
( 
In the Sugarloaf Schists -pale brown biotite is locally 
developed and the assemblage consists of sericite-biotite-epidote-quartz. 
DA POST -EMPLACEMENT METAMORPHISM 
Little or ~o metamorphic growth of new minerals accompanied 
the post-emplacement DA deformat~on, which was mainly a folding event. 
In th.e Goose Cove Fomatio!') shearing, with associated cold 
working of tbe schists is locally developed. Quartz recrystallizat ion · 
accompanied DA since ~uartz is not strained in the hinge zones of the DA 
folds . In the amphibolite member local kinking of hornblende crystals is 
developed. Since the DA (53 ) crenulation cleavage is only locally developed 
it is difficult to determine how much of the retrograde metamorphism of 
the Goose Cove Formation is related to t his deformation. 
In the lower sedimentary slices and in the autochthonous 
rocks the DA deformation caused resrystallization of quartz but only in 
I 
the east of the area in the St. Julien Island Formation was there minor 
growth of sericite along the DA (52) crenulation cleavage planes . · 
, 
-· · 
/ 
I 
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POST DA THERMAL METAMORPHISM 
~ 
A late local period of low to medium grade thennal 
.... ,.._. 
metamorphism affected a restricted area of -allochthonous and autochthonous 
rocks from Canada Head /thwards to Sugarloaf Cove. It produced a 
variety of porphyroblasts that overgrew and include the DA crenulation 
cleavage (S2) and clearly post-date the DA deforr.1ation. 
The grade of metamorphism i ncrease_s southwards fronr Canada 
7 
Head and within the Maiden Point Formation chlorite and biotite zones 
j 
can be recognized. The biotite zone continues south into the Sugarloaf 
Schists and the Sugarloaf Slide Zone. The Acid and Basic Gneisses also 
record growth of unoriented micas but the growth phase cannot be 
accurately dated as these rocks are unaffected by the DA defo~tion. 
Zone of Chlorite 
' Chlorite porphyroblasts are developed locally in the Miaden 
Point Fonnation · from Twillingate Cove north to Canada Head. Poor sampling 
from inland exposures does not pennit accurate delineation of the zone 
boundary inland but it appears to run northwest to Wild Cove Pond. 
Chlortte is best developed on a small island at the north entrance 
to Twillingate Cove where ovoid porphyroblasts up to 2 ITITl long form a 
knotted texture in slates. The ovoids have their long exes_ parallel 
to the DA crenulation cleavage (S2) but their margins clearly overgrow 
this fabric .(Plate 58, fig. a). Locally the chlorite has nuc,:leated 
about quartz and the ovoids have quartz rich cores. At Canada Head, 
unoriented chloritoid crystals are associated with the chlorite. 
i 
Zone of Biotite 
Biotite porphyroblasts are developed in the .Maiden Point 
Formation south ·of Twillingate Cove, in the Sugarloa f Formation, and in the 
• 
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Sugarloaf Slide Zone, an~ define the zone of biotite. The various 
-rock types record a variety of assemblages and they will be ~scribed 
separately. 
Maiden Point Formation: 
The Maiden Point greywackes attain a darker colotr south · 
of Twillingate Cove due to hornfelsing. Some of the fine-grained beds 
exhibit a basic igneous appearance and these may be what Betz recognized 
as volcanic rocks (Betz, 1939, p. 22). Randomly oriented red-brown 
biotite flakes are developed in the greywacke matrix and in the slate 
horizons. Biotite is associated with quartz, plagioclase, muscovite 
and locally with cordierite or andalusite or both. Cordierite and 
andalusite are best developed in sl~tes northeast of Cat Cove. Cordierite 
. . 
fo~ms oval, spongy, poikiloblastic crystals that exhibit nodular texture 
in places (Plate 58, fig. b). Andalusite is less common than cordierite 
and forms radiating laths up to 2 em long (Plate 59, fig. a). Plagioclase 
is cloudy; rarely twinned,and has a composition of An7. 
Sugarloaf Schists: 
' Hornfelsing of the semi-pelites produced abundant biotite 
and minor cordierite, andalusite, tourmaline, tremolite-actinolite a~d 
epidote. The biotite is dominantly randomly oriented (Plate 58, fig. a) 
but is occasionally mimetic after the DA (S2) crenulation cleavage. 
Locally, biotite porphyroblasts are kinked which may be the result of 
the late minor folding developed in this area. ·Recrystallization of the 
quartzite bands has produced an unstrained polygonal mosaic, however, in 
some of the DA hinge zones a dimensional preferred orientation of quartz 
parallel to Df. (Sl) is preserved. Cordierite was only seen at the western 
corner of Sugarloaf Cove where it forms inclusion packed ovoids. 
' . 
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The calc-silicates are characterized by growth of diopside, 
• tremol;te-actinolite, and epidote. Oiopside forms large poikiloblastic 
crystals that tend to be arranged with their long axis parallel to DA 
(S2) f.abric but commonly overgrows s2. Small tremolite-actinolite flakes 
surround large diopside oorphyroblasts and may be the product of degradat ion. 
In the thin ~ale-silicate bands included in the semi-pelites, tremolite-
actinolite is developed instead of diopside and there is no evidence to 
suggest that it is secondary. Epidote forms thin veinlets and small 
aggregates of grains (see Plate 69, fig. a) and may be the result of 
retrograde metamorphism. · Carbonate has recrystallized to form a sub-
polygonal mosaic and quartz is generally unstrained although locally it 
still shows a dimensional preferred orientation parallel to DE (s1). 
Sphene was also a result of this event. 
In the marble beds rare poikiloblastic diopside crystals are 
d~veloped'~hat contain inclusions of carbonate~ The carbonate has 
recrystallized tp a sub-polygonal mosaic. 
In the mafic schists por~hyroblasts of biotite and smaller 
grains of actinolite and epidote are developed. These minerals mimic 
and overgrow the composite DA (S2l fabric (PJate 60, fig. b). ~ 
Sugarloaf Slide ~one: 
Hornfelsing of the tectonic schists of the Sugarloaf Slide 
Zone resulted in growth of diopside, epidote, and sphene in the calc-
silicate bands and of biotite and tremolite-actinolite in the semi-pelitic 
bands. Diopside forms poikiloblastic crystals that mimic the DA (S2) 
fabric but locally overgrow it (Plate 61, fig. a). The quartio-
feldspathic bands have recrystallized. to a•sub-polygonal, generally 
unstrained,network. In the semi - pelites small flake s of red-brown biotite 
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clearly overgrow the DA (52) crenulation cleavag~. Diopside,~and/or 
tremolite-actinolite are developed in the quartzo~feldspathic bands 
and overgrow the s2 fabric. In one section idocrase wcrs recognized. 
Hornfel s ing effects on the phylloni tized gneiss and 
granite are slight and the fine-grained sericit ic groundmass shows 
only minor growth of biotite, epidote and chlorite . The bintite mi mics 
the phyllonite fabric and may in fact be relict mica s unaffected by 
the DE deformation. The underlying Acid and Bas ic ~ne i s ses show no 
affects of thermal metamorphism. 
Discussion 
The assemblage of the chlorite zone accords t o the 
albite-epidote-hornfe ls facie s or to low-greenschist fac ies. The 
biotite zone represents hiqher grade of metanorphism and t he occur rence 
of cordierite, andalusi te and diopside accord wi t h the l owes t part of 
the hor,ence-hornfel s fac i es (Turner , 1968 ) . Thi s late; therma l 
metamor~hic event wa s possibly produced by an unexposed granite intrusion . 
Late Acadian (Devonian) granites are common in t he Central Mob ile Belt 
to the ea s t but are rare in the We stern Platform. The onl y known occurrence s 
are at the eastern margin of the We s tern Platform at So ps Arm at the head 
of White Bay. There, late Acadian granites intrude Sil ur ian sedi ments 
(Lock , 19 72) . 
j 
CHAPTER VIII 
CORRELATIONS, ~OURCE AREA AND 
TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF THE HARE BAY ALLOCHTHON 
' In thi's chapter the allochthonous rocks are first 
correlated with the northern part of the Hare Bay Allochthon and within 
this framework the stratigraphic evolution of the allochthonous rocks is 
discussed. The Hare Bay Allochthon is then correlated with the other 
allochthons found along the western margin of the northern Appalachians. 
A possible source area of the Hare Bay Allochthon is proposed and,finally, 
the tectonic evolution of the allochthon and autochthon is discussed in 
terms of an evolving continental margin. 
CORRELATIONS WITH THE NORTHERN PART OF THE HARE BAY ALLOCHTHON 
The Maiden Point Slice and the White Hills Sli ce continue 
north of Hare Bay and underlie most of the allochthon in that area (Fig. 2). 
However, in addition, two areally small slices, the Northwest Ann Slice 
(Tuke, 1968; Willi.ams et al., 1973) and the Cape Onion Slice (Williams et 
al., 1973) outcrop near the western margin of the allochthon in the north. 
The occurrence of slices corTV!lon to both areas allows direct correlations 
and establi shment of the structural stacking order of the slices for the 
entire allochthon for the f irst time. (See Fig. 21 ). A brief description 
of the two slices represented only in the north,and of the White Hills 
Peridotite stieet,is included, as i t is essentia l that t he allochthon-be 
viewed as a whole when discussing its depositional environments, source 
area and tectonic evolution. 
• 
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Northwest Ann Slice 
The Northwest Arm Slice is structurally the lowest slice 
of the allochthon and outcrops around its western extrem1ty at Hare Bay 
and Pistolet Bay (Fig. 2) ~ It directly overlies the autochthonous Goose 
T1ckle Formation and this formation is brecciated at the contact. 
The Northwest Arm Sl ice consists of a chaotic and rubbly 
sequence of black and in.places,green shale, buff-weathered limy s i ltstone, 
grey sands.tone, green chert, white to grey limestone and l imestone breccia 
(the Northwest Ann Formation of Cooper, 1937) . The beds are everywhere 
broken up into angular to subrounded pebbles, boulders, and slabs up to 
9 m long that are set in a shaley matrix. The slabs and boulders have their 
"· long axes oriented parallel to the bedding and thus the attitude of bedding 
can be discerned . Rarely~ the shales attain a thickness of 60 m without 
any clastic interbed~, and here the formation lacks the rubbl)l appearance. 
I 
Limy siltstone is the most common and distinctive lithology after shale. 
Flat lying, discontinuous, isoclinal,slumped folds are developed but cannot 
-be traced on account of the discontinuity of the beds. The formation contains 
early Ordovician (Tremadocian) graptolites (Tuke , 1968)· and the black shale-
graptolite association suggests deposition in deep water. 
Cape Onion Slice 
The Cape Onion Slice interven·es between the Ma i den Point 
Slice and' the White Hills Slice at Cape Onion Peninsula and possibly at 
Lock 1s Cove. The slice consists of basaltic pillow lava, agglomerate and 
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minor slate that are informally referred to as the Cape Onion Volcanics 
(Williams et al., 1973). The slates contain Tremadocian graR,tolites 
(Williams, 1971), crustaceans and bra~hiopods (Erdtmann, 1971), !lnd are 
therefore coeval with the Northwest Arm Formation. However, these 
fonnations mliSt have been deposited in widely separated areas as the 
Northwest Arm contains no volcanic rocks . 
• 
White Hills Slice 
The White Hills Slice outcrops extensively north of Hare 
Bay and consists of a sheet of ultramafic rocks, referred to as the White 
Hills Peridotite Sheet (Cooper, 1937), underlain ·by a metamorphic aureole 
referred to as the Goose Cove Formation. This ,.structural unit comprises 
the highest slice of the allochthon. The ultramafic rocks occupy the 
highest ground in the eastern and western White Hills and are at least 
-300 m thick with top not seen. A high mag~etic anomaly occurs seaward of the 
J Goose Cove Formation on Fi shot Island which suggests the -presence of submerged 
ultramafic rocks {see Fig. 6). 
White Hills Peridotite Sheet: 
(This description tt'based on reconnaissance work by the 
author). 
The ultramafic rocks consist of.banded harzburgite and 
lherzolite, minor dunite and thi'n garnet-amph-ibole layers that are restricted 
to the base. The contact with the Goose Cove Formation was nowhere observed 
and is generally marked by a · narrow (0.6 1.2 m) gap in exposure. The 
.. 
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ultramafic rocks show a distinct compositjonal banding which is a function 
of the relative amounts of olivine and pyroxene. Numerous thin {2-15 ems) 
.. . 
orthopyroxene bands that are resi~tant to weathering are most distinct. 
The rocks contain a strong L-S tectpnic fabric that is 
axial planar to rare recumbent folds (Plate 61, fig . b) so that in most 
cases the tectonic fabric is arranged parallel to the primary mineralogical 
bands. The tectonic fabric is niost intensely developed around the periphery ' 
of the sheet and the intensity of its development appears to reflect 
proximity to its base. 
The orthopyroxenite bands are of two generations . The 
first pre-date the tectonic fabric and are parallel to the other primary 
bands. The second are post-tectonic and cross-cut the banding and the 
tectonic fabric (Plate 62, fig. a). 
A cold cataclastic deformation is locally developed at 
the base of the sheet. It is best observed in the vicinity of Daniels 
Lookout, northeast of Irelands Bight, where the earlier tectonic fabric 
' . 
is brecciated and refolded by minor discontinuous flat lying folds. 
Petrography - Garnet amphibole layers were only seen at 
the base of a small outlier of the peridotit~s ea~t of the Eastern White 
Hills. They consist of phenocrysts of olivine and enstatite that are 
augened by fibrous secondary amphibole and small colourless garnets . 
The olivine is partially serpentinized and enstatite has rectystallized 
to a granular texture and shows partial alteration to amphibole at the 
' ~ .. 
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margins of phenocrysts. Jhe amphibole is colourless, biaxial positive, 
and,optically,resembles cummingtonite . It exhibits a strong preferred 
orientation that defines the tectonic fabric. 
I 
Dunite is only present in significant proportions in the 
Eastern White Hills. It occur.s near the base of the sheet al ong its 
northwestern and eastern margins. It consists of almost 100% olivine 
with local ··grains of .enstatite and accessory chrome-spinel. All of the 
samples sectioned show approximately 30% serpentinization, with the 
\ 
serpentine forming a mesh texture. 
Harzburgite and lherzolite are the major phases present. 
T~e harzburgite weathers to a medium·yellow brown and is contrasted with 
~rk weathering lherzolite. In both types enstatite occurs as long laths 
up o 5 mm long and 0.8 IT1TI across that are arranged parallel to the tectonic 
folia on (Platj 62, fig. b). Olivine has recrystallized and shows a rough 
dimensional oli'entation that tends to form augen ar.ound the enstatite 
. 
phenocrysts. Augite fonns up to 20% of the lherzoUtes and is present as 
equar:Jt grains up to 1 IIITI across. Chrome-spinel is always present in 
accessory amounts in both rock types. It tends to be concentrated i ntb , 
stringers from 1 - 2 mm long arranged parallel t~ the foliation. 
The urthopyroxenite bands contain u~O% pyroxene, 
{approximately 60% enstatite, 30% augite), 10% olivine, and acc~ssory 
chrome-spinel. Large enstatite crystals stand out on weathered surfaces 
and form both laths and equant- grains. ( 
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Age -The White Hills Peridotite Sheet is petrogr~phically 
and 1 ithol ogically similar to the 1 ower part of the Bay of tsl ands Igneous 
I 
Complex (Cooper, 1936; Smith, 1958),whi_ch forms the highest slice of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon (Stevens, 1970). The Bay of Islands complex consists 
of a complete ophiolite suite (Williams and Malpas, 1972) and,as in the 
case of the White Hills Peridotite Sheet,the peri dotites overlie a 
metamorphic aureole that is an integral · part of the highest s l ice . . The 
White Hills Peridotite sheet is cortelated with the basal ultramafi c part 
of the Bay ;>f ;slands complex and can therefore be viewed as a partial 
ophiolite. 
The age of the White Hills Peridot i te Sheet is uncertain. 
Stevens (1970) considered the Tremadocian Cape Onion Volcanics to form the 
roof of the White Hills Op~iolite suite. However, it is now known that 
the volcanic rocks con-stitute a. separate slice that is overla i n by 
amphibolite$ of the White Hills Slice (Williams et al., 1973) . Thus the 
stratigraphic relationship of the volcanic rocks to the peridoti tes is 
uncertain. 
Ophiolite's have recently b~en recognized-G{l the Burlington 
Penins~la at Baie Verte (Bird et al., 1971), Mings Bight (Dewey and Bird, 
1971) and Snooks Ann (Upadhyay et al., 1971) .. The latter~s of lower 
Ordovicia_n age (Arenig). (Snelgrove, 1931) and .a similar or slightly older 
been suggested (Stevens et age for the White Hi 11 s Peri dotite---~et has 
' . ) 
/ a 1 • , 1969) . 
A charactpristic feature of many ophiolites is that a 
"i~ 
relatfvely short time elapsed between extrusion of the basalt cap and 
' 
' 
'· 
/ 
/ 
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thrust emplacement (Reinhardt, 1969; Moores . and Vine, 1971; Smith, 1971; 
Mi.l sam, 1973). If the Cape Onion Volcanics are taken as the top of the 
White Hills Ophiolite then the time interval between formation of the 
basaJts and thrust emplacement is in the order of 30 to 50 m.y. A similar 
time interval elapsed between formation and thrusting of the Papuan 
Ultramafic . Belt (Davis and Smith, 1971 ). 
Discussion 
The complete Hare Bay Allochthon consists of ~ix distinct 
thrust slices (Fig. 21) that are,inmost places, separated from each other 
by melange zones. There is no continuous vertical succession showing all 
I 
/ .six "$lices and the stacking order was built up from relationships through-
out~the allochthon. The relative position of the Cape Onion Slice to the 
" St. Julien Island Slice is not seen. Both rest on slices of the Maiden 
Point Formation (either the Maiden Point or Croque Head Slice)·~nd the 
Cape Onion Slice is· overlain by the White Hills Slice. It will be argued 
on paleogeographic grounds that the St. Julien Island Slice is the lower 
as. shown in Fig. 21 (c). The succession of slices therefore, from lowest 
to highest,is as follows: Northwe~t __ Ann, Maiden Point, Croque Head, 
St. Julien Island, Cape Onion and White Hills. 
/ 
' -
J 
• 
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STRATIGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ENTIRE HARE BAY ALLQCHTHON 
Introduction 
All of the sediments in the Hare Bay Allochthon are 
"considered to have been deposited in relatively deep water by turbidity 
currents and,with the exception of the St. Ju~ien Island conglomerates. 
were derived from the west from the Grenville basement or from the over-
lying ·shallow water clastics and carbonates. The St. Julien Island 
conglomerates were derived from a different source, most liklilly from an 
island arc, within the geosynclinal depositional environment. The volcanic 
' 
rocks of the higher slices (Cape Onion Volcanics and the Goose Cove 
Formation) formed well 
'clastic detritus. The 
within the geosyncline; generall~ out of reach of 
. I . 
White Hills Peridotite Sheet consists of mantle 
! 
peridotite and must have fonned in anfceanic domain t~at lay farther to 
' - . ~ I 
the east. • 
~ ·i 
These more or less contemporaneous rock~ units are now 
I found in a vertical seq~ence with tectonic contacts and cannot represent 
~ [normal stratigraphic succession. A-key to underst~d1ng the stratigraphy 
i. :· - I 
comes from the constant stacking order of th.e slices j their contrasting 
facies, and crintrasting pre-emplacement structural style. All comb i ne to 
suggest ttlat the ... s l ic815 oritinated in separate areas and that the higher 
/ 
sl ~yi' fonned farther from the con_:; nental matgi n and are the fart!Test 
travelled. A simple palinspastic restoration of the slices can thus be 
made by placing them in lateral order away from a continental margin 
( see r'i g . 21 , d ) . 
\ 
• 
' r 
· I 
., 
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' 
This interpr:-etatioh of the ailoc.hthnous rocks is valid 
. only if it explains the facies variations, depositional environments, 
relative ages of the slices, and their pre and syn-emplacement structural 
and metamorphiC.. development. 
Discussion 
In the scheme proposed the ·Northwest Arm ,Slice befng the 
lowest tectonic slice of the allochthon must have formed closest to the 
continental margin. It is coeval with the authochthonous _St . George 
Formation but yet contains sparse carbonate detritus. This suggests 
either deposition distal from the shelf or the presence of a physical 
barrier at . the shelf edge that prevented eastward spreading of 1 ime detritus. 
The Maiden Point Slice co·nsists of mafk volcanic rocks 
near the base overla.in by a thick monotonous greywacke and pebble 
conglomerate sequence (Maiden Point Formation) derived from t he Grenville 
basement to the west. The Maiden Poin.t Formation must have been deposited 
prior to the Tremadocia·n Northwest Arm Formation, which, on pal inspastic 
.restoration, lay closer to the continental platform but contains no 
coarse clastic detritus. 
The Croque Head 51 ice contains finer gra i ned and thinner 
'" 
bedded greywackes than those of the Maiden Point 51 ice, which suggests that 
they represent a more distal (eastwards?) facies of the Maiden Point 
..... :) 
Formation. 
If the palinspastic restoration is correct, the rocks of 
the St. Julien Is land Slice formed east of the Maiden Point Formation. 
:"--
•·. 
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The thin quartzite at the base of the Irish Limestone may 
represent the top of the Maiden Point Fonnation and mark t~e transition 
from eastward spreading sand to carbonate detritus. The Irish Limestone 
contains a high sand content and is lithologically distinct from the 
shaley Northwest Arm Formation and hence was probably deposited prior 
to the·-establishment of the black shale environment that lay closer to 
the continental margin. On this reasoning the Irish Limestone is of 
pre-Tremadocian age. 
The St. ~>~lien Island Fonnation contains volcano-plutonic 
detritus that was derived from within the geosyncline. This 
represents the first major change in the direction of sediment transport, 
which was related. to a major tectonic event. No sucli detritus was found 
in any of the other formations, which suggests that the St. Julien Island 
conglomerate may be younger than them and may be of post Tremadocian age. 
The Cape Onion V~lcanics were considered (Stevens, 1970) 
to form the upper part of the Whit:~ Hi 11 s Ophiolite but it is now known 
that they constitute a separate sf1ce that is overridden by the White 
Hills Slice: If the stacking order of the slices reflects their 
geographic iocatibns prior to , slice emplacement,the Cape Onio~ 
. . . 
Volcanics shou.ld have .. :ormed" closer to the continent than the rocks o'f 
the White Hills Slic~. ·'HoWever, there is no continent-derived detritus 
in the Cape Onion Volcanics as i,n the Goose Cove Formation of the highest 
slice. It is possible that the Cape Onion Volcanics are oceanic 
""' 
volcanics and fonned the basaltic carapace of the White Hi 11 s 
\ 
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O~hio1ite Suite, but during transport were dislodged and later overridden 
by the dismembered ophiolite . An alternative possibility is that the 
volcanic rocks fanned in an island arc environment that lay between the 
continent and the site of ophiolite obduction. Chemical analyses of the 
Cape Onion Volcanics should provide valuable infonnation o'h their origin. 
The White Hills Slice is the highest slice of the allochthon 
and therefore should have originated farthest from the stable platforin. 
The upper part df the slice consists of a partial ophiolite (the White . 
Hills Peridotite Sheet) and the interpretation of ophiolite suites as slabs 
of on land oceanic-crust and ntantle is now almost universal1y accepted · 
(Bailey et al., 1970; Church, 1972; ColE!!'lan_, 1971; Davies and Smith, 1971; 
Dewey and Bird,l970, 1971; Moores, 1970; Moores and MacGregor, 1972; 
Reinhart, 1969; Stevens, 1970; Smith, 1971; Upadhyay ·et al., 1'971; 
Zirrmennan, 1972). This implies that an oceanic d.omain lay east of the 
stable platform and of the depositional sites of the lower structural slices. 
The lower part of the White Hills :Slice, the Goose Cove 
Formation, is welded to the base of )the p_eridotite shee.t_. The' intensity 
of deformation and grade· df metamorphism decreases away from · the peridotite 
contact and is therefore probably related to obduction and earliest transport 
of 'hot' ophiolite over the supracrustal rocks . The supracrustal' rocks, the 
greywackes, agglomerates, pillow lavas and marbles, must have lain west 
-\ . of the site of ophiolite obductioJl. The association of greywackes inter-
bedded with mafic volcanic rocks is atypical of oceanic crust.which suggests 
that the ophiolite abducted onto sed'iments and volcanics that formed at or 
• .. 
near the margin of the proto-o~ean. 
""· 
I 
/ 
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Figure 2t,a su11111arizes the approximate stratigraphic 
ranges of the rocks of each slice. The only definite lithostratigraphic 
.. 
correlations that can be made are between the Maiden Point ·and Croque 
Head Slices. 
CORRELATION OF THE HARE BAY ALLOCHTHON WITH THE "TACONIC" ALLOCHTHONS 
OF THE NORTHERN APPALACHIANS. 
The Hare Bay Allochthon can be correlated directly with 
the other "Taconic" allochthons that occur in a similar tectonic position 
along the western margin of the Appalachian or9gen (Fig. 7). Each 
alloththon is characterized by a pile of tectonic sl .ices with the lower 
slices consisting dominantly of. ~edimentary rocks and the upper slices 
consisting of varied assemblages o{ metasedimentary metavoJcanic and 
plutonic rocks . . Restored stratigraphic sections for each allochthon 
showing possible lithostratigraphic correlations ~regiven in Fig.22 
Humber Arm Allochthon 
The Humber Ann Allochthon consists of five major tectonic 
slices (Williams et al., 1972; Williams, in press). The lower slice i s 
a ~omposit~ structural unit of a number of undefined slices that contain a 
.clastic sedimentary succession of Cambrian to lower Ordovician age referred• 
to as the Humber Ann Supergroup. Stevens ( 1970) subdivided the Humber Ann 
Supergroup into a basal quartzo-feldspathic flysch division (Summerside, 
Meadows and Irfshtown Fonnations'); a middle carbonate flysch division 
(Cooks Brook and Middle ·Arm Point Formations), and an upper quartzo-feldspathic 
, 
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flysch division (Blow Me Down Brook Formation). The. basal . fl ysch division 
is correlated with the ·Maiden Point Formation, the car.bonate flysc h is 
probably equivalent to the Irish limestone and Northwest Arm Formation and 
the -upper flysch appears to be a fine-grained equivalent of the St . Jul i en 
Island~orm~tion. The upper flysch was also derived from a vol cano-
plutonic sourc~ within the· geosyncline but contains, in addition, ophiolite 
detritus (Ste~ens, 1970). Locally intervening between the clast i c 
sedimentary rocks and the hig~est slice in the Humber Arm Allochthon are . 
three slices of variably deformed volcano-p~~tonic rocks (Wi l liams et a l ., 
1972) that are not represented in the Hare Bay Allochthon. The highest 
slice corrsists of a complet~ ophiolite suite referred to as the Bay o f 
Islands Co~~H~x (Sm.ith, 1958; Williams and Malpas, 1972 ) with a basal 
· metamorphic aureo·le of supracrustal rocks that are 1 ithologic a-lly, 
petrographically,i!nd structurally,similar to the Goose Cove Formati on . 
Taconic Allochthon of New York 
The classic Taconic Alloc hthon o f New England and New Ybr k· 
contains at least six tectonic slices (Zen, 1967; 1972a). The lower f i ve 
-
·slices comprise a clastic sedimentary sequence of Cambrian to middl e 
·Orpovician age referred to as "the low Taconic Sequence " ( Zen, 1967 ). This 
sequence is directly-comparable to the sedimentary success ions in the 
Newfoundland Allochthons. , In particular , Ure basal Rens selaer Forma t i on 
can be correlated with the Mai den Point Formation . The h i ghest 
sli of the Taconic Allochthon consists of black, grey and g r een phylli tes · 
·~ . 
---
• 
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and schists the "High Taconic· S'equence" (Zen ,- 1967.), which contrasts 
with the slabs of ophiolite foun-d in the highest s l ices of the 
Newfoundland Allochthons. Zen (1972b) recogn(zed a sequence of tectonic 
events in the Taconic Allochthon that are comparabl e to ·these described 
from the Hare Bay area. The first event resulted in the format i on of 
gravity slides. The second event resulted i n recumbent folds and low 
grade regional metamorphism and accompanied or immediately fo l lowed slice 
emplacement. These early folds were later refolded by upr ig ht to i ncli ned 
folds assigned to the Acadian. However, a notable di fference is the 
absence of pre-emplacemen t structures in the Taconic Allochtnon t hat are 
characteristic of the higher slices of the Newfoundland Allochthon ~. 
Quebec City and Gaspe Allochthons 
The Quebec City and Gaspe Al lochthons are imperfect ly 
known. It appears that they cons ist of lov1er, dominantly sedimentary 
slices (Sill ery Group and Quebec ·Group) vlith the higher slfces c"on taini ng 
metasediment~, meta-volcanics (Bennet Schists andSchickshoc k Group), and 
ophiolite suites refe·rred to , a·s the Thetford Mines Ophi()lite (St. Julien, 
1973; Laurent, 1973) and the Mount Albert Pluton (MacGregor , 1962). The 
I , 
Mount Albert Pluton has a metamorphic aureole of metavolcanic roc ks and 
minor metasediments welded to 1ts base. K-Ar ages from metamorphic mica 
in t he aureole gives an ea rly Ordov i ci an age (MacGregor, 1962). In a 
recent paper Carrara and Fyson (1973 ) doubt the allochthonous natu re of 
these rocks in the Gaspe area, but the clear analogy betwee~ the Mount 
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Albert Pluton and its surrounding metamorphic aureole to the high slices 
of the Newfoundland a)lochthons is striking and is compelling evidence 
in favor of a transported origin for these rocks at least. 
Summary 
In summary, the Hare Bay Allochthon shows striking 
lithostratigraphic and structural similarities to the other allochthons. 
This suggests ' that similar· tec.tonic processes controlled their deposition, 
fonnation and subsequent westV~ard transport in giant thrust sheets . . 
' · SOURCE AREA OF THE HARE BAY ALLOCH.T!il'lN 
' The proposed recon~truction of the Hare Bay Allochthon 
suggests that the area of dej?"sitlion was at least 100 km wide and that it 
lay between the stable con0nental margin to the west and an oceanic; domain 
to the east. Northweste_t{y to northerly transport of the allochthon is 
indicated by the north to northwest facing DE recumbent folds in the 
· ·~ 
autochthon at Canada Bay and in the Maiden Point Slir near Creque. Such 
/ 
a reconstruction would ~lace the source area appr~Ximately 30 - 48 km 
., 
northeast of the Bu~;l.irrgton Peninsula -Notre Dame Bay a·rea (see Fig. · l). 
However, the source must have 1 a in much further to the north if a post-
. I 
emplacement -sinistral displacement is assumed to have taken place between 
I 
the Western Platfonn and the Burlington Peninsula along the Cabot Fault 
(Williams et al., 1970). 1 
·.:' · ·-· 
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The gross similarities between the transported sedimentary 
and vo)canic rocks with those of the Fleur· de Lys Supergroup on the 
Burlington Peninsula has long been known (Rodgers and ~ale, 1963; Tuke, 1968; 
Stevens, 1970; Bird and Dewey, 1970; SfT\Yth, 1971). Of prime importaflce in 
locating the source area is the establishment of the source of the ophiolites 
of the White ;Hills Slice. For if this cah be ascertained.,then the source 
of the sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the lower slices can be sought to 
.the west of the oceanic domain . 
Ophiolites outcrop on the Burlington Peninsula at Baie 
Verte, Mings Bight and at Snooks Arm in Notre Dame Bay. The Notre Dame 
Bay area is now known to be largely· underlain by lower Paleozoic oceanic 
crust, referred to as the. S~ooks Arm Group and the Lushs Bight Group 
( Upadhyay et a 1 . , 1971 ; Strong, 1972; Sm1 theri nga 1 e, 1972). 
The Snooks Arm Ophiolite is thrust against the Cape St. 
John Group (Baird, 1951} which fonns the upper part of the Fleur de Lys 
Supergroup. The top of the · Snooks Arm Group contains abundant angular 
detritus derived from the Cape St. John Group (H.D. Upadhyay, pe~s. comm.) 
. which implies that the ophiol {te formed close to its present _position at 
the eastern margin of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup. It is unlikely, ~erefore, · 
that the Snooks Arm Ophiolite can represent the trailing edge of a· large 
· overthrust slab of oceanic crust ~nd mantle, which according to Church ·and 
Stevens (1971) include.s the Baie Verte Ophiolite, the White Rills Peridotite 
Sheet and the Bay of Islands Complex to the west. In_ addition, the Cape 
• St . John Group probably represents an upper Cambrian to lower Ordovician 
Island Arc (Bird . .od Dewey, 1970} which means that i f the allochthonous , 
ophiolites originated ~j.n Notre Dame Bay then they must have passed over 
.. 
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this arc. Obduction of ophiolite across an island arc is not known to have 
happened anywhere else in the geological past and is considered unlikely. 
The Baie Verte Lineament consists of a line of ophiolites 
and must be considered a possible root zone for the Wh~~ills Peridotite 
Sheet. Th~ lineament is of fundamental importance and marks the junction 
beeween the contrasting western and eas~ divisions of the Fleur de Lys 
Supergroup (Church, 1969). The western division overlies gneissic basement 
-(de Wit, pers~ c~nln.) and consists of a basal conglomerate, overlai,n by a 
thick coarse greywacke unit with syn-sedimentary mafic igneous rocks, 
followed by a thinner, more varied clastic sequence with carbonate breccias 
towards the top in the west and mafic volcanic -rocks in the east . The 
eastern sequence, on the other hand, consists of an oceanic foundation 
(Dewey and Bird, 1971; Kennedy, 1973a) referred to as the Nippers Harbour 
Group, that is overlain by intennediate and aci.d volcanic rocks ·of the 
Cape St. John island arc (Bird ~d Dewey, 1970). Extensive pre-tectonic 
\ 
.. , acid plutonic rocks referred to as the Bur1ington Granodiorite and the 
Cape Brule Porphyry intrude the .eastern sequence and are interpreted to be 
re l,a ted to the is 1 and a.rc. 
The age of the Baie Verte ophiolite and_its relationship 
to the Fleur de Lys Supergroup is uncertain and controversial. Kennedy 
(1973,a) distinguished two ages of ophiolite in this belt on structural 
criteria. The older, highly deformed, ophiolite, according to Kennedy 
formed in situ and was deformed with the F1 eu r de Lys Supergroup in pre-
. . 
Ordovician times, and the younger, mildly deformed, ophiolite was t hrust 
/ ' 
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in from the Notre Dame Bay area after the Fl~ur de Lys deformation. This 
must have involved thrus~ing up considerable gradients over a deformed bel t 
and is considered unlikely. De Wit (pers. corrm.)lreports that the 
deformation of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup and the Baie Verte Ophiolite 
belt occurred at the same.time and .that the difference in the intensity 
of deformation bcL~Ieen the two groups is the result of different structural 
levels. If so, then the Baie Verte Ophiolite Belt can be viewed as 
remnants of a single ophiolite suite that ·may have formed in situ. This 
Sijggests the former presence of an ocean i c domain along the Baie Verte 
' 
lineament, which must be considered a most likely source area of t he Wh i te 
Hills Peridotite Sheet. 
Bird and Dewey (1970) considered the White Bay Zone to be 
the source of all the allochtho~ous rocks. However, this ~rea is 
- conside~d an unlikely source of ophiolite as westerly derived coarse 
carbonate breccias occur on both sides of White Bay in the lower Paleozoic 
Coney Arm Group to the west tLock, 1972) and in the Fleur de Lys sequence 
to the east. These breccias can be correlated (de Wit , pers . comm.) and 
preclude the presence of a 100 km wide basin of depos i tion. In additi on 
the recognition of Grenville (?) gneissic basement east of White Bay (de Wit, 
pers. comm.) raises the possibility that gneissic basement may underl ie the 
entire White Bay zone. 
In this thesis a northeasterly continuation of the Baie 
Verte Zone is considered to be a likely source of the White Hills Peridotite 
Sheet. The source area of the lower ·sedimentary slices must have lai n to the 
west of the ocean on strike with the western division of the Fl eur de Lys 
Supergroup, and a 1 i thos trati graphic comparison between these rock groups 
is given in Table 4. 
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Rock ·Units of the Lower Slices .of 
the Hare Bay Allochthon. 
TREMADOCIAN 
Northwest Ann Fonnat1i on \ 
Black shales, minor limestones, 
1 imy siltstones. 
PRE-ORDOVICIAN 
Maiden Point ·Formation 
Greywackes, s 1 atet., qua·rtz 
pebb 1 e cong 1 omerates , mafic 
volcanic flows, and minor 
ultramafic intrusions . 
Western Division of the1 Fleur de Lys Supergr:oup 
PRE-LOWER ORDOVICIAN 
Graphitic Schists 
Marble breccias 
Thick psai11Tlitic ·schists, 
quartz pebble greywackes, 
wtth syn-sedimentary mafic 
igneo~s intrusions, minor 
ultramafic intrusions and 
a basal conglomer:ate. 
1
oescripti·on at"ter Church (1969); Kennedy (1973a), and de Wit (pers. corrm-. ). 
·Table 4. Compari son of rock units of, the lower 
allochthonous slices with the western 
division of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup . 
., 
TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF THE HARE BAY ALLOCHTHON 
The evolution of the Hare Bay Allochthon is described in 
tenns of plate tectonics and is related to the birth and destruction of 
a continental margin, a proto-ocean and a mar-ginal ocean basin froin late 
Precambri an to ·upper Paleozoic ·times : The model draws heavily from present 
day analogues of developing continental margins, for example the present 
day Atlantic, and of the destruction of oceanic crust and mantle by 
• r. 
subduction and obduction, for example, at T"(odos, Papua and Oman. 
.. 
r 
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Any model for the evolution of the Hare Bay Allochthon 
~ust · take into account the following: 
.,1. ,The metamorphic evidence from the aureole to the 
White Hills Peridotite Sheet suggests obduction of 
'hot', ophiol i .te. 
2. Th~ possibility that the Tremadocian Cape Onion 
Volcanics represent the detached tias·altic· carapace 
of the White Hills Ophi~lite. 
3. 
~ . . / 
Ev1dence from other on land ophiolites suggests that some 
ophiolites f{)nn only 30-50 my prior to thrusting. 
4. The sedimentological evidence from the St. Julien 
Island conglomerates suggests derivation from an· island 
'-,, 
arc. 
. . 
5. Tfie most: satisfactory method of oph1olite obduction 
appears to be the resu'lt of -an aborti1ve s·ubduction of a 
.. , ·-......._, 
continental margin. For western Newfounaland, this 
requires a lower Ordovician, easterly d)pping, Ben.ioff Zone .. 
The modef proposed here is an attempt to explain the 
geological facts derived from the allochthonous ·rocks. By necessity, it 
_involves the tectonics of the Burlington Peninsu.la, however, it i.s not 
intended as a final or an authorative view on this controversial area. 
.""> 
'·. 
,_ 
I 
> 
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Birth of the Proto-Atlantic Ocean 
After the Grenvi 11 ian orogeny ( 900 my) North America ·and 
Europe fonned a single plate. In late i'recambr.ian times ' this,.Qlate began 
. . ' . 
to split by a slo~ trolonged phase of crustal extension/ with the fonnation 
_of a series of grabert and the intrusion of dyke swanns into· the gneisses 
of the ·Long Range Complex. The dykes give K-Ar ages of 805 ± 35 my 
(Pringle et al., 1971) and are chemicaHy distinct (O.F. Strong, pers. 
. . I. 
comm . ) from the ove~lying flows of the ' Lighthouse Cove Formation that 
'- ... \ 
they were once thought to feed (Strong and William~: 1971). 
1he age of the firl'al split, the i[litiation of the proto-
Atlantic ocean, and the fonnation of an Atlantic-type continental margi n 
in western Newfound-land,are al..l uncertain. The Eo-Cambrian (?) .flood 
·.' 
basalts of the Lighthouse· Cove Formati~ have been compared with the 
Paleocene flood basalts of northwest Scotland (Dewey and Bird, 1971) and . 
may mark initiation of sea floor spreading . Kennedy (1973,b) however, 
relates the 805 my date from the diabase dykes in the Long Range Complex 
to ~ation of the proto-Atlantic ocean, and relates the Lighthouse 
Cove basalts to fonnation of an early Cambrian (?) marginal ocean basin 
at Baie Vert;e. If the transported ophiolites fanned in the Baie Verte 
marginal ocean then an Eo·-cambrian age for their fonnation appears to be 
too old. For this reason the Lighthouse Cove basalts, the chemically 
similar Maiden Point .Volcanics, and the mafic igneous rocks in the basal 
parts of the western division of the F.leur dy Lys Supergroup,are all 
believed to relate t~ initiation of axial plate accretion in the proto-
( 
0 
\ 
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ocean in Eo-Cambrian times. At the same time a thick, monotonous 
of Atlantic ty.pe (R~adirig, 1972) quartzo-feilipathic flysch spread 
. * . . 
\ sequence 
) eastwards from the Grenville basement into a weste~ly transgressive sea 
(and was deposited on the continental rise,(for example, the basal psarrmites 
... 6f--ttre .F1-~ur d~ Lys and possibly also the Maiden .Point g~eywackes.) 
I~ the proto-Atlantic ocean, oceanic crust and mantle· was 
being generated at a spreading ridge probably in a m~nner described by 
Dewey and Bird ( 1971) . It is un 1 ike 1 y that the a 11 ochthol)ous oph i o 1 ites 
formed at that time (late Precambrian) in the main ocean because of the 
resultant long time interval between their formation and middle Ordovician 
thrusting (about 130 my) . 
• 
' I 
Establ ishrknt" of· the Carbonate' Bank 
By middle Cambrian times carbonate depositiort had be~n 
established along the .eastern .margin of the Long Range initially represented 
by the Forteau, Cloud Rapids and Traytown Pond Formations at Canada Bay. 
This eventually cut off the westward supply of coarse terrigenous detritus 
to the continental rise area and instead, carbonate flysch and carbonate 
breccias spread eastwards. The allochthonous Iris~ Li~~tone, Cow Head 
Breccias, Cooks Brook Formations fonned at this time. ·rn the western 
division of the - Fie-tn" -.de _~ys Supergroup, a . varied clastic succession that 
..... ... 
includes grey.wackes, shales and-c~ate breccias was ·deposited . 
.... _ ... __ ~·· 
By Tremadoc 
longer received abundant _coa~se carbonate flysch possibly due to th~ 
~ 
l 
, ·l .. 
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formation oJ a barrier at shelf edge. Instead the black graptolitic 
shales and rare carbonate flysch beds of the Northwest Ann Fonnation 
accumulated. 
Zone, Product ion of an 
In late Cambrian times (?) a westerly dipping subduction ·,·, 
zone ini{iatedin central Newfoundland ' east of the Burli.ngton Peninsula 
(see also Bird and Dewey, 1970, fig . .8B; Kenned:Y• 1973a). The resultant 
, . 
island arc, the Cape St. John Group, built up on oceanic crust (Dewey 
and Bird, 1971) and these rocks constitute the eastern division of the 
Fleur de Lys Supergroup. ·Behind· the arc a marginal ocean basin initiated 
in the Baie Verte area to the east of the already establishe.d continental 
rise prism (Fleur de Lys ·psanmites). Oceanic crust and mantle was 
generated in the marginal basin and i~ probably represented by the Baie 
Verte ophiolite,"the Mings Bight ophi~lite,-the White Hills Peridotite 
· · Sheet and the Bay of Is lands Complex. At the western rna rgi n of this ocean 
mafic volcanic rocks, tuffs, and agglomerates,with ·an occasional influx of 
coarse ~reywackes from the . west, were accumulating an·d repr~sent the Goose 
Cove Formation. 
The regional tectonic fabric present in the lower part of the 
White Hills Peridot~te Sheet is i~~rpreted as mantle fabric produced either 
· by syn-tectonic ,recrystallization ~(Ave 'Lallema.nt ·and Carter, 1970) or by 
plqsti c deformation (t~~colas et a l., 1971). The fabric is locally associated 
with recumbent fo 1 ds-· and both fo 1 ds and fabr'i c are cut by 1 ate orthopyt-ox i te 
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dykes suggesting that the defonnation preceded f .irial solidification of 
the mantle. 
Accumulating gravity {Mi lsom, 1973) and stratigraphic 
data {Kairg, 1972) on other on-land ophiolite suites favors a history 
of fonna'ti,on in marginal basins at the rear of island arcs. Interpretation 
of ophiolites as on-land marginal basin crust satisfactorily expla ins 
their large gravity fields {Milsom, 1973), their gre.at thickness, thei r 
close age relationships between formation and thrusting, and the 
requirement of 'hot' ophiolite for aureole fonnation. 
Upadhyay {pers. cci1111l.) ~lso favors an origin of the. Snooks · 
Ann ophiolite in a marginal ocean basin. However, it is uncertain whether 
it formed in relation to the same subduction zone as the Baie Verte 
ophiolite or if it resulted from later eastward subduction of the Bai e 
Verte ocean . 
. . 
Methods of emplacement of slabs of oceanic crust and mantle 
over continental margins are poorly understo.od. However, many workers 
favor emplacement by means of a collision between a continental margi n and 
a subduction zone {Temple and Zi 1111lerman, 1969; Zi mmennan, 1972 ; Davies,l971; 
Moores; 1970; Dewey and Bird, 1971; Moores and MacGregor, 1972), whereby 
the leading edge of the oceqnic plate is thrust over the parti-ally subducted 
continental margin . To cause obductiQn in this manner in western Newf oundland, 
there must have been a reversal in arc polari ty (Kari g , 1972 ) whereby a new 
subduction zone initiated along the rear edge of the Cape St: John Island 
Arc. Reversals in arc polarity have been described from Papua (Karig, 1972 ) 
but the process is poorly understood and t he cause unk~own . 
' 
·' 
.; 
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Subduction of the Baie Verte marginal ocean b's1~ 
eventually resulted in the col'~sion of the continental ptargin with 
the active arc system in lower Ordovi~ian times. This collision is 
believed to mark the ini tiatiori of the Fleur de Lys deformation and 
the first"pre-emp1acement defonnation in the allochthonous rocks. 
. In the case 9f the Hare B~:j/Allochthon the slab of 
ophiolit~ (White , Hills Peridot.ite Sheet) was t 'hrust over previously 
undeformed supracrustal rocks (Goose Cove Formation) that lay at the 
edge of . the continental margin. The leading edge of this overthrust 
.. 
slab is unlikely to cont~ih any sign of island arc igneous activity 
as volcanism within 30 km of a trench is virtually unknown, even where 
the Benioff tone dips steeply .. 
· The first regional deformation and metamorphism (Dp1 ) 
of the. Goas·e Cove Formation probably relates to 'initial ophiolite 
/ displac~rrent. A period of static growth marked by garnet and plagioclase 
porphyroblasts followed. Further movements, pos~ibly related to final 
displacement, produced the Dp2 deformation and metamorprtism. The associated 
west9-rd facing recumbent foJ.s!s imply westerly displacem~nt of the ophiolite 
assuming there has' beer) no rotation of the slice during subsequent transport. 
Kennedy (1973a) also noted a similar facing direction of recumbent folds in 
the western division of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup . 
.. 
The his tory of the au reo 1 e rocks records an increase in the 
intensity of deformation and gr~d~ df metamorphism towards the contact with 
the ophiolite sheet. The metamorphic grade increases over approximately 
300m froni low greenschist at the base up to_ pyroxene-amphi-bolite atthe top 
/ 
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and likewise the intensity of deformation· increases from a crenulation 
cleavage to a mylonite, The aureole is viewed, therefore,-as a dynamo-
thennal aureole reiated to obduction of hot ophiolite onto a continental 
margin. Metamorphism of the basal au~eole to the Mount Albert ophiolite 
occurred in early Ordovician times {MacG~egor, 1962) and a similar .age of 
metamorphism is li'kely for the Goose Cove Formation . 
The partially ' subducted continental crust, which originally 
"plugged" the subduction zone, later rose isostatically under the over-
thrust ophiolite sheet. It caused ·a large structural high that eventually 
resulted in detachment of the leading edge of the ophiolite ~rom the now 
' 
inactive island arc to the east. From this upwelling highland, islarrd arc 
type · {Reading .. 1972) flysch spread westwar'ds in lower Ordovidan times to 
.fonn the St. Julien Island conglomerates and . the Blow me Down Brook _ 
- . · ' ~ 
Formation, and the latter contains both island arc and ophiolite detritus 
{Stevens, 1970). 
,1 
Formation of Gravity Slid~, Emplacement of the Allochthon and the 
Taconic Orogeny. 
In lower to middle Ordo.viciafl times the structural tiigh 
became uns'table. ·The ophio.lite slice detached at a new structural level 
below its we_lded metamQrphic aureole so that this structural coupl-e 
comprised a distinct slice that moved westwards by gravity sliding. 
Detachment of the 1 ower structural slices occurred at this time either by 
peel thrusting (Stevens, 1970) below the op~iolite slice or by gravity 
sliding. The pres·ent stacking order of the slices relates to their 
·i 
. 
.·, 
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position of initia1 . detachment whereby the higher slices originated 
farther from the emplacement site and are the farthest travelled. 
The emplacement of the allochthon was hera 1 ded by 
de£osition of the middle Ordovician Goose Tickle Flysh in the deepening 
a~tochthonous basin. This northeasterly derived flysch contains detritus 
that can be matched with most of the slices of the allochthon (Stevens, 
1970) . 
The lowermost,Northwest Arm,Sl ice contai.ns s lumpedand 
rubbly beds and was emplaced in a semi-consolidated condition. C.onglomerate 
beds near the top of the Goose Tickle Formation contain clas·ts derived 
almost entirely from the Northwest Arm Formation indicating active erosion 
' of this slice duri~ transport. 
The Maiden Point, (roque H~ad and St. Julien Islan1 Slices 
display rare syn-emplacement recumbent fo lds but a v1idely developed s laty 
cleavage, indicating emplacement and deformation in a well indurated· 
. ' 
state. Low greenschist regional metamorphism accompanied the emplacement 
deformation. The syn-emplacement (DE~ r.ecumbent. folds i n the Mi! i den Point 
Slice face up to the north and north-west implying, transport in that 
di r.ect ion. · 
During ~mplacement,the slices traversed ac ross a basin 
of unconsolidated black shales an·d limy siltstones that probabl y represen t 
an easterly facies of the Northwest Arm Formation . Blocks of shale and · 
siltstone,~gether with block~ shed from the advancing ·slices,were tectonica lly 
incorporated into the imbricate thrust zones between the slices to form 
) 
I 
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rnelange zones. / . The melange zones formed early in the evolution and 
transport of~the slices as they show similar syn-emplacement deformation 
and metamorphism as the lower slices. However, the'deformation and 
metamorphism of the Goose Cove Fonnation of the White Hills Slice clearly 
preceded melange formation as blocks of greenschist occur in the basal 
melange to that sl-ice. 
Final emplacement of the allochthon occurred in middle 
Ordovician times (Rodgers, 1965; Stevens, 1970). The directly underly i ng 
autochthonous rocks- are,in most places,unaffected by the emplacement 
'-deformation,apart from minor igneous intrusions . At Canada Bay, where 
melange is absent and the allochthon contact is a hard thrust, stress 
transmittance into the kJnderlying rocks was possible,and as a result (DE) 
northwest-facing recumbent folds and imbricate structure were deve l opeH. 
! ' 
The emplacement deformation (DE) is correlated with the 
' . 
middle Ordovician ''Taconic Orogeny" or Humberian orogeny of Bird and 
Dewey (1970). Effects of this orogeny are not solely restricted to areas 
of allochthono~s ro~ks but have also been r~cognized in the lower Paleozoic 
Coney Arm Group at the head bf White Bay (Lock, 1972) and appear to be of 
regional extent along the western margin of theAppalachians (Rcdgers, 1967; 
Poole, 1967; Zen, 1968). 
-Final Clos.ure of the Proto-Atlantic Ocean and the Acadian Or.
4
ogeny 
After the Baie Verte subduction zone closed in early 
Ordovician times a new subduction zone developed to the east in the 
I 
' 
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Notre Dame Bay area. Its direction of dip i s controversial but preliminary 
geochemical evidence suggests it also dipped to the east (D.F. Strong, 
pe rs. comm.) . Fi na 1 c 1 osure of the proto-ocean in southwest Newfoundland 
(P. Brown, pers. comm.) locked the system in Devonian times and resulted 
.... / 
in the Acadian Orogeny. 
The Acadian deformation produced open upright folds and 
· a crenulation cleavage that overprint the earlier pre- and syn-emplacemen 
structures. The intensity of the Acadian deformation dies out rapidly 
' ' 
west of the allochthon-autochthon contact. In the thesis area,littlf}>r 
no metamorphism accompanied the Acadian defonnation : The zone of late 
thermal metamorphism in the south of the area post-dates the Acadi.an 
structures and is probably related to a late Acadian granite. 
\ 
\ 
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PLATE 1 
Fig. a: Inclusion of foliated gneiss of the Long Range Complex in 
microgranite. Seans Cove, White Bay. 
b: Pillow basalt of the Lighthouse Cove Formation overlying thin 
basal conglomerate. Conglomerate unconformably overlies basement 
gneisses. South side of Otter Cove, Canada Bay. 
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PLATE 2 
Fig. a: Pillow basalt of the Lighthouse Cove Formation. South side of 
Otter Cove. 
b: Hexagonal cooling joints in basalts of the Lighthouse Cove 
Formation. Top of flow, south side of Otter Cove. 
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PLATE 3 
Fig. a: Plutonic boulder conglomerate from the Lighthouse Cove Formation. 
West of Burnt Point, Canada Bay. 
1~ 
b: Microgranite clasts in Bradore Formation. Note poor sorting and 
high matrix content. From Bradore unconformity with Long Range 
Complex, Seans Cove, White Bay. 
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PLATE 4 
Fig. a: Pebble conglomerate, Bradore Formation. Northwest Shore of 
Wild Cove. 
b: Pebble conglomerate consisting of hematite clasts and sparse 
quartz grains, Bradore Formation. Near top of formation, west 
side of Wild Cove. 
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PLATE 5 
Fig. a: Trough cross-bedding in the Bradore Formation. Looking northeast, 
south of Fly Point, Canada Bay. 
1~ 
b: Photomicrograph of sandstone from the Bradore Formation. Note 
variety of roundness and sphericity. Altered feldspar grains 
are cloudy with indistinct grain boundaries. West shore of Wild 
Cove. Plane polarized light. 
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Fig 8: Compositional diagram ~f~e Bradore Formation 
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PLATE 6 
0.5 rom 1 
Fig. a: Detrital hematite in orthoquartzite from the Brad~e Formation. 
Note well rounded and sub-spherical ·clasts. Wild Cove. 
Partially polarized light. 
b: Contact between Bradore Formation and the overlying Devils Cove 
Formation. Note sharp contact between black hematitic sandstones 
below, and lighter, variegated limestones and shales above. West 
shore of Wild Cove, Canada Bay. 
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PLATE 7 
Fig. a: Faulted contact between Devils Cove Formation and Goose Tickle 
Formation. Contact is marked by 0.6 m of light coloured, 
mylonitized marble. Note hematitic sandstones of Bradore Formation 
(left) underlying limestones of Devils Cove Formation looking 
north, east side of Wild Cove. 
0.5 mm 
b: Photomicrograph of fossils in limestones from the Devils Cove 
Formation. Algae filaments are straight and brachiopod shell is 
curved. West shore of Wild Cove. 
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PLATE 8 
Fig. a: Chert bed from upper unit of Table Head Formation. Note steeply 
dipping cleavage refracted in chert bed. Whites Arm Pond. 
b: Conglomerate from Goose Tickle Formation. Note flattened ~last. 
Southwest shore of Whites Arm. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 9 
Flute casts, Goose Tickle Formation. From greywacke block in 
melange, north end of MacGrey Island, Hare Bay. Note steeply 
dipping fracture cleavage. 
b: Ripple drift lamination, Goose Tickle Formation. East side of 
MacGrey Island, Hare Bay. 
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Fig 9: Directional- features of the Goose Tickle Formation, 
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PLATE 10 
Greywacke bed, Goose Tickle Formation. Note graded lower interval 
and upper cross- laminated interval. East shore of Big Spring 
Inlet, Hare Bay. 
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PLATE 11 
0.5 mm 
Fig. a: Diabase clast in greywacke from Goose Tickle Formation. Note 
angular shapes, poor sorting and high matrix content. Northwest 
shore of Whites Arm. Crossed nicols. 
0.5 mm 
b: Granophyre clast in greywacke from Goose Tickle Formation. Note 
development of slaty cleavage. East shore of Big Spring Inlet. 
Crossed nicols. 
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PLATE 12 
I 0.5 niDj 
Fig. a: Oolite clasts in greywacke from Goose Tickle Formation. Note 
partially broken concentric structure of the ooliths. East 
shore of Big Spring Inlet. Partially polarized light. 
1 0.5 mm 
b: Chlorite clast containing chromite, in greywacke from the Goose 
Tickle Formation. East shore of Big Spring Inlet. Obliquely 
crossed nicols 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 13 
Interbanded calc-silicate and pelitic schists, from Sugarloaf 
Schists. Calc-silicate bands are white. Note inclin.ed folds and 
wiaely spaced strain-slip (S2) cleavage. South side of Sugarloaf Cove, looking north. 
Folded marble beds in pelitic and semi-pelitic schists, Sugarloaf 
Schists. Sugarloaf Cove. 
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PLATE 14 
3~ 
Fig. a: Photomicrograph of a quartzite band from the Sugarloaf Schists. 
Note the ~ranoblastic texture in center of barid and preserved 
schistoxity (SJ) at the margins where micas are interleaved with 
quartz. Sugarloaf Cove. Crossed nicols. 
b: Highly deformed, schistose granite, Sugarloaf Slide Zone. The 
schistosity (Sl) is defined by thin zones of phyllonite that 
form augen around relict phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz. 
Southwest of Sugarloaf Cove. 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 15 
~nk style F2 folds in phyllonitized granite, Sugarloaf Slide 
Zone. The phyllonite fabric (Sl) goes around ihe folds. 
Southwest of Sugarloaf Cove. 
Foliated tectonic schists Sugarloaf Slide Zone. Pelitic foliae 
are dark and calc-silicate foliae light. Southwest of Sugarloaf 
Cove. 
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Fig 10: Schematic representation of the structural stacking order 
of the ~lices of the southern part of the Hare Bay Allochthon. 
The formations of each slice are listed. Arrows indicate 
observed structural relations between the slices. 
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PLATE 16 
Fig. a: Graded greywackes from Maiden Point Formation. The beds are 
sl.ightly overturned. Looki~g northeast, Spri~g Island, Hare Bay. 
b: Graded greywacke from Maiden Point Formation. Note the lower, 
coarse graded interval downcutting into shale and the thick, 
upper, ungraded interval. Spring Island, Hare Bay. 
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PLATE 17 
Fig. a: Cross-bedded greyWacke, Maiden Point Formation. Looking north, 
south of Whites Arm. 
b: Load casts from Maiden Point Formation. The casts are approximately 
30 em long. Note regular direction of overlap. Looking north, 
north of Pillier Bay. 
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PLATE 18 
Fig. a: Hook and roll up structure, Maiden Point Formation. Soft 
sediment def.ormation in greywackes. Spri.ng Island. 
b: Slumped beddi.ng in greywackes, Maiden Point Formation. Mare Cove. 
I 
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Fig 11: Compositional diagram of the Maiden Point Formadon 
(Classification after Pettijohn, 1944, in Kr~Jmf>ein & 
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PLATE 19 
2~ 
Fig. a: Photomicrograph of greywacke from Maiden Point Formation. Note 
spherical quartz grain in centre of section, high matrix content, 
poor sorting and slaty cleavage. Cow Bay, Hare Bay. 
b: Quartz pebble conglomerate from the Maiden Point Formation. Note 
rough alignment of black mudstone flakes, and poor sorting of 
quartz grains. · 
Fig. a: 
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Angular mudstone clasts in Maiden Point Formation. 
a·rrangement of slabs iri medium-grained greywacke. 
Island, Hare Bay. 
PLATE 20 
Note chaotic 
Spring 
b: Mudstone slabs in quartz pebble conglomerate, Maiden Point 
Formation. 1 km east of Big Spring Inlet. 
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PLATE 21 
lmm 
Fig. a: Photomicrograph of quartz-pebble conglomerate Maiden Point 
Formation. Note hematitic sandston·e clast in center of 
section. Conche Road. 
b: Pillow lava . from Maiden Point Volcanics. Note limestone 
filled interstices. Little Cormorandier Island, Hare Bay. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 22 
Inclusions of dark, medium-grained basalt in Maiden Point 
Volcanics. Shore of northwest arm, Croque Harbour. 
b: Post-tectonic stipnomelane overgrowing plagioclase phenocryst, 
Maiden Point Volcanics. Note fine-grained, altered groundmass. 
West of Grandois. 
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Fig 12: Variation of total alkalis and silica in the Maiden Point 
Volcanics Lighthouse Cove Formation and lushs Bight Group. 
Crosses =Maiden Point Volcanics~ dots =lighthouse Cove f lows 
and dykes~ circles = lushs Bight flows. The dashed line is 
that separating tholeiitic and alkali basalts in Hawaii ( after 
Macdonald and Katsura, 1964). Data in weight percent. 
Data for the lighthouse Cove Formation donated by D.F. Strong 
and for the lushs Bight Group donated by D.F. Strong and 
W.G. Smitheringale, Memorial University. 
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PLATE 23 
Basalt flow overlying sandstone, from the Maiden Point Formation. 
Basalt (top right of photograph) is underlain by cross-bedded 
sandstone and conglomerate. South side, northwest arm, 
Croque Harbour. 
Conglomerate, Maiden Point Formation. Note dark grey, sub-
s~herical, basalt clasts and light grey, slab-shaped, marble 
clasts. North side, northwest arm, Croque Harbour. 
· .. 
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Fig 15: 1/iagraiTITlatic stratigraphic cross .section of the 
Irish L\imestone, west side of St1• Jul fen Island. 
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PLATE 24 
Fig. a: Poorly graded, sandy limestone, Irish Limestone. The beds 
are upward faci~g on the steeply dipping cleavage (52). 
Looking northeast, northwest · side of St. Julien Island. 
b: Bedded conglomerate and greywacke, St. Julien Island Formation. 
Note poor sorting, dispersed texture and high matrix content 
of conglomerate. Looking north, south side of St. Julien Island. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 25 
Large scale trough cross- bedding, St. Julien Island Formation. 
Note the downc~tting nature of .bed outlined. Looking south, 
west side of St. Julien Island. 
b: Trough cross-bedding, St. Julien Island Formation. Close up 
of greywacke bed fn Fig. a, above. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 26 
Conglomerate, St. Julien Island Formation. Note dispersed 
te.xture and al _ignment of clasts in (S2) cleavage plane. 
2mm 
b: Myrmekitic texture in granite clast, St. Julien Island Formation. 
St. Julien Island. Crossed nicols. 
Fig. .. a: 
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PLATE 27 
lnnn 
Foliated gneiss clast, St. Julien Island Formation. Note 
alternating quartz and mafic (dark) foliae. St. Julien 
Island. Crossed nicols. 
lmm 
b: Relict euhedral garnets in gneiss clast, St. Julien Island 
Formation. Not"e characteristic hexagonal shapes of garnets. 
St. Julien Island. Plane polarized light. 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 28 
Agglomerate, Greenschist Member, Goose Cove Formation. Note 
rounded clasts and schistose matrix that forms augen around them. 
Shore, south side of western entrance to Fishot ~arbour. 
Porphyritic pillow lava, Greenschist Member, Goose Cove Formation. 
Note schistose matrix which forms augen around feldspar 
phenocrysts. Pigeon Island. 
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PLATE 29 
Fig. a: Banded hornblende schist, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove 
Formation. The schists are derived from tuffs. The isoclinal 
folds are F2 structures. Landing Cove, Fishot Island. 
0.5 mm 1 
b: Photomicrograph of pelite, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove 
Formation. Note biotite schistosity (S ) which forms augen around 
garnet (dark) and plagioclase (light) p6rphyroblasts. Landing 
Cove, Fishot Island. Obliquely crossed nicols. 
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PLATE 30 
Fig. a: Marble bands in hornblende schist, Amphibolite Member, 
Goose Cove Formation. Note how well the marbles (white) 
display the structure in an otherwise homogeneous looking 
rock. Looking north, north side of Easter Tickle, North-
east Island. 
Fig. b: Metagabbro, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove Formation. 
The mineral banding is interpreted as primary igneous 
layering. East side of Landing Cove, Fishot Island. 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 31 
4 mm 
Line drawing of Pyroxene-bearing Amphibolites, Contact Zone, 
Goose Cove Formation. Note augen shaped hornblende (closely 
spaced cleavage) and pyroxene (widely spaced cleavage) 
porphyroblasts showing (S2) fabric. Western White Hills. 
Greywacke blocks in Melange. Note variety of shapes and sizes 
of blocks. Looking northeast, west side of Fishot Island. 
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Fig 16: 
I 
Schematic representation of the structural stacking order of 
the slices listing.the locations of the various melange zones 
between the slices. Arrows indicate observed structural relations. 
Localities shown in Fig 3. 
r 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 32 
Folded contact between greywackes of the Croque Head slice and 
Melange. Note the sharp. contact and the upright post-emplacement 
folds. Looking south, east side of Ir.ish Bay. 
Pre-tectonic diabase dyke(?) in basal melange to White Hills 
Slice. Note that dyke has been cut· up into small imbricate 
slices. Looking east, southwest side of Fishot Island. 
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PLATE 33 
Fig. a: Post -tectonic dyke cutting the basal melange to the Fishot Island 
Slice. Looking north, southwest side of Fishot Island. 
2~ 
b: Photomicrograph of black slate matrix of melange. The schistose 
matrix is folded by upright, post-emplacement folds. 
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PLATE 34 
Fig. a: Melange. Note the unsorted texture with clasts ranging from 
pebbles to blocks. North shore of Little Canada Harbour. 
b: Oval shaped boulders in Melange. Note how black slate matrix 
forms augen around the blocks. West side of Fishot Island. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 35 
I 2 InDl I 
Photomicrograph of Melange. Note how the emplacement 
{S1 } is cut by an upright crenulation (S2) cleavage. 
melange to the Croque Head Slice, Cobblers Cove. 
schistosity 
Basal 
b: Recumbent fold in melange. Note how the F1 fold is cut by a moderately dipping fracture cleavage (52)· Looking north, north 
shore of Little Canada Harbour. 
,..._: 
.... \ 
----Gneiss · 
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PLATE 36 
Microgranite 
Sandstone 
Fig. a: Thrusted microgranite resting on Bradore Formation. The Bradore 
sandstones unconformable overlie gneisses of the Long Range 
Complex. Seans Cove~ White Bay. 
2nun 
b: Photomicrograph of deformed microgranite. Note thin anastomising 
fracture zones (dark) containing fine-grained~ crushed microgranite. 
Seans Cove. 
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PLATE 37 
Fig. a: Pinch and swell structure in granite dyke in Acid and Basic 
Gneisses. Granite dyke outlined. Note foliated gneisses and 
unfoliated granite. North of Seans Cove. 
-
b: 
0.5 mm 
Photomicrograph of deformed porphyry. Note schistose groundmass 
and strained relict quartz phenocrysts. Base of faulted block, 
west of Burnt Point, Canada Bay. 
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PLATE 38 
Fig. a: Deformed diabase dyke from Table Head Formation. Note 
rectangular shaped cross section of boudins. East shore of 
Canada Harbour. 
b: 
0.5 mm 
Pelite from Greenschist Member~ Goose Cove Formation1 Note S1 sch1stosity def1ned by muscovi~e and chlorite, crenu ated by 
small scale F2 folds. Northwest side of Fishot Island. 
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Fi 9. 18: SUMMARY Of~CTURAL HISTORY OF THE ALLOCHTHONOUS & AUTOCHTHONOUS ROCKS' SOUl'H OF HARE BAY. 
- JULIEN IstANO DEFORMATION AUTOCHTHON MAIDEN. POI NT SLICE CROQUE HEAD SL ICE ST. WHI TE HILLS SLICE 
EVENT SLICE \ (Goose Cove Formation 
I only) 
POST-EMPLACEMENT . ~ 
' Minor open folds and Minor open folds Minor open folds and Kink bands Minor Open Fold• 
_link baBOS kink bands 
s~ slaty --d eavage and Open to close up right Op~n to close uprfght Open upr ight sfmi lar Open upright F fol ds 
' o en, upright f lexura l to moderately incl ined si milar F~ folds , F folds , with and local shea~ zones. 
slip folds at Hare Bay. (F~) similar folds wi th with asso iated a~soc i ated slaty to Weak cren~ l ati on s3 DA (ACADIAN) Open westerly inclined as oci•ted fracture to crenulation cleavage crenulation cleavage cleavage 
similar folds at crenulat ion cleavage. (Sz) (Sz) 
.---
' 
Canada Bay. Crenu- . . 
lation s2 cleavage . 
' 
I 
. 
--SYN-EMPLACEHENT Slaty cleavage at Strong to weak to Penetrati ve S Penetrati ve (S1) Minor faults Canada Bay and White's absent slaty cleavage slaty cleavagt No slacy cleavage. 
Ann Window that dies (S~). Rare recumbent folds seen. Fault. No folds 
out nor~stwards . sf 11ar fOlds (F1). seen . DE (TACONIC?) Sc~ ty i n 
su· oaf schists. I Imbricate thrust s and · 
local recumbent 
folds at Canada Bay. .. 
. 
-
. 
PRE-EMPLACEMENT : DP6 Recumbent to inc l ined, 1 
. 
0P2 
. is cl i nal to close F 1 
simi-l ar fo lds. s~ cfenulatfon I 
DP 
-- -- --
. 
-- ~ 
cleavage to schi s osity 
0PI 
. DP! Penetrat i ve s1 sch1 stosi ty .
1 Te tonic slides . No folds 
seen. j ,. 
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PLATE 39 
0.5 mm 1 
Fig. a: Garnet porphyroblast, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove Formation. 
Note straight inclusion trails of elongate ores defining s1 
schistosity. East shore of Landing Cove, Fishot Island. 
b: Recumbent fold, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove Formation. Fold 
is developed in impure marbles. Looking north, south side of 
Easter Tickle, Fishot Island. 
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PLATE 40 
1~ 
Fig. a: Granulated sandstone, Bradore Formation. The s1 fabric is folded about F? folds. Near top of faulted block, west of 
Burnt Point, Canada Bay. 
b: Emplacement recumbent folds from the Goose Tickle Formation. 
Looking east, west side of Baard Island, Canada Bay. 
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PLATE 41 
Fig. a: Emplacement recumbent folds from Table Head Formation below the 
Handy Harbour Thrust. Note weakly developed, moderately dipping 
fracture cleavage (S2). Looking east, west side of Bide Head. 
b: Emplacement fold in Forteau Formation. Looking northeast, 
west of Fly Point. 
Fig. a and b: 
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PLATE 42 
lmm 
(a) 
2mm 
(b) 
Post emplacement folds (F ) in greywackes from the Goose 
Tickle Formation. Note di~ensional preferred orientation 
of detrital material defining the emplacement s1 fabric. Obliquely crossed nicols. (a) East of Englee; (b) South 
shore of Whites Arm. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 43 
L-11"1'1 I I 1::. U 
Halifax. Montrea• OHawa Toronto Winnipeg Edmonton Vancouver 
Phyllonitized granite, Sugarloaf Slide Zone. Note lenticles of 
quartz and feldspar bourided by narrow zones of finely crushed, 
schistose matrix. South of Sugarloaf Cove. 
2nnn 
b: Photomicrograph of deformed granite, Sugarloaf Slide Zone. Note 
narrow irregular crush zones. Shore south of Sugarloaf Cove. 
Crossed nicols. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 44 
lmm 
Photomicrograph of kinked and broken plagioclase, Sugarloaf 
Slide Zone. Shore south of Sugarloaf Cove. Crosse·d nicols. 
2mm 
b: Photomicrograph of Phyllonitized granite, Sugarloaf Slide Zone. 
Note parallel zones of granulated and schistose natrix. Crossed 
nicols. 
Fig. a : 
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PLATE 45 
2 mm 
Phyllonitized granite, Sugarloaf Slide Zone. Note highly 
granulated matrix with well developed schistosity that forms 
- augen around aligned quartz and feldspar lenticles. Crossed nicols. 
1 mm 
b: Relict Plagioc~ase Porphyroclast enclosed in highly crushed and 
granulated matrix. Sugarloaf Slide Zone. Shore, south of 
Sugarloaf Cove. Crossed nicols. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 46 
2 mm 
Emplacement cleavage in greywacke from Maiden Point Slice. Note 
alignment of detr.ital material in S plane that is folded by the 
prist-emplacement F2 fold. East sid~ of Canada Head. Crossed ni·cols. 
2mm 
b: Folded greenschist, Irish Limestone. Note S1 slaty cleavage defined by aligned opagues, chlorite and ser1cite that is folded 
by open F2 folds. So.uth end of St. Julien Island. Obliquely 
crossed nTcols. 
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PLATE 47 
Fig. a: Folded greywackes and slates of the Goose Tickle Formation. Note 
asymmetry of folds. Looking northeast, east side of MacGrey 
Island. At the point in the background the greywackes are 
overlain by mel~nge. 
b: Acadian (F?) folds in slates of the Goose Tickle Formation. 
Looking north, west of Canada Harbour. 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 48 
Refolded emplacement fold (F ) in the Table Head Formation. Faci~g di~ections uncertain. 1 Note steeply dipping s2 cleavage. Burnt Point South shore of Canada Bay. 
Folded semi-pelitic schistss Sugarloaf Schists. The folds 
refold the emplacement s1 schistosity. Looking north, south of Sugarloaf Cove. 
F_i g. a: 
b: 
PLATE 49 
Acadian folds in greywackes and slates of the Maiden Point 
Slice. The fold is upward facing on the cleavage that is the 
first fabtic in the rock. Looking northeast, ~ast of Big 
Spring Inlet. · 
Acadian folds in melange. Note the alignment of the blocks in 
the S1 cleavage plane and the development of ~ crenulation (s2) cleavage. North shore of Whites Arm. 
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PLATE 50 
Fig. a: Relationship between s1 and S? in greywackes from Maiden Point Slice. The . F1 folds face westwards on s1 and the F2 folds face down on s2. shore, east of Englee. 
b: ~2 folds in greywackes from the Croque Head Slice. The s2 fabric 1s a crenulation cleavage. 
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PLATE 51 
I 2 mm I 
Fig. a: Semi-schists from Croque Head Slice. The emplacement s1 cleavage is defined by aligned sericite and chlorite and by a strong 
dimensional preferred orientation of the detrital materia1. The 
clastic texture is partially destroyed. Crossed nicols. 
b: Acadian (F2 ) fold in St. Julien Island Formation. 
up on the s2 cleavage. Black Island. 
The fold faces 
Fig. a: 
b: 
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PLATE 52 
Alignment of clasts in conglomerate, St. Julien Island 
Formation. Note the subspherical shape of the quartzite clasts 
(white) and the elongate shape of the sandstone and shale clasts. 
St. Julien Island. 
Steeply folded contact between Croque Head Slice below and White 
Hills Slice above. The gully is underlain by melange separating 
the slices. Looking northeast, south of Square Cove. 
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PLATE 53 
Fig. a: Acadian folds (F3} in Greenschist Member~ Goose Cove Formation. Looking northeast~ Fishot Island. 
b: Refolded fold in marbles~ Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove Formation. 
South side of Easter Tickle~ Fishot Island. 
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PLATE 54 
Shear Zone in greenschists, Goose Cove Formation. Note drag of s2 fabric into left hand side of shear zone. Zone is marked by 
brown stained, carbonate veins. West side of Landing Cove, 
Fishot Island. 
CHLORITE 
EPJDOTE 
MUSCOVITE 
TREMOLITE-
ACTINQLITE 
PLAGIOCLASE 
GARNET 
HORNBLENDE 
BIOTITE 
PYROXENE 
QUARTZ 
MAGNETITE 
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- c::::>--
~-
c::> Growth in greenschist member 
Growth in amphibolite member 
Growth in contact zone ~ 
Fig I9: The relationship between- mioeral growth and deforma t ion 
in the Goose Cove Fo rmation. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 55 
1 mm 
Plagioclase porphyroblast, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove 
Formation. Note biotite and quartz inclusions. Crossed nicols. 
0.5 mm 
b: Garnet porphyroblast with straight inclusion trails. This is a 
line drawing of Plate 39, fig. a. The garnet clearly grew ·after 
formation of the s1 fabric. Goose Cove Formation. Fishot Island. Garnet heavy outline and clear; plagioclase stippled; quartz clear; 
biotite hatched; horblende closely spaced cleavages. 
Fig. a: 
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PLATE 56 
1 Q. 3 mm I 
Photomicrograph of helicitic garnet porphyroblast. The folded 
aligned opaques suggest the ·presence of two periods of deformation 
prior to garnet growth. Amphibolite Member, East side of Landing 
Cove, Ffshot Is.land. Plane polarized light. 
0.5 mm 
b: Garnet porphyroblast, Amphibolite Member, Goose Cove Formation. 
Note circular inclusion trails. Line drawing from a photograph. 
Fishot Island. Symbols as in Plate 55, fig. b. 
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PLATE 57 
1 mm 
Fig. a: Pyroxene bearing amphibolite, Contact Zone, Goose Cove Formation. 
b: 
Line drawing from a photograph. Pyroxene widely spaced 
cleavages; other symbols as in Plate 55, fig. b. 
0. 5 Jl11Tl, 
Emplacement slaty cleavage, Table Head Formation. s1 , defined by chlorite and seritite, is developed in a pelite band. Note 
development of s2 crenulation cleavage. South of Englee. Crossed nicols. 
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PLATE 58 
I 1 ITIT1 I 
Fig. a: Post-tectonic chlorite porphyroblasts ·;n semi-peli e~ Maiden 
Point Formation. The chlorites(dark) overgrew and include the 
DA (S2) crenulation cleavage. Northeast side of Twillingate. 
Cove. Crossed nicols. 
1 mm 1, 
.· 
b: C6rdierite porphyroblasts in hornfels. Maiden Point Formation. 
Note inclusion packed prophyroblasts . . Shore, Northeast of 
Cat Cove. Crossed Nicols. 
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PLATE 59 
1 mm 
Fig. a: Post-tectonic anda1usite overgrowing S2 crenulation cleavage, 
Maiden Point Formation. Shore, Northeast of Cat Cove. Crossed 
Nicols. 
1 0.1 mm 1 
b: Post-tectonic btotite, Sugarloaf Schists. Note biotite 
overgrowing the S2 fabric. Plane polarized light. 
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PLATE 60 
0.1 mn 1 
Fig. a: Post-tectonic epidote porphyroblast, Sugarloaf Schists. Note 
included fabric. Northeast side of Sugarloaf Cove. Crossed 
nicols. 
0.3 rom 
b: Post-tectonic actinolite, Sugarloaf Schists. South side of 
Sugarloaf Cove. Obliquely crossed nicols. 
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PLATE 61 
I 0.5 rom I 
Fig. a: Polysynthetic twinning in post-tectonic diopside, Sugarloaf 
Slide Zone. Note included fabric. Shore, South of Sugarloaf 
Cove. Crossed nicols. 
b: Recumbent fold in White Hills Peridotites. The dark bands are 
orthopyroxene rich. South side, Western White Hills. 
_) 
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Fig 21: 
1 2 c=JDDD 
· (D) RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE ~LICES PRIOR TO THRUSTING (east) 
Palinspastic reconstruction of the thrust slices shown sc.hernaticall.r.. 
(A) Structural stacking order of the slices north of Hare Bay. 
(B) Structural stacking . ljrder of the slices south of Hare Bay . 
(C) Structural stacking order of the sl fees of the entire Hare Bay Allochthon. . 
{D) Palinspastic reconstruction of the sJ ices to the relative positions they had .. 
before emplacement, using the assumption that the higher slices originated 
farther from the continental. margin in the west. 
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PLATE .62 
Fig. a: Two ages of orthopyroxene bands, White Hills Peridotite Sheet. 
Western White Hills. 
0.5 mm 
b: Photomicrograph of harzburgite, White Hills Peridotite Sheet. 
Note enstatite augen. Southeast side, Eastern White Hills. 
Crossed nicols. 
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